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Abstract

The number of applications to postsecondary institutions continues to increase year over
year, and in most cases, the number of applications exceeds the number of students admitted.
The use of standardized tests continues to grow to help in these admissions decisions. Due to
both high usage rates and the changing demographics of our nation’s student population, the
study of test bias is still a relevant conversation today. Aside from larger issues of equity and
access, particularly in STEM courses, this has implications for leaders in higher education
because universities have a stake in ensuring students are academically fit for the curriculum.
The goal of this study was to understand whether differential prediction existed in the ACT
science subscore and the extent to which this index was differentially valid for individuals of
various demographic subgroups regarding their performance in introductory science courses.
Differential prediction and differential validity were investigated through quantitative
methods whereby correlation coefficients and regression models were determined for
different subgroups based on various demographic characteristics. Results of this study
revealed variable differential validity across gender, ethnicity, and student major. Results
also revealed differential prediction completely across ethnicity and student major, and
variably across gender, Pell-eligibility, and first generation status. In many cases, the results
were consistent with current literature in that female student performance was often
underpredicted whereas non-White student performance was often overpredicted. In terms of
fairness, test bias was highly dependent on particular predictor/criterion combinations for
each demographic subgroup investigated. Criterion bias was predominant and presented as a
considerable concern as well.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
Introduction
The number of applications to postsecondary institutions continues to increase year
over year, and in most cases, the number of applications exceeds the number of students
admitted. According to the National Association for College Admission Counseling
(NACAC), the average acceptance rate for four-year institutions in the United States in 2010
was 65.5% (Clinedinst et al., 2011). To help in these admissions decisions, admissions
officers employ a number of factors. Top factors include grades in college preparatory
courses, the strength of previous curricula, admission test scores, and grades in all courses.
These factors were rated 83%, 66%, 59%, and 46%, respectively, by colleges and universities
as “considerably important.” Essays or writing samples, students’ demonstrated interest,
class rank, and counselor and teacher recommendations compose a second set of factors rated
as “moderately important.” Subject test scores, interviews, and extracurricular activities were
considered supplemental to the previous factors; portfolios, state graduation exam scores, and
work experience were commonly rated as the lowest factors in admissions decisions
(Clinedinst et al., 2011).
Current research also supports high school grades as being the strongest predictor of
student readiness for college, even above standardized admission test scores (Burton &
Ramist, 2001; Morgan, 1989). Research completed at the University of California found high
school grades explain 20% of the variance in cumulative college GPA whereas test scores
account for only an additional 6% of the variance (Atkinson & Geiser, 2009). One reason for
this may be the confounding variable of socioeconomic status, a variable that is often
overlooked in simple correlation studies of standardized test scores (Atkinson & Geiser,
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2009). Unlike standardized tests, high school grades are less associated with socioeconomic
status and thus maintain more stable predictive power (Geiser & Santelices, 2007). Another
reason may be that high school grade point average (GPA) offers a repeated sampling of
student performance over time, which may offer more stable predictive power than a test that
was taken during a single sitting (Atkinson & Geiser, 2009). Although not necessarily
supported by research, standardized tests may be viewed as a stronger indicator than high
school grades because grading can differ greatly from school to school (Atkinson & Geiser,
2009; Burton & Ramist, 2001; Morgan, 1989).
Despite the proposed benefits of using high school grades as a predictor of college
achievement, the use of standardized tests continues to grow and this use is worthy of further
study. In over the last century alone, the number of test takers has grown from less than 1,000
in 1901 to over 3.5 million for the graduating class of 2014. Fifty-seven percent of those test
takers took the American College Testing, or ACT, college readiness assessment. Unlike the
SAT, another common indicator used for college admissions decisions that measure a
student’s reasoning and verbal abilities, the ACT is an achievement test designed to measure
what a student has learned in school (ACT, 2014b). Originally launched by University of
Iowa education professor E. F. Lindquist in 1959, the ACT includes five subject-area tests in
English, mathematics, reading, science, and an optional writing test, and is scored based on
the number of correct answers with no penalty for guessing. A student receives a composite
score, as well as a score for each subtest, which may range from a low of 1 to a high of 36.
The Benchmarks are subject-area scores that ACT has determined to represent the level of
achievement required for students to have a 50% chance of obtaining a B or higher or about a
75% chance of obtaining a C or higher in corresponding credit-bearing first-year college
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courses. For the subject-area tests of English, mathematics, reading, and science, the
corresponding college courses are English composition, college algebra, introductory social
science courses, and biology, respectively, and the benchmark scores are 18, 22, 22, and 23,
respectively.
Meade and Fetzer (2009) define test bias as the “systematic error in how a test
measures members of a particular group” (p. 1). The assessment of test fairness and bias
dates back to the late 1960s, and though both the psychometric and cultural environment has
changed significantly since then, there is still little consensus on the issue. In fact, the
conversation is still relevant today and has gained momentum considering the changing
demographics of our nation’s student population, making our student population more
heterogeneous (Young, 2001). Around the turn of the century, the numbers of Asian
American, Hispanic, and African American students flowing into higher education were
increasing (Burton & Ramist, 2001).
It is also still a relevant conversation due to the importance of the use of selection
tests that are not biased against individuals of particular groups. With challenges against
affirmative action (Regents of the University of California vs. Bakke) in both California and
Washington, and in the three Hopwood states of Texas, Missouri, and Louisiana, legislation
has forbidden the consideration of race, ethnicity, and gender as factors in admissions
decisions. However, data continue to accumulate that supports, in simulations where
demographics are not considered, sharp declines in the admission of non-White students
when decisions are based primarily on previous grades and test scores. These simulations are
supported by actual enrollment data in California and Texas that showed declines in nonWhite students (Burton & Ramist, 2001).
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There has been much research on the validity of tests used for admissions purposes,
and this research has gained more attention within the last four decades due to the changing
characteristics of test takers. Validity refers to “the appropriateness, meaningfulness, and
usefulness of the specific inferences made from test scores” (American Educational Research
Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council of Measurement in
Education, 1999, p. 9). Predictive validity, important for the purpose of admissions testing, is
the extent to which a score on a test predicts scores on some criterion (Callif, 1986). The
extent to which a test does not predict a criterion for all subgroups can be characterized in
terms of differential prediction and differential validity. Historically, the most common
approach for assessing test validity has been through the development of regression lines and
calculation of validity coefficients (Young & Kobrin, 2001). Yet, still, test validation is a
complicated undertaking, and while some research findings appear to be definitive, others are
more ambiguous. The goal of this study is to understand whether differential prediction exists
in the ACT science subscore and the extent to which this index is differentially valid for
individuals of various demographic subgroups regarding their performance in introductory
science courses.
Significance of the Study
About the researcher. The researcher herself has a background in science, cell and
molecular biology specifically, with her bachelor’s and master’s degrees. She has worked
previously as a tutor and advisor for students in science programs or science courses for
approximately five years. This experience was followed by two years as an adjunct faculty
member instructing introductory laboratory courses in biology and cell and molecular
biology. Since obtaining a second master’s in education, she has presently spent seven years
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working in the division of enrollment development in the office of the registrar contributing
to admission, enrollment, matriculation, and graduation efforts of a master’s large,
Midwestern, liberal arts college.
Predictive validity and STEM. As described by Richard Bybee (2010), “the dawn of
the 21st century shed light on a variety of new challenges for the United States in general and
science education in particular” (p. 33). With advents in agriculture, industry, and medicine,
scientific concepts have become integrated into decisions ranging from a personal to political
level, thus driving the need for a population possessing scientific literacy. Also, with the
United States losing its competitive edge in the global economy, scientific progress and
technological innovation become more central to our nation’s economic well-being. Science
education is important because today’s students will be responsible for making decisions
regarding both the use and development of technology in the short future. It is needed
because there is a need for a workforce with higher levels of scientific and technological
literacy entering these career fields (Bybee, 2010). It is also needed because these are the
fields that are projected to grow the fastest in the coming years (The National Academies,
2010).
Although national efforts to strengthen science and engineering programs should
include all Americans, minorities are the fastest growing population in the United States, but
the most underrepresented group in science and technology careers (The National
Academies, 2010). To reach the national goal of 10% of all 24-year-olds holding an
undergraduate degree in science or engineering, the number of non-White graduates in these
fields would need to almost quintuple (The National Academies, 2010). Concerning gender,
although female student achievement in STEM is on par with their male peers during K-12,
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the rate of STEM course taking for female students begins to shift at the undergraduate level
and disparities begin to emerge, particularly for non-White women, compared to their male
counterparts (National Science Foundation, 2016).
In the recent ACT report, The Condition of STEM 2016, it was shown that both
interest and achievement in STEM are needed to meet economic, national security, and
technological goals. Student achievement across all STEM fields was highest for those
students with both measured and expressed interest in STEM. For those students with both
expressed and measured interest in STEM, 57% met the ACT college readiness benchmarks
in math and 53% met them in science. This compares to only 45% and 38%, respectively, for
those with only an expressed interest, and only 39% and 37%, respectively, for those with
only a measured interest in STEM.
However, what is more distressing are the disparities in benchmark achievement by
race or ethnicity. For students with both expressed and measured interest in STEM, 80% of
Asian students met the math benchmark compared to 64% of White students, 42% of
Hispanic students and Pacific Islander students, 29% of American Indian students, and 25%
of African American students. For students with both expressed and measured interest in
STEM, 68% of Asian students met the science benchmark compared to 61% of White
students, 40% of Pacific Islander students, 35% of Hispanic students, 27% of American
Indian students, and 22% of African American students. Similar discrepancies exist based on
gender with 65% of male students meeting math benchmarks compared to 51% of female
students, and 59% of male students meeting science benchmarks compared to 47% of female
students (ACT, 2016).
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What is concerning about these discrepancies is a key finding of the 2013 report that
has appeared to change little in the 2016 report: “The academic achievement gap that exists
in general for ethnically diverse students is even more pronounced among those interested in
the STEM fields” (p. 3). Also concerning is the fact that they exist for students who all
showed as having both an expressed and measured interest in STEM. Expressed interest was
recorded as students who said they were considering studying STEM subjects (i.e., science,
technology, engineering, or math) or pursing related careers. Measured interest was recorded
as students who said they enjoyed doing the type of work involved in STEM subjects and
careers such as fixing problems or solving puzzles (ACT, 2016).
Looking at the transition from high school to college, in a 2010 report by the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, one key finding was similar to those of the ACT in that “Black
and Hispanic high school seniors exhibit the same degree of interest in pursuing STEM
careers as [W]hite students” (p. 3). However, despite these initially high interest levels, these
students are less likely to experience the same level of achievement as their White
counterparts. What is more curious, the report also found “that success in a STEM major
depends both on the student’s absolute entering academic credentials and on the student’s
entering academic credentials relative to other students in the class” (p. 3). This means that
when a mismatch occurs, there is a loss of learning. Positively mismatched students are not
challenged whereas negatively mismatched students feel overwhelmed. This finding calls test
score validity into question as a possible additional hurdle to increasing non-White student
achievement in STEM majors and careers.
History shows standardized tests have played and, current reviews suggest, will
continue to play a significant role in education. In higher education, standardized tests have
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played an increasingly prominent role in the selection of qualified candidates. Between 1993
and 2006, the percentage of institutions attributing “considerable importance” to admission
test scores as a factor in admissions decisions has increased from 46% to 60% (NACAC,
2008). The number of students who were expected to enroll in postsecondary education for
Fall 2014 was 21.0 million students (National Center for Education Statistics, 2014). In
anticipation of attending a postsecondary institution, 57% (1,845,787 students) of the 2014
graduating class took the ACT standardized college entrance exam (ACT, 2014a).
Admissions decisions are critical because it is a misuse of time and money for the
students and their families, and detrimental to retention and graduation efforts for
institutions, to admit students who are unprepared. These tests also help admissions
personnel to filter through applicant numbers that often exceed the number of seats available.
As the population taking admissions tests such as the ACT continues to become more
heterogeneous, further research on the validity of such tests will benefit those individuals by
addressing concerns surrounding issues of diversity, equity, access, and test fairness.
For all of these reasons, the accuracy and reliability of these tests is of paramount
importance. In terms of the competition for admission to higher education, it is also
important that these tests be valid and reliable across different groups of test takers. Research
on the issue of test fairness, a concept referred to as test validity in psychometrics, has been
conducted for several decades, with research on the validity of these tests across different
populations gaining momentum in the last forty years (Young & Kobrin, 2001). The need for
test validity across various groups of test takers will only increase as the population taking
admissions tests continue to become more heterogeneous. In their report, Projections of
Education Statistics to 2022, the National Center for Education Statistics expects enrollment
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in postsecondary education to increase by only 7% for both White Non-Hispanic students
and Asian/Pacific Islander students whereas enrollment is expected to increase 26% for
Black students and 27% for Hispanic students (Hussar & Bailey, 2013).
Prior research has shown that students from different demographic subgroups perform
at different levels in their postsecondary institutions, even when they enter that institution
with the same level of achievement (Carpenter et al., 2006; Bailey & Dynarski, 2011;
Robinson & Lubienski, 2011). More so, research suggests that test scores, from both the SAT
and ACT, may be overpredictive of introductory GPA for some non-White groups and
underpredictive of introductory GPA for female students (Cleary, 1968; Linn, 1983; Sawyer,
1985; Willingham & Cole, 1997; Leonard & Jiang, 1999; Ramist et al., 2001; National
Association for College Admission Counseling, 2008; Noble; 2004; Young, 2004). Though
the literature on this topic is fairly extensive, as noted by Wightman (2003), “the work is
dated and needs to be updated or at least replicated” (p. 65).
Updated research on the validity of such tests will benefit test takers by addressing
concerns of test fairness along with issue of diversity, equity, and access. All of these matters
continue to hold importance in our racially charged culture and in “an era of opposition to
affirmative action policies and practices” (Wightman, 2003, p. 49). Mounting research
supports a correlation between race and socioeconomic status and standardized test scores
(Atkinson & Geiser, 2009; Gerald & Haycock, 2006; Soares, 2007). This is cause for concern
since this correlation produces an upward social class bias in the profile of students admitted
to college. Since admission to and graduation from postsecondary institutions has been
shown to impart benefits to one’s social and financial well-being later in life, relying on
assessments that are not proven to be accurate and reliable across all groups of test takers
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may pose the risk of reinforcing patterns of inequality from one generation to the next. The
matter of validity across demographic groups is important for all because “the continued
existence of substantial minority-majority educational gaps is prohibitively costly, not only
for minorities, but for the nation as a whole” (Miller, 1995, p. 4). In a report by the
Washington Center for Equitable Growth, it was estimated that by improving educational
outcomes and closing educational achievement gaps, the economy of the United States could
see a cumulative increase in the present gross domestic product (GDP) of $2.5 trillion by
2050 and $14 trillion by the year 2075 (Lynch, 2015).
Importance for higher education leaders. In February 2007, the NACAC released a
white paper on the topic of college admission testing asking, “What influence do test scores
have in predicting whether students will succeed in college?” (p. 3). Ten years later, this
question still remains relevant as research has shown differential prediction to exist for
students of different demographics. Additionally, the demographics of our nation’s student
population continue to change with enrollment by non-White students expected to increase at
a rate almost four times higher than White students by the year 2022 (Hussar & Bailey,
2013). Finally, the jobs and career fields most likely to grow over the next ten years are those
in the areas of science and technology, particularly in healthcare support and computer and
mathematical occupations (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015).
Leaders in higher education have an interest in meeting the needs of the most students
in order to ensure acceptable enrollment rates within their colleges and universities. They do
this by providing program selection that meets the demand created by the job market and
workforce. Additionally, leaders in higher education are extremely interested in successful
student matriculation and graduation. Leaders can be good stewards of their four-year
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graduation rates by ensuring students are appropriately placed and are receiving the
instruction and other academic support needed. In summary, aside from larger issues of
equity and access, the use of standardized test scores for admission and placement decisions,
particularly in STEM courses, is important to leaders in higher education because universities
have a vested interest in ensuring students are academically fit for the curriculum. This study
serves as a model for leaders in higher education, one that can be used to assess the integrity
of selection and placement decisions that are dependent on the accuracy and reliability of the
information used to make those decisions.
Contributions of the Study
The goal of this study was to understand whether differential prediction exists in the
ACT science subscore and the extent to which this index is differentially valid for individuals
of various demographic subgroups regarding their performance in introductory science
courses. Differential prediction and differential validity were investigated through
quantitative methods whereby correlation coefficients and regression models were
determined for different subgroups based on various demographic characteristics. As such,
the independent variable was ACT science subscore, and the dependent variable was
introductory science course final grade. The models included additional predictor variables
denoting various subgroup memberships (e.g., male or female). The sample was selected
from a doctoral, moderate research, Midwestern, four-year and above, public university.
Current research on the ACT tends to look across subtests, without looking at any one
of them specifically. This study intended to evaluate the predictive validity of the ACT
science subtest. Even when evaluating ACT subtests, they are only compared to one subject
rather than any for that it might have predictive value. This study intended to assess the
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predictive validity of the ACT science subtest for several introductory science courses such
as biology, chemistry, engineering, and physics. This approach adds to the research,
particularly regarding the differences of gender because it controlled for course selection
(Burton & Ramist, 2001). Research on predictive validity of the ACT has also been restricted
to difference in race and gender. This study aimed to include a measure of socioeconomic
status, first generation status, and interest area as well. Finally, current research also tends to
compare mean ACT scores without breaking the data out in a way that controls for ACT
score. This study was primarily interested in whether there were differences in student
introductory performance when controlling for ACT scores, assessing the achievement gap
that occurs after entering college (Carpenter et al., 2006; Bailey & Dynarski, 2011; Robinson
& Lubienski, 2011).
Conceptual Framework
Validity. The common textbook definition states that validity exists if a test measures
what it intends to measure. In both educational and psychological testing, the semantics, or
meaning, of validity, however, is a much more complex and fluid concept, and one in which
debates stem from disagreements about the proper location of validity (Hathcoat, 2013). One
view, the “instrument-based” approach, describes validity as a property of tests themselves
(Borsboom, 2005; Borsboom et al., 2004). The other view, the “score-based” or “argumentbased” approach, challenges this approach by locating validity in the interpretations and
entailed uses of tests (Kane, 1992; Messick, 1989). The approach to which one prescribes has
consequences for the validation process, specifically, what evidence must be sought in order
to determine validity. Each approach can be further understood by contrasting their
ontological and epistemological emphases and describing their breadth of focus.
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Ontology is a branch of metaphysics concerning the structure of being and reality
(Hofweber, 2012), whereas epistemology is a branch of philosophy referring to the nature of
and process of obtaining knowledge (Williams, 2001). In other terms, ontology questions
“what exists” whereas epistemology questions “how we know” it exists. Both of these
questions are fundamental to validity theory that encompasses both ontology (e.g., reality of
concepts such as critical thinking, intelligence, or personality) and epistemology (e.g.,
evidentiary standards such as linear regression or correlation; Hathcoat, 2013). Also central
to validity theory and encompassing both ontology and epistemology is the concept of
psychometric realism, which refers to the view that psychological and educational attributes
exist in the actual world and that it is possible to justify claims about their existence (Hood,
2009). Contrastingly, an antirealist could argue either against the existence of these attributes
or the possibility of claims for their existence (Hathcoat, 2013).
The instrument-based approach to validity. Under the instrument-based position,
validity is located as a property of the tests themselves, and is reminiscent of early theorists
who suggested tests are either valid or invalid (Kelley, 1927). Borsboom, Van Heerden, and
Mellenbergh (2003) define validity under this approach as “Test X is valid for the
measurement of attribute Y if and only if the proposition ‘Scores on test X measure attribute
Y’ is true” (p. 323). With this definition, Borsboom et al. (2003) argue that validity is a
function of truth, and provide the latent variable model as a framework for measurement; a
statistical model with roots back to Spearman’s (1904) work on factor analysis that relates
latent or unobserved variables based on inferences made from manifest variables. Borsboom
et al.’s (2004) approach to validity is reliant on two conditions, “(a) the attribute exists, (b)
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variations in the attribute causally produce variations in the outcomes of the measurement
procedure” (p. 1061).
This definition of validity requires the existence of psychological or educational
attributes, ontologically speaking, and is independent of the ability to evaluate these claims,
epistemologically speaking. Borsboom, Mellenbergh, and Van Heerden (2004) argue that the
truth of the ontological claim guarantees validity. Therefore, validity is constrained by the
ontological status of theoretical concepts whereas it is validation that consists of the
interpretation of empirical observations into differences in test scores (Hathcoat, 2013). This
definition requires a commitment to psychological realism (Hood, 2009). Because the
definition requires both the existence of an attribute as well as the ability to detect variation
in that attribute, the antirealist may reject either of those claims and find any test invalid.
However, adherence to psychometric realism may be maintained regardless of whether a test
is valid or invalid (Hathcoat, 2013).
In fact, psychometric realism appears to be necessary if ever a test is to be found
valid. The attributes must exist in the real world, and they must exist in a way as to cause
differences in observations. A major consequence of this perspective is the need to properly
map within-person variance in contrast to between-person variance in a way that is accounted
for by theory. As such, it is important to understand the underlying cause for these
differences and how they may reflect on patterns in empirical observations. This leads to an
additional limitation of this approach, the need for this causal connection, requiring strong
theory and a priori knowledge how attribute variation leads to observation variation
(Hathcoat, 2013). This again aligns with the latent variable model, but Borsboom et al.
(2004) has offered very few details on how one would work through the truth of this model,
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all of which have been heavily reliant on theories detailing how differences in attributes lead
to differences in measurement.
This approach to validity restricts validation efforts to the single purpose of
determining whether scores on a particular test measure the specified attribute. The causal
relationship is at the heart of validity under the instrument-based approach consequently
making many other questions outside the purview of this model of validity. For example,
whether the ACT is useful for admissions decisions is a question that remains outside the
scope of this validity theory. Additionally, evaluating the consequences of testing is also an
inappropriate aspect of validity theory from Borsboom et al.’s perspective, which could find
a test valid even if it has undesirable consequences. Rather, under the instrument-based
approach, consequences would instead pertain to a lack of variance of causal relations across
various applied settings (Hathcoat, 2013).
The argument-based approach to validity. Instead of locating validity as a property
of the instrument itself, the argument-based approach supports “(a) validity as a property of
interpretations and not tests, (b) validations consisting of an extended investigation, (c)
consequences of testing as an aspect of this investigation, and (d) subjecting interpretations,
assumptions, and proposed uses of scores to logical and empirical examination” (Hathcoat,
2013, p. 5). This approach “lays the network of inferences leading from the test scores to the
conclusions to be drawn and any decisions to be based on these conclusions” (Kane, 2001, p.
329). This approach means that it might be possible for multiple interpretations to be
proposed for the same test. However, the content of the interpretive argument frames the
validation efforts to be required. The larger the leap in interpretation, the stronger the
evidence that would be required to validate such a use (Hathcoat, 2013).
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The argument-based approach to validity theory is free from ontological constraints
since it is the use of the test, rather than the status of an observable attribute, which stands in
need of validation. Instead, it is the justification of knowledge that has taken a central role in
this approach, and Hathcoat (2013) describes two epistemological implications inferred from
this approach “(a) appropriate evidence is a function of interpretive arguments and (b)
validity is a tentative judgment employed with varying degrees of certainty” (p. 6). This view
results in an open-ended approach to validity that is both constructed and dynamic based on
the interpretive argument and is, again, aligned with the view that “extraordinary claims
require extraordinary evidence” (Sagan, 1980).
Rather than making claims about truth, as in the instrument-based approach, this view
of validity is concerned with claims regarding lines of evidence. As such, this approach does
not necessitate a realist or antirealist position (Hood, 2009). Whether one believes in the
actual existence of an attribute, taking the psychometric realist perspective, or either denies
its existence or the ability to measure it, taking the antirealist perspective, makes no
difference in how that information is interpreted or used if that use can be justified with an
appropriate level of evidence. Locating validity in the use of the test scores allows this
approach to meet the shortcomings of the instrument-based approach. It is this approach that
allows for the questioning of consequences resulting from testing procedures (Kane, 2012).
The use of test scores is at the heart of this approach, thus allowing one to ask, for example,
whether using ACT scores is appropriate for admissions decisions or not. Because multiple
interpretations may be possible from one set of scores, the breadth of focus of this approach
is considered broad in contrast to the instrument-based approach (Hathcoat, 2013).
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Brief history of validity theory. The measure of mental phenomena through the use
of statistical concepts arose during the latter part of the 19th century, but it was not until the
early 20th century that validity as a formal concept became a point of discussion within
educational and psychological testing when predicting subsequent performance was of
primary concern to test developers (Traub, 2005). Advancements in correlation coefficients
(Pearson, 1920; Rodgers & Nicewander, 1988) and factor analysis (Spearman, 1904)
attempted to address theoretical issues surrounding covariation between predictor and
criterion variables, but each had different implications for psychometric realism and thus
validity theory. Both advancements posed challenges though, particularly in the selection of
criterion. For factor analysis, the difficulty arises in answering questions of ontology
whereby in order to investigate a new criterion, it seems knowledge of a prior criterion would
be needed, resulting in a vicious cycle and infinite regress of new validity depending on the
assumed prior validity (Chisolm, 1973; Kane, 2001). For correlation coefficients, the
difficulty arises in selecting acceptable criterion (Hathcoat, 2013).
Around this same time, discussions surrounding content validity and criterion-related
validity and their role in validity theory were occurring. As stated by Rulon (1946), tests are
constructed for a specific purpose derived from a particular theory or construct. Thus, content
validity refers to the extent to which a measurement represents a given construct and,
coupled with developments on factor analysis (Spearman, 1904), promotes a framework for
advancing psychometric realism (Mulaik, 1987). Hence, the early approach of validity as
investigating “whether a test really measures what it purports to measure” (Kelley, 1927, p.
14) and development of the instrument-based approach to validity theory. However,
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controversy surrounding limitations of this approach as previously discussed set the stage for
broader discussions regarding the proper location of validity.
By 1955, seminal work by Cronbach and Meehl led to radical changes to validity
theory and a departure from psychometric realism. Their interest in ambiguous criterion
resulted in their conceptualization of construct validity as relying on the establishment of a
nomological network. A nomological network is a representation of constructs of interest and
their observable manifestations, and the interrelationships between them (Cronbach & Meehl,
1955), creating a network that allows one to infer meaning of unobservable constructs free
from the constraint that they actually exist in the real world (Hathcoat, 2013). With this
definition, Cronbach and Meehl (1955) defined construct validity as an interpretation to be
defended, and although they were “not in the least advocating construct validity as preferable
to the other three kinds (concurrent, predictive, content)” (p. 300), they did indicate “one
does not validate a test, but only principle for making inferences” (p. 297), noting a pivotal
turn in validity theory.
By the 1970s and 1980s, theorists were emphatically supporting interpretations as the
proper location of validity. Messick (1975, 1989) in particular did not view tests as valid or
invalid, but rather inferences from test scores as either valid or invalid. Concerned with
various philosophical criticisms, Messick (1998) put forth a constructivist-realist view of
validity that stated,
Constructs represent our best, albeit imperfect and fallible, efforts to capture
the essence of traits that have a reality independent our attempt to characterize
them. Just as on the realist side there may be traits operative in behavior for
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which no construct has yet been formulated, on the constructivist side there
are useful constructs having no counterpart in reality. (p. 35)
Drawing subtle distinction between constructs and the attributes to which they refer, Messick
(1989) unified validity theory under construct validity, which broadly pertained to the degree
to which evidence supports the appropriateness of score-based inferences.
This view of validity is not without its criticisms. Contemporary theorists tend to be
uncomfortable with the ambiguity of the term “construct” in this use, have struggled to
identify nomological networks within education and social sciences, and find it difficult to
determine where validity evidence should begin or end (Kane, 2001; Borsboom et al., 2009;
Hathcoat, 2013). Despite these concerns though, locating validity as a property of test score
interpretations has remained a consistent position in contemporary validity theory. Thus, the
argument-based approach to validity is promoted by these historical developments (Kane,
1992, 2006, 2013). It is also the position adopted by the most recent Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing, which defines validity as “the degree to which
evidence and theory support the interpretation of test scores for proposed uses of tests”
(American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, &
National Council of Measurement in Education, 2014, p. 11), a statement which supports
validity as an open-ended evaluation whereby inferences are more or less valid based on
existing evidence. As such, it is the approach that was used to inform this study.
Types of validity. As has been previously discussed, validation of a test is done by
gathering evidence to justify the use of a test for a given purpose with a given population.
This evidence may be related to the content of the test (content validity), the accuracy with
which it measures the construct (construct validity), or the relationship of test scores to an
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external benchmark or criterion measure (criterion-related validity). Content validity refers to
the ability of the test items to reflect the type of content expected to be known by the
examinee. Content validity is often assessed by qualitative measures of face validity whereby
participants and experts alike may be asked to judge how well an item measures the construct
of interest. Construct validity refers to the degree to which inferences can be made based on
the results of the test to the theoretical construct on which the test is based. This may be
measured by studying the relationship of the measure with others known to measure the same
construct, assessing the measure of groups with known characteristics, or focusing on the
internal structure of the measure (Kennedy, 2003).
With criterion-related validity, one is making a prediction about how the
operationalization will perform based on the theory of the construct. Types of criterionrelated validity differ based on the criteria used as the standard for judgment. For example, in
concurrent validity, one is concerned with the operationalization’s ability to distinguish
between groups that it should theoretically be able to distinguish between. In convergent
validity, one assesses the degree to which the operationalization is similar to others for which
it is theoretically similar; likewise, in discriminant validity, one examines how the
operationalization differs from those from which it is theoretically dissimilar. This study was
concerned with the form of criterion-related validity known as predictive validity, the ability
of the operationalization to predict something it should theoretically be able to predict, and
the form of validity that is of concern for standardized tests such as those used in college
admissions decisions and to predict future performance. For these tests, validity coefficients
are often reported having been estimated by comparing a particular measurement procedure
to well-established measurement procedures, and predictive validity can be assessed based on
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two concepts: differential validity and differential prediction (Admitted Class Evaluation
Service [ACES], 2015).
Differential validity versus differential prediction. As described by Linn (1978),
differential validity refers to the differences in the magnitude of correlation coefficients for
different groups of examinees. When a predictor is used to determine a criterion, a prediction
equation quantifies the relationship between the two variables. This prediction equation is
represented by a straight line on a graph that connects a single point for each possible
predictor-criterion combination, and the exact position of the line is selected because it
minimizes the variance between the predicted score and the actual score. How well the actual
relationship between predictor and criterion is quantified by this prediction equation is
described using a correlation coefficient. Differential validity exists when the computed
correlation coefficients obtained for different subgroups of examinees significantly differ
(Young, 2001).
As also described by Linn (1978), differential prediction refers to differences in the
lines of best fit of regression equations or in the standard errors of estimate between groups
of test takers. Differences in lines of best fit or regression lines may be due to differences in
either the slopes or the intercepts. The preferable form of comparison is between standard
errors of estimate because any difference here can be directly attributed to a difference in the
degree of predictability. Findings of differential prediction indicate a need to derive different
prediction equations for different subgroups of examinees (Young, 2001).
Thus, differential validity and differential prediction are related, but they are not
identical concepts. Differential validity can and does occur independent of differential
prediction for any study of two or more groups. Differential validity has relevance for issues
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of fair use whereas differential prediction has a direct bearing on issues of bias in selection
(Linn, 1982a, 1982b). Originally, the term differential validity was an umbrella term used to
represent both differential validity and differential prediction. And, although research on the
topic reaches back to over seven decades with differential prediction based on gender being
reported in the 1930s (Abelson, 1952), the topic became of wide interest in the 1960s due to
differences observed based on race (Young, 2001).
Around the 1970s, and coincidentally, at the same time as the debates between
instrument-based or argument-based validity, theories regarding predictive validity took one
of two forms, either single-group validity or differential validity (Boehm, 1972). Under the
view of single-group validity, a test is valid for one group—usually Whites—but is invalid
for another—typically a non-White group. Under the other view, differential validity occurs
when a test is valid for different groups to different degrees, and single-group validity is a
special circumstance of differential validity (Hunter & Schmidt, 1978; Linn, 1978).
Theories of differential validity and differential prediction. Scholars have
advanced several theories to explain why differential prediction exists for different groups of
examinees. One group of theories doubt the existence of differential validity altogether. One
of these theories is simply that differential prediction is falsely assumed due to Type I (false
positive) errors, incorrect statistical procedures, or research design (Schmidt et al., 1973). A
second theory proposes that differential validity may go undetected because bias impacts
both the predictor and criterion for a group of examinees in the same direction. Either
positively or negatively, the same set of factors that influence, for example, admission test
scores, may also influence college grades for those same students (Young, 2001).
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Another set of theories assume differential validity to be a real phenomenon. One of
these theories explains differential prediction as a result of either differential validity of the
predictor, or of the criterion, or of both but to varying degrees for some examinees (Young,
2001). Another theory put forth by Cleary and Hilton (1968) is that of misprediction.
Misprediction occurs when there is consistent under- or overprediction for certain groups of
examinees. These findings occur when there are large differences on the criterion for
different groups along with problems of regression to the mean, or when differences on the
criterion are greater or lesser than differences on the predictor (Young, 2001).
Test bias and fairness. According to the NACAC white paper on college admissions
testing by Zwick (2007), “College admission test results often reveal substantial average
score differences among ethnic, gender, and socioeconomic groups. In popular press, these
differences are often regarded as sufficient evidence that these tests are biased. From a
psychometric perspective, however, a test’s fairness is inextricably tied to its validity” (p.
20). In 1982, Shepard conceptualized bias as “invalidity, something that distorts the meaning
of test results for some groups” (p. 26). Although fairness is a social rather than statistical
concept, questions about test validity are often raised in response to concerns about bias. As
such, bias may be investigated through two methods, internal or external (Camilli &
Shephard, 1994). These approaches, again, coincidentally mirror historical approaches to test
validity. Similar to the instrument-based approach to validity, internal approaches investigate
the relationship between latent traits and item response through techniques such as
confirmatory factor analysis (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000) and item response theory (Camilli
& Shephard, 1994) methods of differential item functioning (Meade & Fetzer, 2009).
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Mirroring the argument-based approach to validity theory, and the most common
method for assessing bias, external approaches evaluate the relationship between the test and
specified criterion. Thus, differential validity and differential prediction may be examined to
determine if a test is used in a manner that is consistently biased or unfair for some groups of
test takers. At the root of the most commonly accepted model of test bias in the psychometric
world, misprediction, as articulated by Anne Cleary in 1968, is the question of whether the
use of a single equation or index results in predicted college GPAs that are systematically too
high or too low for certain groups (Zwick, 2002). Cleary’s (1968) definition states that “if the
criterion score [GPA, in this case] predicted from the common regression line is consistently
too high or too low for member of the subgroup” (p. 115), a test is found to be biased.
Since Cleary’s definition, the terms test bias and differential prediction have both
been used interchangeably and had distinctions drawn between them by many a researcher
(Darlington, 1971; Hunter & Schmidt, 1976; Linn, 1973; McNemar, 1975; Crocker &
Algina, 1986; Murphy & Davidshofer, 2001). What is commonly supported today by both
researchers (Camilli & Shephard, 1994; Murphy & Davidshofer, 2001; Meade & Fetzer,
2009) and the Standards (American Educational Research Association [AERA] et al., 2014)
is the notion that a statistic is biased when the expected value does not match the actual value
for the population. Therefore, test bias can be “defined as systematic error in how a test
measures members of a particular group, [and] is best evaluated with internal methods”
(Meade & Fetzer, 2009, p. 3). Other researchers have pointed out that a test itself does not
have bias, but rather interpretations or predictions from test results in some contexts may be
biased (Darlington, 1971; Thorndike, 1971; Lautenschlager & Mendoza, 1986; Binning &
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Barrett, 1989). In this case, external methods such as the Cleary regression-based approach
are more accurately said to evaluate differential prediction (Meade & Fetzer, 2009).
Assessing differential validity and differential prediction. The Standards (AERA
et al., 2014) stress the importance of assessing test fairness by way of differential validity and
differential prediction, and both the Standards and the Principles for the Validation and Use
of Personnel Selection Procedures (Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology
[SIOP], 2003) endorse the use of the Cleary approach to validity studies. Differential validity
can be evaluated by assessing the magnitude of the test-criterion relationship, and differential
validity is said to exist if this correlation differs by subgroup. Differential prediction can be
evaluated by assessing the regression equation for the relationships between predictor and
criterion, and differential prediction was said to exist if there were significant differences on
the intercept (Mattern et al., 2008). The following is an explanation of how this can be
accomplished.
When a test score is to be used to predict subsequent academic performance (i.e.,
freshman GPA—FGPA), a prediction equations is developed that quantifies the relationship
between these two variables. This relationship is represented by a straight line on a graph, the
exact position of which is calculated so as to minimize the (squared) distance between each
test score/FGPA point and the line. The correlation coefficient indicates how well this line
represents the points on the graph and can range from zero (0) —meaning no relationship
between the two variables—to one (1) when there is perfect correspondence between the two
variables. For any correlation coefficient between these two values, there will exist individual
students whose test score/FGPA points will be either above the line (underpredicted) or
below the line (overpredicted) of the prediction equation (Wightman, 2003). If this occurs on
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a consistent basis by subgroup, if the correlation coefficients consistently differ by subgroup,
then the test is said to exhibit differential validity.
To assess the extent to which test scores are differentially predictive, a series of
hierarchical least squares regression equations are calculated. In the first, the criterion is
regressed on the predictor alone, and total group least square estimations, or average residual
values, always equal zero. In the next step, a group membership variable is added to the
model. If the average residual value for a subgroup differs significantly, the models are said
to differ from one another. Finally, in the third step, the membership-by-predictor crossproduct is considered, and if this model accounts for additional variance, then the measure is
said to exhibit differential prediction (Meade & Fetzer, 2009). Specifically, if the residual
value for a particular subgroup is positive, then the test is underpredictive for that subgroup
and students tend to perform better than what is predicted by the regression equation.
Likewise, if the residual value for a particular subgroup is negative, then the test is
overpredictive for that subgroup and students tend to perform worse than what the regression
equation predicts (Mattern et al., 2008).
Building on Cleary’s work, Meade and Fetzer (2008, 2009) offer a new approach to
assessing test bias. While Cleary suggested that a case of misprediction, any difference in
intercepts or slopes, would be indicative of test bias, Meade and Fetzer (2008) suggest that
differing regression line intercepts are indicative of differential prediction, but not necessarily
test bias. Harking back to the theories of differential validity and differential prediction,
Meade and Fetzer (2008) contend there are two fundamentally different potential sources of
differences in regression intercepts: differences in mean predictor and differences in mean
criterion. If there are differences on both the predictor and criterion, and they are proportional
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to one another, this would result in adverse impact, but not necessarily test bias. If the
difference is on the predictor, while there is no difference on criterion, this can accurately be
attributed to test bias. If there are differences on the criterion, but not the predictor, this could
be indicative of true score difference, omitted variables, bias in criterion measure, or
differences due to random error. If there are differences on both the predictor and criterion,
but these differences are not proportional to one another, additional evaluation will be needed
to locate the source of the difference. However, if the difference in predictor is large while
the criterion difference is small, it is best to assume test bias in the absence of other
information (Meade & Fetzer, 2008).
Summary of current research on admission test validity. Free validity study
services are provided for by most major testing programs that provide at least a correlation
between the predictors of test scores, prior academic performance, or both and the criterion
of introductory grades. The results of these studies have been fairly consistent across testing
programs and schools. For 685 colleges during the period of 1964 to 1981, the mean
correlations for predicting freshman grade point average (FGPA) using both SAT-Verbal and
SAT-Mathematics scores was approximately .42; for 75% of the schools tested, the
correlations exceeded .34 and for 90% they exceeded .27 (Donlon, 1984). For over 500
schools during 1989-90, the median correlation for predicting FGPA using the four ACT
scores was .45 (American College Testing, 1991), and it was .43 for 361 institutions during
1993-94 (American College Testing, 1997). Despite the positive correlations across testing
programs, critics note that there is substantial variability from school to school, with some
even displaying zero or negative correlations (Wightman, 2003).
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Current research outside of that conducted by the testing programs themselves also
suggests differential validity and differential prediction for various subgroups in that
admissions test scores may be underpredictive of introductory GPA for female students
whereas being overpredictive for non-White students (Zwick, 2007). In a comprehensive
review of the literature, Linn (1990) found that whereas test scores and prior grades have a
useful degree of validity for Black and Hispanic, as well as White, students, predictive
validities tend to be lower for Black and Hispanic students at predominately White
institutions compared to those for White students. At predominately Black institutions,
predictive validities for non-White students are comparable to those in general at
predominately White institutions. In terms of differential prediction, FGPA was
overpredicted for Black students, and this overprediction was usually the greatest for Black
students with above average scores whereas being negligible for those with below average
scores on predictors. Overprediction also occurred for Hispanic students, but to a smaller
degree and less consistently.
More recent studies, although limited in number, continue to confirm and add to
Linn’s findings about differential prediction and differential validity. In 1994, Young found
this phenomenon still existed in a sample of 3,703 college students for both non-White and
female students. In 1996, Noble found similar results in a study of ACT scores for Black
students and women. In his 2001 meta-analysis of SAT scores, Young found consistent
patterns across studies supported (a) the overprediction of grades for non-White students and
underprediction for female students, and (b) validity coefficients differed between non-White
and White students, as well as between female and male students. In their 2008 study,
Mattern et al. found the SAT to be differentially valid on gender, race/ethnicity, and best
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language. The test was more predictive for female students compared to male, White
compared to non-White students, and students whose best language is English. The
researchers also found the SAT to be differentially predictive on these three demographics.
The SAT tends to be underpredictive of female students, overpredictive for non-White
students, and underpredictive for students whose best language is not English.
Overview of Methodology
The conceptual framework outlined here informed this study in several ways. First,
although there are applications of validity studies that today appeal to an instrument-based
approach (Borsboom et al., 2003), such as internal methods of factor analysis and item
response theory, this study was primarily concerned with the use of admission test results in
selection and thus subscribed to the argument-based approach to validity theory
predominately supported by contemporary theorists (Kane, 2001) as well as the Standards
for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 2014). Consistent with this
approach, this study was positioned independent from psychometric realism and free from
ontological constraints, and was neither concerned with the existence of a psychological
attribute, nor our ability to measure it. Instead, this study was concerned with the
interpretation of and proposed use of the test score and therefore approached validity from an
epistemological perspective whereby logical and empirical evidence for this proposed use
was be examined (Hathcoat, 2013).
This study engaged in an external method of validity study, criterion-related validity,
and particularly that of predictive validity. This specific form of validity was assessed based
on the two concepts of differential validity and differential prediction (ACES, 2015).
Consistent with Linn (1978), this study defined differential validity as significant differences
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in the magnitude of correlation coefficients for different groups of examinees and differential
prediction as significant differences in variance for different groups of examinees. In this
way, differential validity and differential prediction are related but not identical concepts in
terms of implications for test fairness and selection bias (Young, 2001).
This study was also informed by the theory that differential validity is a real
phenomenon and will harness Cleary’s (1968) approach to misprediction. This study
expected findings consistent with previous research, namely, (a) the ACT science subscore
would be underpredictive of female student FGPA and overpredictive of non-White student
FGPA, and (b) the test would be differentially valid for these groups when compared to the
majority group (Young, 2001). Since such findings might have occurred for a number of
reasons, this study aimed to build on Cleary’s regression-based approach to further assess the
nature of the differential prediction. To do this, this study used the approach suggested by
Meade and Fetzer (2009) to assess reasons for intercept differences, namely, differences in
predictor versus criterion scores by subgroup.
Guiding Research Questions
1. Is the ACT science subscore differentially valid in its prediction of achievement in
introductory science courses for students across different demographics and science
disciplines?
2. Is the ACT science subscore differentially predictive of achievement in introductory
science courses for students across different demographics and science disciplines?
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Limitations and Delimitations
Limitations. Limitations are imposed by the design of the study, out of the control of
the researcher, which place restrictions on methodology or conclusions drawn from a study.
In this study, these include the following:
•

Predictive validity is only one aspect of test validity.
Other types of validity include content validity, construct validity, and other
forms of criterion validity. All are important to the function and use of a test, and all
are likely to interact with one another in different ways. The study of these other
forms of validity and the interaction between then, however, is beyond the scope of
this study. As such, conclusions about these forms of validity cannot be made from
this research.

•

ACT science subscore, along with the possibility of high school grade point average,
is the only admission criteria considered.
Different institutions rely on many different predictors of success to many
different degrees in order to make their admissions decisions. Evaluating all of these
and their interactions with each other is beyond the scope of this study. For this
reason, these additional variables were not considered in the prediction equations of
this study and conclusions should not be drawn regarding their influence on
introductory science grade point average.

•

Introductory science course GPA is reported on a 4-point scale.
Though there are many different indicators of success, such as cumulative
grade point average, leadership, or degree completion, introductory science grades
were of primary interest in this study. These grades were converted to grade point
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average before being considered in the analysis of predictive validity. As such,
appropriate translation of the results will be needed in order to draw proper meaning
from this study.
•

Students who have taken any of the introductory courses are included in the sample.
Because both first sequence and second sequence courses were identified as
introductory courses by the department contacts, it is possible students may show in
duplicate in the sample. Although some additional testing has been done to look for
cases of differential effect, not all scenarios of duplication versus non-duplication has
been able to be evaluated. This may limit some of the conclusions drawn from this
study.
Delimitations. Delimitations are choices made by the researcher in order to set

boundaries for the study. In this study, these include the following:
•

Data were collected from one institution.
The data for this study were drawn from a doctoral, moderate research,
Midwestern, four year and above, public university. As such, the results from this
study may not be generalizable to other institutions. Rather, the intent of this study
was to provide a method by which other institutions may assess the use of ACT
subscores for their students, and to offer a new perspective to current literature on the
topic.

•

Only those students who took an introductory science course were considered.
Because the focus of this study was on differential prediction and differential
validity across demographic subgroups regarding science course performance,
comparisons were not made to students who did not take science courses. Also,
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because research has shown decreased predictive validity for performance beyond
introductory grades, only those students who took an introductory science course
were considered in an effort to provide consistency in the comparisons being made.
•

Only those students who reported ACT scores were considered.
Because the focus of this study was on differential prediction and differential
validity across demographic subgroups for the ACT, comparisons were not made to
students who did not report the ACT or those who reported a test score other than the
ACT. This likely removed transfer students from the sample since ACT scores are not
required by the transfer student application, and it removed from the sample any
students who reported only SAT scores.

•

Only the ACT science subscore was considered.
This study was focused by investigating the predictive validity of the science
subscore. There are four other subscores: English, mathematics, reading, and
(optional) writing, but because the majority of predictive validity studies focus on the
predictive capabilities of the composite score, and there is such a need for increased
interest, especially from diverse students, in the STEM fields, this study offered a
new perspective on predictive validity studies of standardized test scores.

•

Only those students who filed a FASFA were considered.
Because there was an interest in socioeconomic status, this information was
drawn from the expected family contribution (EFC) indicator provided by the U.S.
Department of Education’s free application for federal student aid. This limited the
sample because not all students were in need of federal aid.
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Definition of Relevant Terms
Borrowing from the definitions used by the Young and Kobrin (2001, p. 3):
•

ACT is an acronym for a standardized college readiness test provided by the
American College Testing Assessment Program.

•

Anglo/White is a term currently used for federal race classification that includes
individuals with origins from any European country and is commonly used for test
validity studies.

•

Asian American/Pacific Islander is a term currently used for federal race
classification that includes individuals with origins from any Asian country and is
commonly used for test validity studies.

•

Black/African American is a term currently used for federal race classification that
includes individuals with origins from any African country and is commonly used for
test validity studies.

•

Correlation coefficient is a statistical measure of the linear relationship between two
variables that range from -1.00 to +1.00, where values near zero indicate no
relationship and values near -/+ 1.00 indicate a strong relationship. Positive
correlations represent direct relationships (as one increases, so does the other), and
negative correlations represent inverse relationships (as one increases, the other
decreases). This measure is often referred to as a validity coefficient in test validity
studies.

•

Criterion is the outcome or dependent variable, most frequently introductory college
grade point average (FYGPA) in institutional validity studies.
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Differential prediction exists when the best prediction equations and/or standard
errors of estimate differ significantly for different groups of examinees.

•

Differential validity exists when the computed correlation or validity coefficients
differ significantly for different groups of examinees.

•

FYGPA is an acronym representing the variable first-year college grade point
average.

•

Hispanic/Latino is a term currently used for federal race classification but actually
refers to ethnic origin and can be applied to a person of any race. It may include
anyone with origins from Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and any South American
country and is commonly used for test validity studies.

•

Over/underprediction refers to findings where common prediction equations yield
significantly different results for different groups of examinees. Specifically,
overprediction exists when residuals (actual criterion minus predicted criterion) from
a prediction equation are negative for a specific group of examinees, and
underprediction exists when the residuals are positive for a group of examinees.
Together, this is referred to as misprediction and is only useful when comparing the
results of two or more groups.

•

Predictor is the explanatory or independent variable, most frequently test score in
institutional validity studies.

•

Prediction equation is the resulting equation computed from linear regression
analysis of one or more predictor and a single criterion variable for a sample of
students.
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Predictive validity is one aspect of test validity as defined by the American
Psychological Association, and is used to describe the relationship between a
predictor and criterion variable.

•

STEM is an acronym used to express science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics majors, programs, courses, or career fields.

•

Race/ethnicity is one classification variable commonly used in test validity studies
used to group examinees. Populations of historic interest have included African
Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanic and Latino Americans, and Whites. Few
studies have included Native Americans due to limited samples size.

Summary
In this chapter, the concept of standardized tests and their role in admissions decisions
was introduced. Also introduced were concerns regarding standardized tests, which have
been put forth historically by opponents of their use. The growing diversity among the
student population over the next few years and the need for both students in general, and
diverse students specifically, in the fields of science and technology in the upcoming years
were also described in this first chapter. Next came a discussion of the conceptual framework
selected for this study, predictive validity, providing a summary of two approaches and a
brief history of validity theory, before examining test bias and fairness in terms of differential
validity and differential prediction. After a short review of current research on test validity,
an overview of the methodology was provided before introducing the guiding research
questions. The chapter concluded with a review of limitations, delimitations, and definitions
of relevant terms. The next chapter will review the literature as it pertains to standardized
testing for purposes of admissions decisions and the research on predictive validity.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
Introduction
Standardized tests play a critical role in our lives, not only in government and
industry but also in the educational sector. The content of this literature review includes the
historical background of standardized testing beginning with its origination in China and
moving forward through Europe and on to the United States in the mid-19th century. Next,
the use of standardized tests for admissions decisions is addressed and how they are used in
these decisions today, including the construction of such exams, and benefits and challenges
to their use is described. The chapter then moves on to a discussion of early and recent
research on predictive validity before concluding with a summary of what this research
means and suggestions for future research.
Historical Background of Testing
The earliest records of standardized testing were in the form of civil service exams
and date back to 1115 B.C., where candidates for public office in China were required to take
exams emphasizing their moral excellence (Têng, 1943). By 1370 A.D., there were three
levels of exams based on general knowledge; the first was given annually within the district,
the second given every three years at the provincial capital, and the third given the following
spring at the national capital (Wainer & Braun, 2013). Examinees were able to attain three
different honors that roughly corresponded to the Western bachelors, masters, and doctorate
level and by the end were eligible for public office (Têng, 1943).
In 1791, Voltaire and Quesnay advocated for the use of civil service exams modeled
on the Chinese examinations in France (Dubois, 1970), and their use spread throughout
Europe as a method of maintaining the British Empire (Têng, 1943). Civil service exams
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were established much later in the United States. The United States Civil Service
Commission came into being in 1883 (Wardrop, 1976), and the commission defended the use
of the exams as a system of rating the merits of applicants fairly and with impartial judgment
(Deming, 1923).
In terms of tests for scholastic purposes, the earliest record of examinations were for
degrees in civil and common law at Bologna in 1219, which were conducted as either oral
question and answer sequences, theses defenses, or as public lectures, and many of these
were found to be for purposes of mere ceremony (Têng, 1943). The beginnings of written
examinations did not make their appearance until the eighteenth century in the area of the
medical profession degrees in 1702, while examinations for admission into the teaching
profession did not appear until 1810 in Prussia (Têng, 1943). Compulsory examination of all
students was adopted at Trinity College beginning in 1790, and Oxford implemented
examinations for Bachelor of Arts candidates in 1802. Educational testing in American
primary schools also took the form of oral tests until 1845 when Horace Mann approached
the Boston Public School Committee with his vision of introducing written tests. He believed
the written tests would provide more objective and unbiased information regarding student
achievement and the level and quality of teaching. Due to the success of the new tests, they
were implemented in schools throughout the United States and also influenced the
development of the New York Reagents Exams in 1865 (Gallagher, 2003).
Beyond testing in the form of civil service exams and the introduction of educational
testing for accountability purposes, the history of standardized testing further developed due
to the study of individual differences in Europe and America, commonly known as
psychometrics, and the growth of psychology as a profession (Dubois, 1970). Psychometrics
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was growing as a field in part due to the work of scholars such as Sir Frances Galton from
England, James McKeen Cattell in the United States, and Alfred Binet from France
(Wardrop, 1976).
Galton was a pioneer of experimental psychology, and he developed several tests for
assessing the individual differences in mental capabilities. His early attempts at measuring
intellect looked to indicators such as reaction time and sensory discrimination (Wardrop,
1976). He adapted the time-consuming procedures of earlier scholars, leading to a method
featuring a series of simple and quick sensorimotor measures, which allowed for the timely
collection of data from thousands of subjects in the 1880s and 1890s. Although his selected
indicators of intelligence proved fruitless, his ability to demonstrate that objective tests could
be developed and data could be collected through standardized procedures dubbed him the
father of mental testing (Boring, 1950; Goodenough, 1949).
Among others, Cattell had studied with Galton, and he spent his time further
investigating the small, but inconsistent, differences in Galton’s reaction time studies during
a two-year fellowship at Cambridge (Fancher, 1985). It was in his 1890 paper titled Mental
Tests and Measurements that Cattell coined the phrase “mental tests” before settling at
Columbia University in 1891. In his tenure at Columbia, Cattell’s subsequent influence on
American psychology was expressed through his numerous and influential students: E. L.
Thorndike, R. S. Woodworth, E. K. Strong, and perhaps the most influential, C. Wissler
(Boring, 1950). In his comparison of mental test scores and academic grades, Wissler found
virtually no correlation between the two. Also damaging to the Galtonian tradition, the
mental tests showed very little correlation to one another, resulting in the abandonment of
reaction time as a measure of intelligence (Wissler, 1901).
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The void created by the American abandonment of Galtonian psychological testing
provided an opening for Alfred Binet’s introduction of his scale of intelligence in 1905.
Heavily influenced by the change in social values of the Western world toward those with
mental and emotional disabilities, Binet and his partner Simon developed the first modern
intelligence test as a tool for a more humanistic approach to identifying school children in
Paris who were unlikely to benefit from ordinary instruction (Dubois, 1970). The BinetSimon test was unique in that it aimed to classify children based on intelligence rather than
measure it; it was a brief test, taking less than an hour to complete, that required little
equipment; it measured higher psychological processes rather than sensory, motor, or
perceptual elements; and it involved a battery of tests, 30 in total, arranged by approximate
level of difficulty (Goodenough, 1949).
A revised Binet-Simon test was released in 1908 and, subsequently, in 1911. The
final version of the test was more balanced, resulting in a test that was not so heavily focused
on the severely impaired but rather featured five tests for each age level and had been
extended into the adult range, now totaling 58 questions (Fancher, 1985). The revised test
could now be ordered according to the subject’s age level and had introduced the concept of
a mental level, which was quickly translated to mental age. This resulted in testers comparing
a subject’s mental age to the subject’s chronological age. Some scholars began to point out
that having a mental age less than one’s chronological age had different meaning at different
ages, so Stern (1914) suggested an intelligence quotient be calculated by dividing the mental
age by the chronological age to give a better relative measure of subjects compared to their
peers of the same age.
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The Binet-Simon test was first translated to English, for use in the United States, by
Henry H. Goddard, who had been hired by the Vineland Training School in New Jersey to
research the classification and education of “feebleminded” children (Goddard, 1910).
Goddard subsequently made use of the intelligence test when he was invited to Ellis Island
by the commissioner of immigration in 1910 to assess the intelligence of the flood of
incoming immigrants at the time. Using the Binet-Simon scale, he and his assistants found
87% of Russians, 83% of Jews, 80% of Hungarians, and 79% of Italians to be classified as
“feebleminded,” or as having the mental age of 12 (Goddard, 1917). Goddard’s findings
stand as an early example of how scholarly views may be influenced by the social ideologies
of the time and how seemingly scientific findings may be misused or misrepresented.
By 1916, Lewis M. Terman and Edward Thorndike at Stanford made substantial
revisions to the Binet-Simon scale “so that students could be assessed, sorted, and taught in
accordance with their capabilities” (Lemann, 2000, p. 18). The revised test now produced a
test result rather than simply a classification, the items were increased to 90, and the new
scale was applicable to the testing of mental disability, children, and both normal- and highfunctioning adults. The resulting test, the Stanford-Binet intelligence test, is still widely
popular and controversial today (Fancher, 1985).
Group tests, as opposed to individual tests such as the Stanford-Binet, became of
increasing interest as the United States entered World War I in 1917. Although Pyle (1913)
and Pintner (1917) had been working to develop group tests for school children, they were
slow to catch on due to their need for laborious hand scoring. Supporting the need for group
testing of the then 1.75 million military recruits for assignment and classification, Robert M.
Yerkes of Harvard was commissioned into the Army and he immediately assembled the
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American Psychological Association’s Committee on Methods of Psychological Examining
of Recruits. The committee met at Vineland Training School and notable members included
Goddard and Terman (Yerkes, 1919). Borrowing from Arthur S. Otis’s methodology, the
resulting products of the Committee included the Army Alpha and the Army Beta tests.
Intended for average- and high-functioning recruits, the Army Alpha test consisted of eight
components: following oral directions, arithmetical reasoning, practical judgment, synonymantonym pairs, disarranged sentences, number series completion, analogies, and information.
The Army Beta test was reserved for recruits who were either illiterate or whose first
language was not English, and it consisted of various motor and visual-perceptual tests
(Yerkes, 1921). In fact, it was through Brigham’s (1930) study of the results of the Army
Beta test that he first suggested that test disparities of different races may be due to cultural
and language differences. It was the mass testing of army recruits that played a significant
role in the further development of group tests for educational purposes, such as the Scholastic
Aptitude Test and Graduate Record Exam, as psychologists who had worked with Yerkes left
the service and entered other fields and the Army Alpha and Beta tests were released for
general use.
During this time, psychologists were relying heavily on the rhetoric of scientific
objectivity, drawing from metaphors of medicine and engineering to legitimize their
profession (Brown, 1992). Another significant event was taking place that would strongly
influence the development and use of group tests: the phenomenon of growth in school
enrollment and the diverse student populations primarily due to immigration between 1840
and 1917, as well as new compulsory education laws, low teacher pay, and a lack of trained
educators. There was now an emergence of a network of professionals, school administrators
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and psychologists, joined by philanthropic foundations, national organizations, and
publishers, mandating the testing and classification of students. Intelligence testing of
students allowed for psychologists to gain control over educational policy and pedagogy and
resonated with the values of the Progressive Era at the time in that educators viewed the tests
as a logical outgrowth of the quest for efficiency, conservation, and order (Chapman, 1988).
History of Admissions Testing
As early as 1833 American universities began to administer written exams to assess
achievement of high school students, the first being in math. At Harvard, this expanded to
include Latin grammar by 1851, and by the mid-1860s the examinations included Greek
composition, history, and geography. However, at the same time that testing was progressing
in its use for military recruits and primary schools, as early as 1890, Harvard President
Charles William Eliot proposed a common entrance examination in lieu of the separate
exams given by each school. The purpose of this standardized national exam was two-fold: to
gauge the quality of students as well as the quality of the high schools from which they came.
In this way, colleges and universities could prod secondary schools to raise the quality of
their instruction so students would be better prepared for tertiary education (U.S. Congress,
1992).
By December 22, 1899, a group of leading American universities founded the College
Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) at Columbia University and administered the first
standardized exams in 1901 across nine subject areas. The early exams were still of the short
essay format, and were tied to specific curricular requirements rather than acting as tests of
general intelligence. Nevertheless, several influential colleges continued to express concern
regarding the quality of college admits. Harvard, in particular, expressed concern over the
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admission of students who were able to systematically stockpile memorized knowledge
rather than express any degree of intellectual power. As a result, the College Board worked
to shift from separate subject examinations toward, in 1916, developing more comprehensive
examinations across six subject areas (U.S. Congress, 1992).
Several institutions continued to express their discontent with the national
examination, and as a result, the College Board developed the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT), that, not so coincidentally, shared a number of assumptions that the IQ test was built
upon. Once C. C. Brigham, who had been a student of Yerkes, became CEEB secretary,
however, the test administered in 1926 had the familiar format of the Army Alpha test with
its disarranged sentences, analogies, and number series completion. It consisted of 315
questions in total and took about 90 minutes to complete. The test evolved into separate
verbal and math sections currently still in use by 1930 (Goslin, 1963). By the end of World
War II, the SAT was the standard entry test for university admissions.
The SAT made several contributions to the field of educational testing in addition to
its original impetus. The unique scoring, from 200 to 800 with a 500 average, helped lay the
groundwork for norm-referenced testing. The test offered procedures to ensure
confidentiality of examination content and test scores. It was also the first test to offer a
manual for admissions officers to clarify the interpretation of results, cautioning they should
not be used to predict subsequent performance of students and describing the pitfalls of
placing too much emphasis on the test (U.S. Congress, 1992). This last pursuit did not quite
prove effective for the College Board though since the SATs were aimed for a market
seeking to use them in that exact way (Fuess, 1950).
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The SAT also experienced its share of use by eugenics theorists, Brigham himself
being of that school. In his publication, A Study of American Intelligence (1923), Brigham
rank ordered the Nordic, the Alpine, and the Mediterranean White races in descending order
of intelligence and argued that immigration was causing the average IQ of Americans to fall.
Brigham (1932) later recanted his statements in A Study of Error (1932) in which he argued
that heredity and ethnicity could not be properly associated with intelligence. Brigham then
worked to try to disassociate the SAT from the IQ testing enterprise, but after his death in
1943, the spread of the SAT to the whole field of college admissions hastened. This spread
was spurred by the establishment of Educational Testing Service in 1947 and its partnership
with the College Board, both of which took on the marketing of the SAT as an aptitude test,
casting a shadow of IQ testing, rather than an achievement test (Fuess, 1950).
In an effort to disassociate the SAT from the older IQ tradition, the College Board
changed the name of the test to Scholastic Assessment Test in 1990 and then, in 1996,
dropped the name altogether, leaving initials that no longer stand for anything (Atkinson &
Geiser, 2009). The terminology describing what the test measures has also evolved over time
from “aptitude” to “generalized reasoning ability” or “critical thinking” (Lawrence et al.,
2003). Through all this though, the SAT has retained its claim to measure analytical ability
rather than the mastery of specific subject matter.
In contrast, The American College Testing (ACT) exam was developed by University
of Iowa education professor Everett Franklin Lindquist in 1959, from the roots of the Iowa
Tests of Educational Development, as an achievement test and as a competitor to the SAT
(Kaukab & Mehrunnisa, 2016). Originally, the test included the following four sections;
mathematics, English, natural sciences reading, and social studies reading, scored on a scale
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of 0 to 36. However, having always been closely tied to high school curricula, the ACT has
undergone various revisions based on curriculum surveys and analyses of state standards for
K-12 instruction. As a result, it now features the four subject areas of English, mathematics,
reading, and science, as well as an optional writing exam that was added in 2005 at the
request of University of California (Atkinson & Geiser, 2009).
Like the SAT, the ACT also has its downfalls. Though the mission of the ACT is to
assess content knowledge mastery, a concept normally thought to coincide with criterionreferenced assessment, it remains a norm-referenced test like the SAT and is primarily used
by university admissions counselors to compare students against one another. Also, in terms
of assessing content knowledge, the ACT actually lacks the depth of subject matter found in
other achievement tests such as the SAT subject tests or advanced placement exams
(Atkinson & Geiser, 2009).
Though the ACT has tried to reflect high school curricula through its use of surveys,
the “average” curriculum does not necessarily reflect what a student is expected to learn in
any given school in the absence of national curriculum standards in the United States. This
lack of direct alignment between curriculum and any test that aspires to serve as the nation’s
achievement test—whether ACT or SAT—has led the National Association for College
Admissions Counseling (NACAC, 2008) to criticize the practice in some states of requiring
all students to take such tests, regardless of their plans for after high school, and then using
this information to measures students and schools. As has been stated by the American
Educational Research Association (1999), “Admission tests, whether they are intended to
measure achievement or ability, are not directly linked to a particular instructional
curriculum and, therefore, are not appropriate for detecting changes in middle school or high
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school performance” (p. 143).
In terms of college admissions testing, Harvard began requiring all prospective
scholarship students to take the SAT in 1934. Harvard saw the test as a tool for identifying
exceptional students and diversifying its population beyond wealthy students (Lemann,
2004). By the early 1940s, almost all of the private colleges and universities in the
Northeastern United States were using the SAT for admissions. During this time, the nation’s
largest university, the University of California, was also using the test for admissions in a
limited way, and it became mandatory in 1967 (Lemann, 2004). Machine scoring introduced
by IBM in 1934 made test scoring even more efficient. World War II, in part, fueled the
expansion of the use of standardized tests. The passage of the GI Bill in 1944 resulted in
thousands of veterans returning to college and the need for those institutions to competitively
select admits for the next year’s cohort (NACAC, 2007). After its inception, the ACT
experienced similar growth year over year in test takers. In 2015, 1,924,436 students from the
national graduating class took the ACT (ACT, 2015), while 1,698,521 students took the SAT
(College Board, 2015).
Today, the SAT and ACT have both found their niches. Students tend to show a
propensity for one test or the other since the SAT is geared toward testing logic, while the
ACT, again, is geared toward testing accumulated knowledge. Though the SAT tends to be
favored by schools on the coasts whereas the ACT is more commonly accepted in the
Midwest and South, the two tests appear to have converged over time, so it is not surprising
that most universities accept both (Atkinson & Geiser, 2009).
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How Tests Are Used in Undergraduate Admissions
According to a report conducted in 2000 by ACT, Inc., the College Board,
Educational Testing Service, the National Association for College Admission Counseling
(NACAC), and the Association for Institutional Research, 8% of the 957 four-year colleges
and universities and 80% of the 663 two-year institutions surveyed fell into the “open-door”
category of admissions in which standardized tests play no role in the admissions process
(NACAC, 2007). For the remainder that practice some version of selective admissions,
standardized tests likely play a role in their decisions. In a 2011 report, the NACAC reported
that, of the colleges and universities sampled in 2010, nearly 90% ranked admission test
scores as having “considerable importance” or “moderate importance” in admission
decisions, just below “grades in college prep courses” (83.4%) and “strength of curriculum”
(65.7%), an increase from 46% in 1993. In general, private institutions practice a more
holistic approach to admission decisions, while public institutions assigned greater
importance to the use of standardized test scores. The importance of test scores was also the
highest for schools enrolling more than 10,000 students compared to smaller institutions, for
those that were 71% to 85% selective, and those that enrolled 46% to 60% of those students
admitted (NACAC, 2011).
The NACAC recommended the following considerations in using standardized
admissions tests. First, the foundations and implications of standardized tests must be
regularly questioned and reassessed. For example, using standardized tests in admissions
decisions may not be beneficial for some institutions, or developing curriculum-based exams
may serve a better purpose. Second, institutions must understand and take into consideration
disparities that may exist among students with differential access to test preparation options.
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Third, be alert to possible misuse of standardized test scores, particularly in the form of “cut
scores” for merit aid eligibility that disproportionately favor advantaged affluent students.
The use of test scores as an indicator of institution quality, either academically or financially,
is also considered a misuse. The NACAC holds that the use of standardized test scores as the
primary measurement of “college readiness” is a misuse of these tests as well. Fourth,
understand test bias and how standardized tests may produce different results across different
groups of people. Although much work has been done to mitigate bias from standardized
tests, research suggests that the tests may still be differentially predictive for various groups
of students (NACAC, 2008).
Construction of Standardized Tests
The first step in constructing a standardized achievement test is specifying the
construct that is intended for measure. For standardized tests, the scope of this task is much
broader than it would be for a typical classroom teacher since the goal for these tests is to
have them be as widely applicable as possible. Test developers might select a content area
and a grade level and then work to develop a test that will measure those concepts most
commonly taught across the nation. Widely used textbooks, curriculum guides and
instructional materials, or guidelines for learning outcomes may be good resources, and test
developers will work to collect these materials from hundreds of courses for their review by
content and measurement experts. The most common instructional outcomes would form the
content domain of the test (Kennedy, 2003).
The second step in constructing a standardized test is developing tasks or items that
will measure the desired construct now that the content domain has been identified. A staff of
professional item writers, who are typically content experts, may be enlisted to develop test
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items that match instructional objectives and avoid common pitfalls such as ambiguity. Once
drafted, these items undergo extensive review by other internal staff who are checking for
how appropriately they match content and their technical quality, as well as examination by a
bias review committee (Kennedy, 2003).
The third step in the construction of these tests is to actually administer the test and
assess its results for evidence of its quality. Many test developers will also use initial results
to develop interpretive aids. The items will undergo extensive field testing with members of
the target population. Here data were gathered on characteristics such as difficulty and
discrimination. Difficulty is defined as the percentage of correct responses, and
discrimination is defined as the item’s ability to distinguish more versus less knowledgeable
respondents (Kennedy, 2003).
As mentioned previously, validity and reliability are important to robust standardized
test construction. Once items have been assessed as meeting the criteria set for measuring the
construct, the test is assembled and must also be measured for quality as a whole. Reliability
refers to the consistency of the test results. Reliability may be measured in a number of ways.
For example, the test-retest technique may be used when the construct being measured is
expected to be stable over time. This involves administering the test to the same group of
respondents on two distinct occasions. If the scores of the two groups are similar on the two
occasions, the test is said to be resistant to random errors and is thus reliable. Another
method involves using equivalent forms. This works when there are multiple forms, using
different items, of the same test. One would then administer two different forms to the same
test subject and check for similarity in the scores. Researchers may also use internal
consistency measures of reliability such as split-half estimates, Kuder-Richardson formulas,
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or Cronbach’s alpha. This is done by comparing examinee performance across a number of
items designed to measure the same or very similar skills. In the case that the test has openended items where examinees have some latitude in their responses, the interrater estimate of
reliability may be used whereby scores given across multiple judges should be assessed as
consistent for a measure of reliability. The reliability for classification of examinees can be
estimated using the kappa index, and it assesses how consistently examinees have been
classified as, for example, achieving mastery compared to those who did not (Kennedy,
2003).
Arguably of even more importance, the validity of a test is a statement about how
well the test measures what it is designed to measure. Validation of a test is done by
gathering evidence to justify the use of a test for a given purpose with a given population.
This evidence may be related to the content of the test, the accuracy with which it measures
the construct, or the relationship of test scores to an external benchmark or criterion measure.
Differential validity is said to exist when a test is put to use in a way that it was not intended,
if it unsuccessfully measures the construct for which it was intended, or if it is unsuccessful
as a measure for a particular population. Construct validity refers to the degree to which
inferences can be made based on the results of the test to the theoretical construct on which
the test is based. This may be measured by studying the relationship of the measure with
others known to measure the same construct, assessing the measure of groups with known
characteristics, or focusing on the internal structure of the measure. Content validity refers to
the ability of the test items to reflect the type of content expected to be known by the
examinee. Content validity is often assessed by qualitative measures of face validity whereby
participants and experts alike may be asked to judge how well an item measures the construct
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of interest. Predictive validity is of concern for standardized tests such as those used in
college admissions decisions, and it is a measure of future performance. For these tests
validity coefficients are often reported having been estimated by comparing a particular
measurement procedure to well-established measurement procedures (Kennedy, 2003).
Once the reliability and validity of the test are established test results are then normreferenced, which allows the results to also be standardized. The use of inappropriate norm
groups have historically been used as a charge for discrimination or bias, so it is important
for test developers to select appropriate norm groups and ensure they do not become
outdated. With norm-referenced tests, relative comparisons are made based on percentiles,
normalized scores, or expectancy scores. Percentiles express an individual score in relation to
its position with respect to other scores in the group. Normalized scores are raw scores that
are transformed to a given mean and standard deviation and used for comparison to the
group. And expectancy scores express an individual’s score in relation to the expected
standard for that age and grade level (Kennedy, 2003).
Benefits and Challenges to Standardized Testing
The benefits of standardized testing cited by proponents include a number of items
for institutions, teachers, parents, and students. Standardized testing is legally defined as
A test administered and scored in a consistent and standardized
manner…administered under standardized conditions that specify where,
when, how, and for how long children respond to the questions. …the
questions, conditions for administering, scoring procedures, and
interpretations are consistent. A well-designed standardized test provides
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an assessment of an individual's mastery of a domain of knowledge or
skill. (U.S. Legal, 2016)
As such, it is assumed that the content, as well as the administration, of the test is the same
for all those taking the test. Standardized tests also have a robustness about them due to their
development, which occurs over several phases of review, under which they are scrutinized
by experts. Validity and reliability are of high concern in the development of standardized
tests so that they can remain unbiased and object so as to be fair. They are scored by
computers rather than people who have contact with the students in order to reduce bias and
error (Kaukab & Mehrunnisa, 2016).
They have the ability to identify strengths and weaknesses of students in relation to
national averages of students of similar age and educational level in various content areas.
Beyond the student, they also allow for comparison across schools, districts, and states due to
their standardized nature. This assessment provides information to the public, national
educational bodies, and teachers themselves about those schools that may consistently be low
achieving and need additional support. This is also beneficial to students who may need to
switch schools and are able to do so without falling behind or being ahead of their peers
(Kaukab & Mehrunnisa, 2016). When test results become public record, standardized tests
establish accountability for both teachers and schools (Kaukab & Mehrunnisa, 2016).
Educational legislation continuously supports increased minimum requirements and
achievement is measured by high-stakes testing (Kliebard, 2002). By focusing on particular
learning outcomes and identifying target areas for teachers, standardized testing improves
educational practices and time management (Kaukab & Mehrunnisa, 2016).
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Standardized testing has not come without its critiques and opponents have also cited
a number of drawbacks and limitations. Particularly in modern education, many standardized
tests are vulnerable to misuse (U.S. Congress, 1992). This becomes a problem when
administrators only use the single tool of standardized tests as a factor in educational policy
decisions. Accountability in some countries, states, or districts has been so heavily
emphasized that teachers are only “teaching to the test,” and other valuable portions of the
curriculum may have less attention paid to them or be completely excluded. Also, by
teaching to the test, the results of the standardized test may be skewed (Kaukab &
Mehrunnisa, 2016). The use of standardized tests becomes distorted when public or federal
funds become tied to their results as a way of measuring school performance. Students and
teachers face immense pressure to perform well, and this may be done so at the sacrifice,
both in funding and time, of other programs such as those in the arts or those considered
extracurricular (Kaukab & Mehrunnisa, 2016). Use of standardized tests for admissions
purposes have also been called into question. Many standardized tests such as the SAT and
ACT were designed for the purpose of assessing a student’s academic standing, yet college
and university admissions offices use them to determine a student’s ability for future
performance. This is one reason why the argument is made that it is dangerous to rely
predominantly on the data provided by these tests alone for admissions decisions (Kaukab &
Mehrunnisa, 2016).
Standardized tests ignore the possibility that there are other factors at play at the time
a test is taken. External factors such as anxiety or illness are not accounted for, nor do the
tests measure any sort of average performance or achievement over time. They do not
measure the effort put in by either students or teachers to help students toward their goals and
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do not reflect progress made by students (Kaukab & Mehrunnisa, 2016), nor do they measure
a student’s total academic ability (Popham, 1999). Though work has been done to eliminate
biases, many educational researchers’ and professionals’ prejudices still exist. Primarily,
from its beginnings, standardized tests were fully open to flaws, but this system was
introduced as normalized, inherently fair, and unbiased when, in fact, standardized testing is
not infallible.
Early Research on Predictive Validity
The earliest studies on predictive validity were completed by Cleary (1968), Davis
and Kerner-Hoeg (1971), Temp (1971), and Thomas (1972), all of whom employed the
Gulliksen-Wilks procedure of comparing errors of estimate, equality of slopes, and equality
of intercepts using the predictors of SAT Verbal (SAT V) and SAT Mathematics (SAT M)
scores and criterion of first-year grade point average (FGPA). Linn (1973) summarized the
findings of these studies, the first three including data from 22 institutions comparing Black
and White students, and the last study including data from 10 institutions comparing female
and male students. Findings were consistent across 13 of the 22 institutions involved in that
there was overprediction of Black students’ FGPAs when the prediction equation for White
students was used. When evaluating test scores one standard deviation below the mean, at the
mean, and one standard deviation above the mean, the overprediction was 0.08, 0.20, and
0.31 (on a 4-point scale), respectively. Underprediction at all three levels occurred at only
one institution in the study. Regarding gender, prediction equations for men underpredicted
FGPAs for women at all 10 institutions. Again, evaluating at three levels of performance, the
underprediction was substantial at 0.22, 0.36, and 0.36 (on a 4-point scale), respectively
(Linn, 1973).
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Later that decade, Rowen (1978) investigated the validity of the ACT in predicting
FGPA and cumulative GPA, and college four-year completion for female and male students
entering Murray State University (KY) in 1969. Rowen found the ACT to be a significant
predictor of both GPA over the four-year span, although the validity coefficients decreased
over time in the yearly intervals as well as college completion. In this study, results were
inconclusive regarding gender differences in predictive validity. Although expectancy tables
revealed survival rate and probability of success to be higher for female students, it was not
clear whether this could be attributed to ACT.
Breland (1979) summarized 35 regression studies on the predictive validity related to
race. Though a few of the studies included differences based on gender, the findings were
inconclusive. Of the 35 studies included, 25 compared two or more racial/ethnic groups; two
were review articles by Cleary, Humphreys, Kendrick, and Wesman (1975) and Linn (1973);
and eight studies looked at only the single racial group of Black students, with respect to
regression results. Three of the studies cited were also included in Linn’s 1973 review. In
most of the studies, the criterion was FGPA whereas the predictors were SAT scores and
high school grade point average (HSGPA), though some used ACT scores or College Board
achievement test scores and high school rank (HSR). Breland’s (1979) results clearly showed
consistent overprediction for non-White students when White regression equations were
used. The greatest overprediction occurred for Black students and was less severe for
Hispanic students. Concerning predictive validity, validity coefficients were quite variable
with no discernable pattern across predictors and racial groups (Breland, 1979).
In 1981, Maxey and Sawyer reported the results of 271 postsecondary institutions that
participated in the ACT’s Prediction Research Service in both the 1977-78 academic year
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and an earlier year. The variables investigated were the four ACT subtest scores and four
high school grades to predict college grades. Total group and separate racial/ethnic group
equations were cross-validated against actual 1977-78 data, and the researchers found that,
on average, Black students’ grades were slightly overpredicted, while there were no
significant difference regarding Hispanic students grades compared to total group prediction.
However, the mean absolute errors in grade prediction for both Black and Hispanic students
was larger than for White students, which implies lower validity coefficients for these student
subgroups.
Linn again examined predictive validity in 1982 in a chapter of the National
Academy of Science’s report on ability testing (Wigdor & Garner, 1982) by evaluating
differential prediction and differential validity in both the educational and employment
settings. In the review, Linn (1982) drew examined findings from American College Testing
(1973), Breland (1978), and Schrader (1971). Again, Linn (1982) found that correlations for
both the SAT and ACT with FGPA were typically higher for women compared to men.
Concerning race, predictive validity for both test scores alone and test scores combined with
HSR was higher for White (r = 0.548 and 0.440, respectively) students compared to either
Black (r = 0.430) or Hispanic (r = 0.388) students. In terms of differential prediction, the use
of either SAT or ACT with HSR resulted in underprediction of FGPA for female students
(0.36 or 0.27, respectively, on a 4-point scale) compared to male students. Consistent with
previous studies, Linn (1982) found that the equation for White students overpredicted
FGPAs for non-White students. Additionally, the amount of overprediction increased with
higher test scores, causing the largest gap at the upper extreme particularly for Black
students. This was true for both SAT and ACT (Linn, 1982).
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In 1983, Duran released a College Board volume regarding the findings on academic
achievement for Hispanic students, including the subpopulations of Cuban Americans,
Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans. Duran reviewed 10 studies, published either in
journals or as dissertations between 1974 and 1981, evaluating differential prediction and
differential validity, and he found the results to be mixed. Only half of the studies found
differential validity for Hispanic students, having lower correlations, compared to White
students, whereas the differences were nonsignificant in the remaining studies. One study
reported higher predictive validity for female students compared to male students, but two
other studies found no difference. Only one study found overprediction of FGPA for
Hispanic students compared to White students, while the other seven that investigated
differential prediction did not detect any difference between Hispanic and White students.
Also, only one study found underprediction for female students, while two other studies
found no difference in differential prediction based on gender. Duran (1983) does note that
the Hispanic student samples were small for many of the studies, which limited the statistical
power of the studies.
In 1985, Gamache and Novick published a study examining gender bias by
comparing two-year cumulative GPA and ACT subtest and composite scores for 2,160
students entering a large state university in Fall 1978 in the fields of business, liberal arts,
pre-medicine, and those listed as undecided, to control for differential coursework. Using the
Johnson-Neyman technique, the researchers assessed regression equations for differential
prediction and found that women were underpredicted whereas men were overpredicted,
though the differential prediction was reduced when subsets of the original predictors were
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selected. In several instances, the use of gender differentiated prediction equations increased
the predictive accuracy as well.
In 1986, Crawford, Alferink, and Spencer published a report on their study comparing
students’ FGPA with their “postdicted” GPA, based on ACT scores and HSGPA. The
researchers examined Black and White race subgroups as well as gender subgroups for 1,121
students from the 1985 freshman cohort of a West Virginian college. The researchers of this
study did not compare regression residuals, but rather they performed chi-square tests of
independence on frequency counts of over- and underpredicted GPAs for both race and
gender. They found that postdiction accuracy was increased when HSGPA was included in
the prediction equation with ACT scores. They also found that female student performance
was underpredicted whereas male student performance was overpredicted, but no significant
differences existed for either gender or race between regression coefficients or intercepts.
Also in 1986, Sawyer published findings on the analysis of three data sets constructed
from information submitted to the ACT predictive research services: the first consisting of
105,000 student records from 200 colleges, the second consisting of 134,600 student records
from 256 colleges, and the third consisting of 96,500 student records from 216 colleges. For
each school, multiple linear regression equations were calculated that included ACT subtest
scores in English, mathematics, social studies, and natural sciences, and high school grades.
Alternative prediction equations included ACT composite scores and HSGPA, along with
demographic information, either as dummy variables or in the form of separate subgroup
equations. For each college, two measures of prediction validity were calculated, the
observed mean squared error and bias, the average observed difference between predicted
and earned grade average. Sawyer found across all schools that the standard total group
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prediction equations underpredicted grades for female and older student whereas they
overpredicted grades for male, non-White, and younger (17-19 years of age) students. In the
case of Sawyer’s research, alternative prediction equations reduced differential prediction for
female, male, and older students but created large negative biases for non-White students.
In 1988, Houston and Sawyer published their work on the study of central prediction
systems for use with small sample sizes. They used data provided by colleges, with
observations for a particular course (writing/grammar, algebra, or biology) of less than 100
that participated in the ACT’s Standard Research Service during the 1983-84 academic year
and at least once during the academic years of 1984-87. They assessed both an eight-variable
equation based on the four ACT subtest scores and four high school grades, and a twovariable equation based on ACT composite score and HSGPA. Each used collateral
information across institutions to obtain refined within-group parameter estimates. For each
equation, regression coefficients and residuals were estimated using within-college least
squares, pooled least squares with adjusted intercepts, and empirical Bayesian m-group
regression. The researchers determined that employing collateral information with a sample
size of 20 resulted in cross-validated prediction accuracy comparable to using the withincollege least squares procedure with sample sizes of 50 or more for both equations. However,
the Bayesian method is highly adaptive to different structures and is likely to outperform the
other two procedures across most situations.
Recent Research on Predictive Validity
Ramist, Lewis, and McCamley-Jenkins (1994) examined differential prediction and
differential validity in the SAT using data from the 1982 and 1985 freshman classes totaling
46,379 students at 45 postsecondary institutions. Comparisons were made across four
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dimensions: gender, race/ethnic group, best language, and academic composite. For the total
group, the SAT-M and SAT-V composite score correlation with FGPA was 0.53. However,
this value varied depending on academic composite. For students with high SAT scores and
HSGPA, the SAT was more predictive with a correlation of 0.59. The correlations were 0.53
for medium-ability students, and it was 0.43 for low-ability students. In terms of
race/ethnicity, the correlation between SAT and FGPA was highest for Asian American (r =
0.54) and White students (r = 0.52), they were 0.46 for both African American and American
Indian students, and they were lowest for Hispanic students (r = 0.40). The researchers also
found the SAT to be more predictive for female students (r = 0.58) compared to male
students (r = 0.52) and for students whose best language was English (r = 0.53) when
compared to students whose best language was not English (r = 0.49).
Ramist, Lewis, and McCamley-Jenkins (1994) found similar results concerning
differential prediction. The medium-ability group was accurately predicted whereas the highability group was underpredicted (mean residual = 0.19) and the low-ability group was
overpredicted (mean residual = -0.19). Male students (mean residual = -0.10) were
overpredicted whereas female students (mean residual = 0.09) were underpredicted. Students
whose best language was not English (mean residual = 0.18) were underpredicted whereas
those whose best language was English were accurately predicted. And, for race/ethnicity,
Asian American (mean residual = 0.08) and White (mean residual = 0.01) students were
underpredicted whereas American Indian (mean residual = -0.29), Black (mean residual =
-0.23), and Hispanic (man residual = -0.13) students were overpredicted.
In 1995, the SAT was revised and in 2000, Bridgeman et al. compared the differential
validity and differential prediction of this new test to the prior version by examining data
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from 100,000 students of the 1994 and 1995 freshman classes at 23 postsecondary
institutions. The researchers explored differences based on gender as well as gender and
ethnicity combined. Similar to the work of Ramist et al., the researchers found significantly
higher correlations for female students (r = 0.50–0.56) when compared to male students (r =
0.46–0.51), and this pattern was true across almost all of the racial/ethnic categories.
In terms of differential prediction, again the results were similar to the previous study.
Bridgeman et al. (2000) found the SAT to be overpredictive for male students (mean
residuals ranging from -0.13 to -0.08) and underpredictive for female students (mean
residuals ranging from 0.07 to 0.12). The revised test was also overpredictive for African
American students (mean residuals ranging from -0.24 to -0.04). In the 1994 version of the
test, this overprediction was greater for African American males when compared to African
American females, while in the 1995 version, there was a reversal and there was an
underprediction for African American females (mean residual = 0.03). Hispanic students
were overpredicted on both versions of the test for both genders but to a larger extent for
males (mean residuals ranging from -0.22 to -0.17) compared to females (mean residuals
ranging from -0.09 to -0.02). For both Asian American students and White students, on both
versions of the test, males (Asian American = -0.13 to -.0.14; White = -0.11 to -0.07) were
overpredicted whereas females were underpredicted (Asian American = 0.03 to 0.05; White
= 0.11 to 0.18).
In 1996, Noble, Crouse, and Schultz assessed college course success (grade of B or
higher, or C or higher) from ACT scores and high school subject area grade averages using
data from over 80 postsecondary institutions and 11 different courses. Linear regression
analyses, using the approach developed by Sawyer, were performed to evaluate differential
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prediction on both gender and race. The researchers found that grades were slightly
underpredicted for female students compared to male students, and grades were
overpredicted in English for African American students compared to White students.
However, by including subject area grade averages, along with ACT scores, the differential
prediction was slightly reduced in both scenarios.
In 2001, Young performed a meta-analysis comprising 49 studies (the majority of
which explored the SAT, though some included ACT) on differential prediction and
differential validity, including the two studies described above, and found similar results. In
terms of differential validity, in general, smaller correlations between SAT scores and
introductory grades were found for African American (0.03 to 0.05 lower) and Hispanic
(0.01 to 0.10 lower) students compared to Asian American and White students, and slightly
higher correlations have been found for female (median r = 0.54) students compared to male
(median r = 0.51) students.
In terms of differential prediction, Young (2001) overwhelmingly found academic
success was underpredicted for female (median = 0.05) students whereas it was
overpredicted for non-White students. Most studies agreed that African American and
Hispanic students were overpredicted compared to White students, but there were mixed
results regarding Asian American students and insufficient data for American Indian
students.
The SAT was again revised in March 2005, most notably with the addition of a
writing section comprised of two parts, a student-written essay and multiple-choice items
requiring students to identify errors in sentence structure and paragraphs. Additional changes
included the removal of analogies and the addition of shorter reading passages in the critical
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reading/verbal section, and the removal of quantitative comparisons and the addition of
exponential growth, absolute value, functional notation, and negative and fractional
exponents to the math section. Due to these changes, Mattern et al. (2008) reassessed the
SAT for its psychometric properties of differential prediction and differential validity across
gender, race/ethnicity, and best language using the data from 196,364 students in the 2006
freshman class at 110 postsecondary institutions. In terms of differential validity, the
researchers again found the test to be more predictive for females (r = 0.65) than for males (r
= 0.59). It is also more predictive for White students (r = 0.63) compared to non-White
students (r = 0.53), though Mattern et al. (2008) noted the small sample size for American
Indian students. Regarding best language, the test was most predictive for students whose
best language was English only (r = 0.63), followed by English and another language (r =
0.55), and then those students whose best language was not English (r = 0.48).
Regarding differential prediction, Mattern et al. (2008) found results similar to prior
studies across all subgroups. The test tended to overpredict for male students (mean residual
= -0.10) whereas it was underpredictive for female students (mean residual = 0.09). For
racial/ethnic subgroups, Asian American students (mean residual = 0.02), White students
(mean residual = 0.03), and students who selected no response (mean residual = 0.01) were
underpredicted whereas American Indian students (mean residual = -0.20), African American
students (mean residual = -0.17), and Hispanic students (mean residual = -0.12) were
overpredicted. In terms of language, the test appeared to accurately predict for students
whose best language was English whereas it underpredicted for students whose best language
was not English (mean residual = 0.30).
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Summary of Prior Research and Suggestions for Future Research
Regardless of the standardized test, prior research has revealed an overwhelming
trend of both differential validity and differential prediction (Table 1). Predictivity
coefficients tend to be higher for female students compared to male students and for White
students compared to non-White students. Prediction equations also tend to underpredict for
female students whereas overpredicting for male students, and they tend to overpredict for
African American students compared to White students. Young (2001) suggests that the
validity of any educational or psychological test for its intended purpose should be a primary
consideration for users of that test. Young’s comprehensive review reveals a majority of
validity research has occurred with the SAT as the predictor, and that there is room for more
studies that focus on the ACT, using either composite or subtest score, as the predictor.
Young’s study also reveals that additional studies on Native American/American Indian
students is needed in order for meaningful conclusions to be drawn regarding this population
of students. Young also concludes that differences between subgroups does not remain fixed,
that over time the differences seem to decrease. However, Young suggests that influences
such as legislative changes regarding affirmative action, or other societal or institutional
factors that differentially affect students of different backgrounds, could impact academic
performance of non-White students and alter the results of future studies.
Young (2001) makes three suggestions for the future of research on predictive
validity. First, the number of studies in many racial/ethnic groups is small, and therefore,
additional studies of Asian Americans, Hispanics, and American Indians are needed to
further our understanding of achievement for these groups of students. Second, gender
differences are still not well understood, and additional research is needed in this area to
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understand why such differences persist after so many decades. Third, new methodologies
for exploring predictive validity may benefit in higher order understanding of group
differences and bring us closer to our goal of equal opportunity and access for all students.
Burton and Ramist (2001) suggest a revised model for predictive validity research, one that
aims to provide critical information to support decisions within the control of the institution
regarding recruitment and admissions practices as well as academic advising and retention
practices. This is aligned with the recommendation from The National Association for
College Admission Counseling (2008) suggesting “colleges and universities should regularly
conduct independent, institutionally-specific validity research” (p. 46). Mattern et al. (2008)
suggest future research should replicate current research findings and expand on it by
examining alternative outcomes, such as different indicators of success, and exploring
different subgroups, such as by college major.

Table 1
Summary of Prior Research in Chronological Order
Metaanalysis

Authors

Year

Predictors

Criterion

Groups

Findings

As
reported
by Linn
(1973):

Cleary

1968

SAT V,
SAT M

FGPA

Black
and
White
Students

Overprediction of Black
student FGPA when
using prediction equ for
White students.

Davis and
KernerHoeg

1971

SAT V,
SAT M

FGPA

Black
and
White
Students

Overprediction of Black
student FGPA when
using prediction equ for
White students.
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Table 2 continued
Metaanalysis

Authors

Year

Predictors

Criterion

Groups

Findings

As
reported
by Linn
(1973):

Temp

1971

SAT V,
SAT M

FGPA

Black
and
White
Students

Overprediction of Black
student FGPA when
using prediction equ for
White students.

Thomas

1972

SAT V,
SAT M

FGPA

Gender
Groups

Underprediction of
female FGPA when
using prediction equ for
male students.

Rowen

1978

Composite FGPA,
ACT
CGPA,
4-year
completion

Gender
Groups

Composite ACT
significant predictor of
CGPA and 4-year
completion, with
decreasing validity coeff
over time. Inconclusive
regarding gender
differences.

Breland

1979

SAT,
ACT,
College
Board
Achieve.
Test,
HSGPA

FGPA

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups

Overprediction of nonWhite students using
White reg equ.

ACT
Subtests,
HS
Subject
Grades

College
Subject
Grades

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups

Overprediction of Black
student grades. Lower
validity coeff for Black
and Hispanic students.

Yes

Maxey and
Sawyer

1981

Validity coeff variable
and inconclusive.
Inconclusive regarding
gender differences.
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Table 3 continued
Metaanalysis

Authors

Year

Predictors

Yes

Linn

1982

Yes

Criterion

Groups

Findings

Composite FGPA
SAT,
Composite
ACT,
High
School
Rank

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups

Overprediction of nonWhite student FGPA
when using prediction
equ for White students.

Hispanic
and
White
Students,
Gender
Groups

Results inconclusive for
both diff prediction and
diff validity on both
ethnicity and gender.

Duran

1983

SAT V,
SAT M,
ACT
Subtests,
TSWE,
GRE

Gamache
and Novick

1985

Composite 2-year
ACT and
CGPA
Subtests

Gender
Groups

Underprediction of
female students.
Overprediction of male
students when using
single equation.

Crawford
Alferink
and
Spencer

1986

ACT,
HSGPA

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups

Chi-square test; accuracy
increased with inclusion
of HSGPA.

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups

Underprediction of
female students.
Overprediction of male,
non-White and young
(17-19 year) students.

Sawyer

1986

FGPA

Validity coeff higher for
female and White
students.

FGPA
and
“postdicted”
GPA

Composite FGPA
ACT,
Subtest,
HSGPA,
demo. info

Underprediction of
female students.
Overprediction of male
students, but no sig diff
in validity coeff or
intercepts.
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Table 4 continued
Metaanalysis

Authors

Year

Predictors

Ramist
Lewis and
McCamley
-Jenkins

1994

Composite FGPA
SAT

Bridgeman
McCamley
-Jenkins
and Ervin

2000

Criterion

Composite FGPA
SAT,
SAT V,
SAT M,
HSGPA

Groups

Findings

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups,
Best
Language
Acad
Comp

Validity coeff decrease
with decreasing academic
ability. Lower validity
coeff for non-White,
male, non-English
students.

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups

Validity coeff higher for
White, female students
compared to non-White,
male students.

Underprediction of
Asian, White, female
high ability, and nonEnglish students.
Overprediction of
American Indian, Black,
and Hispanic, male, and
low ability students.

Underprediction of
female students.
Overprediction for male,
non-White students.
Results most exaggerated
at intersectionalities.
Noble
Crouse and
Schultz

1996

ACT
Subtests,
HS
Subject
Grades

College
Subject
Grades

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups

Underprediction of
female students in
English and math.
Overprediction Black
students in English
compared to White,
reduced when grades
were included with ACT
scores.
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Table 5 continued
Metaanalysis

Authors

Year

Predictors

Criterion

Groups

Findings

Yes

Young

2001

Composite
SAT,
SAT V,
SAT M,
Composite
ACT,
ACT
Subtests,
HSGPA,
HS
Grades,
other
variables

FGPA,
CGPA,
College
Subject
Grades,
QGPA

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups

Validity coeff lower for
Black, Hispanic, and
male students.

Race/
Ethnicity
Groups,
Gender
Groups,
Best
Language

Validity coeff higher for
female, White students.

Mattern
Patterson,
Shaw,
Kobrin and
Barbuti

2008

Composite FGPA
SAT,
SAT V,
SAT M,
HSGPA

Underprediction of
female students.
Overprediction of male
and non-White students.

Underprediction of
female, Asian, White,
and non-English
students. Overprediction
of male, American
Indian, Black, Hispanic
students.

Predictors: SAT V = SAT Verbal test score, SAT M = SAT Mathematics test score, HSGPA
= high school grade point average, TWSE = Test of Standard Written English, GRE =
Graduate Record Examination; Criterion: FGPA = first year (in college) grade point average,
CGPA = cumulative (in college) grade point average, QGPA = quarter (in college) grade
point average.

Summary
In this chapter, the historical background of standardized testing and how they are
used for admissions decisions were examined. How these tests are used in admissions
decisions today, including the construction of such exams and benefits and challenges to their
use, was discussed. Next, the chapter moved on to an in-depth examination of early and more
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recent research on the topic of predictive validity before concluding with a summary of what
this research means and recommended areas for future investigation. The next chapter will
describe the methodology. The research tradition selected, instrumentation to be used, study
variables to be examined, data collection procedures and participants involved, and
regression analysis and its use in the larger data analysis will be introduced.
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Chapter III: Research Methods
Research Tradition
The research paradigm one holds is deeply rooted in ontology, a branch of
metaphysics concerning the structure of being and reality (Hofweber, 2012), and
epistemology, a branch of philosophy referring to the nature of and process of obtaining
knowledge (Williams, 2001). In other terms, the research tradition one selects will be driven
by the views one holds about the relationships between what is seen and understood
(epistemology) and that which is reality (ontology), and it is important because it will
influence the methodologies that underpin a researcher’s work (Morrison, 2007).
In the field of educational research, Scott and Morrison (2006) describe four research
paradigms: positivism, interpretivism, critical theory, and postmodernism. Positivism, or
empiricism as it is sometimes known, is characterized by an acceptance of facts and their
ability to explain the world. It is also characterized by a belief in the scientific method as a
way of collecting those facts and then using them to understand educational processes,
relations, and institutions. Interpretivism places its emphasis on the way humans give
meaning to their lives, and the reasons for this are accepted as explanations for behavior. In
critical theory, values are central to research, where the researcher does not attempt to adopt
a neutral stance, and the purpose is to describe and change the world. Postmodernism rejects
universal modes of thought and global narratives altogether. The postmodernist understands
knowledge to be localized and seeks to undermine the universal legitimacy of notions such as
truth (Scott & Morrison, 2006).
This study aimed to examine validity, informed by the argument-based approach to
validity theory, inherent in which is the belief that validity is located within the use of test
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scores, which may be found either valid or invalid through logical and empirical examination
(Hathcoat, 2013). This approach to validity is supported by the early logical positivist
approach of Cronbach and Meehl (1955), whose interests laid in the study of ambiguous
criterion and whose contributions to validity theory allowed for the inference of meaning of
unobservable constructs without the requirement that they exists within the real world by
identifying law-like relationships between the construct and the nomological network in
which it exists. The argument-based approach to validity theory is also supported by the
constructivist-realist position advocated by Messick (1998), which suggests the possible
existence of both constructs for which there are no counterpart in reality and observations for
which there are yet to be constructs. Independent of ontology, the argument-based approach
describes validity as pertaining to the degree to which evidence supports the appropriateness
of score-based inferences (Messick, 1989).
Aligned with these early theorists of validity, the research herein is largely informed
by a positivist research tradition. Because this approach positions validity in the use of the
scores rather than in the instrument itself, it is not concerned with claims about truth as in the
instrument-based approach (Borsboom et al., 2003), and does not necessitate a realist or
antirealist position (Hood, 2009). For this reason, postmodernism was not applicable since
this study was not interested in undermining such notions (Scott & Morrison, 2006). Instead,
this approach was more interested with how one comes to know such knowledge, and it is
heavily concerned with the evidence supporting the strength of predictor-criterion
relationship. Because this evidence was quantitative rather than qualitative, because this
research was not concerned with constructing meaning, but rather with testing existing
theory, because it was interested in the scientific collection of facts rather than the
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interpretation of human experience, and because it was more concerned with epistemology
than ontology, interpretivism was not an appropriate research tradition for this study
(Morrison, 2007).
The positivist research tradition was an appropriate paradigm for this study because
people were the objects of study, and observable phenomenon, test performance and
subsequent course performance, were of interest, rather than any sort of feelings for or beliefs
about the experience. The study was positioned within the backdrop of theory from which
hypotheses, in the form of postulated causal connections, were generated. Empirical research
in the manner of the scientific method was conducted to collect objective measurements,
which were then analyzed statistically and interpreted in a deductive manner (Morrison,
2007).
Bryman (1988) suggests positivists should take a particular stance with regard to
values; first, they should purge themselves of values that may impair objectivity, and second,
they should draw a distinction between scientific and normative statements. This is where the
study at hand may have experienced a flaw in the positivist approach. Tanner and Tanner
(1980) claim that it is necessary to retain a rich history of educational research so that it may
offer perspective on contemporary problems. Kaestle (1988) also highlights how the same
data can be used to argue very different policies, so it is important to remember educational
history and understand the “interaction between fragmentary evidence and the values and
experiences of the historians” (p. 61).
Habermas (1972, 1974) was a prominent critic of positivism, arguing that it silences
the important debate about values, opinions, and moral judgments. In order to answer the
many interesting or important questions of life, Habermas supported the use of critical
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theory, regarding positivism and interpretivism as, individually, “incomplete accounts of
social behavior by their neglect of the political and ideological contexts of much of
educational research” (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 26). Critical theory is particularly concerned
with the normative, and its interest is in realizing a society based on equality and democracy.
Concerning a study of validity, and the use of admissions test scores in particular, critical
education research is interested in examining how schools perpetuate or reduce inequality
and how power is produced or reproduced through education (Cohen et al., 2007).
Capturing positivism, interpretivism, and critical theory, respectively, Habermas
(1972) offered a tripartite conceptualization of knowledge and understanding in educational
research: prediction and control, understanding and interpretation, and emancipation and
freedom, which he named, respectively, technical, practical, and emancipatory (Cohen et al.,
2007). In this conceptualization, positivism and interpretivism are important informers of
critical theory. The emphasis of positivism is on laws, rules, and prediction and control of
behavior and is characterized by the study of passive research objects and instrumental
knowledge using the scientific method (Habermas, 1974). Though an entirely critical theory
approach was not appropriate for this study, the literature background on the use of
standardized tests for admissions decisions and prior research findings concerning predictive
validity and differential prediction is replete with values and theorists interested in
reevaluating their application (Young, 2001). As such, the tradition under which this study
was framed was largely positivist, but with the hopes that it would lend itself to furthering
the understanding of issues of social justice within education.
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Research Methods
Properly aligned with a positivist research tradition, the following study was a
deductive and quantitative, following replicative research methods, applying the theory of
validity to a context that controls for ACT science subscore. Bauernfeind made a call for
more replicative research as early as 1968, where he notes “replication is the cornerstone of
scientific inquiry” (p. 126). However, as of 2014, several groups were still calling out the
lack of replication studies in the field of educational research. Stemming from the study by
Makel and Plucker (2014), publications by the American Educational Research Association
(2014), the Association for Psychological Science (Grahe et al., 2014), and Tyson (2014) in
Inside Higher Ed were recognizing the need for replication studies so as to further credibility
for and increase methodological rigor within the field of education. Concerning validity
studies in particular, Wightman (2003) cited the literature as extensive but suggests, “The
work is dated and needs to be updated or at least replicated” (p. 65). Also, The National
Association for College Admission Counseling (NACAC) supported replication studies in a
statement as recent as their 2008 Report of the Commission on the use of Standardized Tests
in Undergraduate Admission, where they suggest “colleges and universities should regularly
conduct independent, institutionally-specific validity research” (p. 46).
Instrumentation
The instrument used in this study was the ACT. The ACT was developed by
University of Iowa education professor Everett Franklin Lindquist in 1959, from the roots of
the Iowa Tests of Educational Development, as an achievement test and as a competitor to
the SAT (Kaukab & Mehrunnisa, 2016). Originally, the test included the following four
sections: mathematics, English, natural sciences reading, and social studies reading, all
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scored on a scale of 1 (low) to 36 (high). However, having always been closely tied to high
school curricula, the ACT has undergone various revisions based on curriculum surveys and
analyses of state standards for K-12 instruction. As a result, the test now features the four
subject areas of English, mathematics, reading, and science as well as an optional writing
exam that was added in 2005 at the request of University of California (Atkinson & Geiser,
2009).
This study was interested in the science subscore specifically. The science portion of
the ACT is composed of 40 multiple-choice questions. The reporting categories covered in
this section include interpretation of data (45-55%); scientific investigation (20-30%); and
evaluation of models, inferences, and experimental results (25-35%). The subscore is
determined for each test taker by summing the number of questions answered correctly (there
is no penalty for incorrect answers) and converting the raw score to a scaled score ranging
from 1 to 36. The ACT College Readiness Benchmark for the science subject-area test is a
score of 23; this is the score that represents the level of achievement required for students to
have a 50% chance of obtaining a B or higher or about a 75% chance of obtaining a C or
higher in the corresponding credit-bearing first-year college course. For the science subjectarea test, that corresponding first-year course is biology (ACT, 2017). The ACT STEM
Benchmarks were developed because ACT (2017) research suggested “that academic
readiness for STEM coursework may require higher scores than those suggested by the ACT
College Readiness Benchmarks” (p. 1). For the science subject-area test, a median score of
25 is associated with a 50% chance of obtaining a B or higher grade in first-year chemistry,
biology, physics, and engineering courses (Radunzel et al., 2015).
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Study Variables
While Zhang and Sanchez (2013) found that test scores increased the accuracy of
prediction across subgroups over high school GPA alone due to grade inflation, Atkinson and
Geiser (2009) hold that high school grades are the best predictors of student readiness for
college, and test scores serve as a useful supplement. For these reasons, the independent or
predictor variables of interest in this study include both the ACT science subscore (ACTSS)
and high school cumulative grade point average (HSGPA). The dependent or criterion
variable are introductory science course final grades, converted to grade point average
(FSGPA). The models also included confounding variables denoting various subgroup
memberships:
1. Gender. Gender was coded as (1) for male and (2) for female.
2. Race/Ethnicity. Race/ethnicity was coded as (1) for White students and (2) for nonWhite students.
3. Socioeconomic Status (SES). This variable was determined based on the expected
family contribution (EFC). This was broadly coded as Pell-eligible (1) and Pellineligible (2) based on the 2016-2017 award year schedule.
4. First Generation Status (1stGen). First generation status was defined as students
whose parents both did not complete a four-year degree. Non-first generation students
were coded as (1) whereas first generation students were coded as (2).
5. Major. Major was coded as (1) for science and (2) for non-science majors.
In these comparisons, the concept of a control was defined as whole group, and comparisons
were made between subgroups for each variable to whole group statistics.
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Data Collection and Participants
Common credit-bearing introductory college courses in the science disciplines of
chemistry, biology, physics, and engineering for both science and non-science majors were
identified via purposive expert sampling based on the recommendation from chairs in the
respective departments (Bryman, 2015). This information was gathered via an electronic
survey to these individuals informing them of the purpose of the request and the
recommendation made by ACT. It also informed them that their identity may be known by
virtue of the information in the final report that likely reveals the time period of the study and
the institution at which this study takes place.
Convenience sampling was used due to the accessibility of the data set to the
researcher (Bryman, 2015) and, as suggested by the NACAC (2008), out of the interest in the
meaning the findings might have for this specific institution. The sample was selected from a
doctoral, moderate research, Midwestern, four year and above, public university (hereafter
referred to as University). The University is an access institution, meaning it is one of the
goals of the institution to be affordable and not highly selective, remaining accessible to a
diverse student population, and focused on student engagement and success via highperforming academics and quality research. The sample was selected from across various
cohorts as denoted by year of admission. From there, the participants were selected
specifically because they had (a) an ACT science subscore and (b) a grade in at least one of
the introductory courses identified above. The data included information regarding the ACT
science subscore, the grade for any and all classes completed, and various demographic
characteristics of interest as described above (including term of admission). These data were
collected from the University’s student information system via a request to the University’s
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institutional analysis office. The data were transferred electronically after all identifying
information for each subject had been removed.
In order to ensure the sample size of each subgroup was at least 50, the estimated
minimum required for multiple correlation, which was calculated more specifically via power
analysis in early stages of analysis (Kelley & Maxwell, 2003; Knofczynski & Mundfrom,
2008), a request for the entire population was made. The actual sample was reduced since not
all students had an ACT science subscores nor freshman-level science course grades, and
other variables of interest were missing as well. Since this spanned several years, scores were
weighted properly. Restriction of range based on socioeconomic status also occurred since
this data were drawn from the expected family contribution (EFC) indicator provided by the
U.S. Department of Education’s free application for federal student aid. This limited the
sample because not all students were in need of federal aid. Exempted permission from
Eastern Michigan University’s Institutional Review Board was received based on the fact
that the data did not contain identifiers or other information that may be linked to any of the
participants of the study.
Regression Analysis
Over the years, researchers have advanced the knowledge for assessing predictive
validity. In 1982, Shepard conceptualized bias as “invalidity, something that distorts the
meaning of test results for some groups” (p. 26). As such, bias may be investigated through
two methods, internal or external (Camilli & Shephard, 1994). Internal approaches
investigate the relationship between latent traits and item response through techniques such
as confirmatory factor analysis (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000) and item response theory
(Camilli & Shephard, 1994) methods of differential item functioning (Meade & Fetzer,
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2009), while external approaches evaluate the relationship between the test and specified
criterion. Thus, differential validity and differential prediction may be examined to determine
if a test is used in a manner that is consistently biased or unfair for some groups of test takers
via Cleary’s (1968) regression-based approach, as supported by both the Standards (AERA
et al., 2014) and the Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures
(Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology [SIOP], 2003).
According to Mattern et al. (2008), differential validity can be evaluated via the
correlation coefficient, sometimes referred to as the validity coefficient (rxy), which is the
most basic measurement of the predictor-criterion relationship. Using the correlation
coefficient alone only gives one a general sense of the magnitude and direction of the
relationship between the test score introductory grades. For example, a positive correlation
suggests that as test scores increase, so will introductory grades. To elaborate on the
predictive validity of the predictor-criterion relationship, many studies will also employ
regression as a method of analysis, which, according to Crocker and Algina (1986), is the
appropriate method for assessing differential prediction.
The objective of regression analysis is to develop an equation that explains the
relationship between dependent and independent variables and allows for the prediction of
the dependent variable for a given population (Mertler & Vannatta, 2002). The basic idea of
linear regression is that the relationship between predictor and criterion can be explained by a
straight, line of best fit represented by the equation:
ŷi = Bo + BiXi + ei,

i = 1, 2, 3… n,

where Yi is the criterion, Bo is the intercept, and Bi indicates the slope for predictor Xi. The
intercept is a constant, defined as the value of the criterion when the predictor equals zero,
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and the slope is defined as the amount of change in the criterion with every unit change in the
predictor. The residual, or difference between the observed value (y) and the predicted value
(ŷ), is represented by ei. The goal in regression analysis is to minimize ei so as to maximize
rxy (Mertler & Vannatta, 2002). In the case of multiple predictors, multiple regression
analysis is employed so as to predict a dependent variable from a set of predictors. It also
allows for the analysis of both the separate and collective contributions of two or more
predictors, Xi, to the variation of the criterion, ŷ (Mattern et al., 2008). In multiple
correlation, the correlation coefficient, R, is a measure of how well a criterion can be
predicted using the linear function of the multiple predictors, and R2, the coefficient of
determination, measures how much of the variance in the criterion can be accounted for by
the predictor variables (Mertler & Vannatta, 2002).
Fox (1997) specified five assumptions of regression analysis when predictor variables
are not fixed:
1. Scores on the predictor variable are random.
2. Expected criterion values are a linear function of the predictor.
3. Scores on the predictor and criterion follow a joint normal distribution.
4. Predictor variables and error values are assumed to be independent within the
population from which the sample is selected.
5. Error values follow a normal distribution.
These assumptions can be tested by assessing normality and linearity via scatterplots and
histograms, and normality can be further assessed by either the Shapiro-Wilk or
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, as well as skewness and kurtosis. The assumptions may also
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be checked by assessing the errors of the residuals via histograms and standardized residuals
(Fox, 1997).
Other concepts to be aware of when using regression analysis include
multicollinearity and model selection (Mertler & Vannatta, 2002). Multicollinearity exists
when there are high to moderate correlations amongst predictors. To test for
multicollinearity, correlations between predictors can be examined via tolerance and variance
inflation factor (VIF) analyses. Tolerance (1-R2), with values ranging from 0 (high
multicollinearity) to 1 (low multicollinearity), indicates multicollinearity when values are
less than 0.10 or 0.20. VIF (1/tolerance) indicates a strong linear association between
predictor variables and may be cause for concern when values are below 5 or 10 (Mattern et
al., 2008).
Model selection describes the possible models to be followed when introducing
predictor variables into the regression equation. In standard multiple regression, or full model
regression, all predictor variables are entered into the model at the same time and each is
assessed for the amount of variance it explains. In sequential multiple regression, or
hierarchical regression, predictors are added into the model in a specific order and examined
for their effect on variance. In stepwise multiple regression, variables are either added in a
forward selection manner or removed in a backward deletion manner until significant
contributors are identified and the best fitting model is obtained (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).
Because this study was concerned with only two predictors, ACT science subscores primarily
and high school cumulative grade point average secondarily, standard multiple regression
would normally serve its purpose. However, since group membership and the grouppredictor cross-product were also included, as suggested by Cleary (1968), Lautenschlager
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and Mendoz (1986), and Meade and Fetzer (2009), hierarchical multiple regression was more
appropriate.
Concepts to be aware of regarding validity studies, specifically, include restriction of
range, variation in grading standards, and other problems with measures of success (Burton
& Ramist, 2001). Restriction of range occurs due to selection that causes only a portion of
test takers to be available for analysis. This may restrict the range of ACT science subscores
on both ends of the spectrum because, for example, those students whose scores were too low
may not have been selected for admission or may opt for programs that do not require
science coursework, while those students with very high scores have chosen to go to another
institution or tested out of the introductory coursework.
Grading standards may influence how well a regression equation predicts grades for
certain students. Since the regression equation predicts average grades for students, the
equation will likely underpredict or overpredict for individual students who select a majority
of either more stringently or less stringently graded courses. Burton and Ramist (2001)
suggest this may be the case for predictive differences between men and women since men
tend to take more stringently graded courses (math, science, engineering, biology) in college
whereas women select less stringently graded courses (art, music, theater, education). In this
case, prediction equations appear to be overpredictive for men whereas being underpredictive
for women. Grading standards were less of a concern in this study since specific courses
were of interest and grades for all students were drawn from the same set of, as Burton and
Ramist (2001) put it, more stringently graded science courses.
Other problems with measures of success captures the idea that, in different
disciplines, different talents and skills are important, and across disciplines measures of
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success may include accomplishments such as leadership, employment, and civic
contributions . Although the focus of this study was in the sciences, there were subtle
differences still between the scientific disciplines. There are also long-term measures of
success such as cumulative grade point average, rather than just introductory grade point
average, and graduation. However, besides having to wait longer for the criterion, many of
these long-term measures of success depend on many other extraneous factors, with studies
in this area being fewer and correlations being much lower (Zwick, 2007). Burton and
Ramist (2001) also mention the long history of research on inconsistency and unreliability of
teacher-assigned grades (criterion unreliability). They did develop methods for correcting for
criterion unreliability, restriction of range, and grading standards and found that correlations
shifted from .48 to .76 for the prediction of introductory grades based on SAT scores and
high school GPA.
Data Analysis
The data analysis occurred in three phases: initial assessment, assessment of
predictive validity, and assessment of test bias (Figure 1). Although the data were initially
reviewed in entirety, subsequent phases of assessment split the data in a number of ways.
Throughout this study, procedures were repeated in order to evaluate across all three
predictors (high school GPA, ACT science subscore, and the two combined), across all five
criterion (overall grade GPA, biology grade GPA, chemistry grade GPA, science course
grade GPA, and non-science course grade GPA), and across all five demographic groups
(gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, first-generation status, and major).
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Figure 1. Data analysis flow chart across three phases of assessment.

The data were first analyzed for descriptive statistics. Student counts, means, and
standard deviations for the numerical variables of ACT science subscores (ACTSS), high
school grade point average (HSGPA), and introductory science course grades were computed
(FSGPA), as well as for each demographic category. Frequency counts and percentages were
provided for the categorical/ordinal variables of gender, race, socioeconomic status, firstgeneration status, and major.
Correlations were corrected for restriction of range using the Pearson-Lawley
multivariate, with the annual score reports for each respective year. Grades and scores were
also standardized to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one to eliminate the
impact of differential grading across cohorts and classes (Burton & Ramist, 2001).
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The data were first screened to assess whether they fit the assumptions of normality
and regression analysis (Mertler & Vannatta, 2002). To answer this study’s research
questions, associations between the predictors of ACT science subscore (ACTSS) and high
school cumulative grade point average (HSGPA), and the criterion of introductory science
course grade (FSGPA) were first evaluated via simple linear and multiple regression
analyses.
To answer the first research question regarding differential validity of the ACT
science subscore for introductory science course grades, the correlation or validity
coefficients were evaluated for each subgroup and compared as described in the Study
Variables. Differential validity was evaluated by converting correlation coefficients for each
subgroup into Fisher’s z values. These z values were assessed for significant differences by
way of the following equation:
=

−

1
−3+

1
−3

,

where z1 and z2 are the correlations expressed as Fisher z values for Group 1 and Group 2,
and N1 and N2 are the sample sizes for Group 1 and Group 2, respectively. If correlation
coefficients were shown to differ at a statistically significant level, this indicated a different
regression line slope for different groups, and the test was deemed as having differential
validity for that subgroup.
To answer the second question regarding differential prediction, as described
previously, analyses were built from the foundation of Cleary’s (1968) work in which she
tested (a) the equality of slopes and then (b) the equality of intercepts. This was
accomplished by employing the adapted methods of Lautenschlager and Mendoza (1986) in
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which differences in the coefficients of determination, or R2, were compared across a series
of hierarchical least squares regression equations (Hurtz, 2007). The first step was an
omnibus test to see if explained variance was greater than unexplained variance, or that sum
of squares error was reduced, essentially testing for either slope or intercept differences. This
test is more powerful than testing for differences in separate tests and in a way helps to
reduce the risk of Type II error when concluding no bias exists (Lautenschlager & Mendoza,
1986). The procedure moved forward if the null was rejected and bias was found in a stepdown manner consistent with Cleary’s original suggestion: testing for slope differences and
then testing for intercept differences with the consideration of slope differences, again
reducing the risk of Type II error.
First, the criterion was regressed on the predictor alone, and total group R square was
calculated. Next, a group membership variable was added to the model. If the R square value
for a subgroup differed significantly, the models were said to differ from one another.
Finally, in the third step, the membership-by-predictor cross-product was considered, and if
this model accounted for additional variance, then the measure was said to exhibit differential
prediction (Meade & Fetzer, 2009). The R square across subgroups was compared via the Fstatistic of an analysis of covariance:
=

/

/

,

where N = number of subjects = df(regression) + df(residual) and where R2full if the R2 of the
full model, and R2reduced if the R2 of the reduced model, kfull are the number of predictors in
the full model, and kreduced are the number of predictors in the reduced model, respectively
(Cleary, 1968; Hurtz, 2007).
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Significant differences in the slope were again indicative of differential validity,
whereas significant differences in the intercept were indicative of differential prediction.
Residual values were reviewed, specifically, if the residual value for a particular subgroup
was positive, then the test was underpredictive for that subgroup and students tended to
perform better than what was predicted by the regression equation. Likewise, if the residual
value for a particular subgroup was negative, then the test was overpredictive for that
subgroup, and students tended to perform worse than what the regression equation predicted
(Mattern et al., 2008).
If intercepts were shown to differ significantly, information regarding the source of
that difference was determined via Meade and Fetzer’s (2009) recommendation for
evaluating differences on both the predictor and criterion by group membership:
1. Student’s t-test for differences on the predictors across groups were conducted.
2. Student’s t-test for differences on the criterion across groups were conducted.
3. Cohen’s d was calculated in step (1) and (2).
Cohen’s d was calculated by the following equation:
=

! − !
,
"#$%%&'(

where M1 and M2 represent the means for Group 1 and Group 2, respectively, and SDpooled is
the pooled standard deviation for the samples as given by the following equation:
"#$%%&'( = )

"# + "#
,
2

where SD1 and SD2 represent the standards deviations of Group 1 and Group 2, respectively.
In the case that both predictor and criterion showed mean differences, the standardized d
effect sizes were compared using the following equation (Meade & Fetzer, 2009):
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In this equation, the observed standardized criterion difference (dy) is compared to the

expected standardized criterion difference ( + y) given the observed predictor standardized
difference (dx) and the observed correlation between the two (r*yx):
∗
-,.
=

-,.
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With this information, it was determined whether the test should be called into question or if
there might have been some other source for the differences.
Summary Regarding Legal, Ethical, and Moral Considerations
As mentioned previously, exempt status was granted through the institutional review
board of the institution under study. A copy of the final dissertation has been made available
to all those interested in the results of this study. Ethically, the identities of the students
whose information was used in this study were kept protected and were anonymous even to
the researcher. It would be possible to find the identities of the department chairs queried
regrading introductory courses, but this was made known to these individuals and their
consent for participation was gathered.
Morally speaking, the overall purpose of this study was a matter of equity. Previous
research has shown that differences in predictive validity may exist for some subgroups
regarding the use of standardized tests (Zwick, 2007). Young (2001) makes three suggestions
for the future of research on predictive validity. First, the number of studies in many
racial/ethnic groups is small, and therefore, additional studies of Asian Americans,
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Hispanics, and American Indians are needed to further our understanding of achievement for
these groups. Second, gender differences are not well understood, so additional research is
needed in this area to understand why such differences persist after so many decades. Third,
new methodologies may benefit in higher order understanding of group differences and bring
us closer to our goal of equal opportunity and access for all students. The National
Association for College Admission Counseling (2008) recommends “colleges and
universities should regularly conduct independent, institutionally-specific validity research”
(p. 46). Though one would hope that differences do not exist, in the case they did, it was the
goal of this research to bring light to the reality of the situation and offer recommendations
for moving forward. This goal was aligned with Burton and Ramist’s (2001) revised model
for predictive validity research in that it aimed to provide critical information to support
decisions within the control of the institution regarding recruitment and admissions practices
as well as academic advising and retention practices.
Summary
In this chapter the methodology of this study was discussed. The research tradition
was identified and the research methods were selected. A description of the instrumentation
was presented and the study variables were coded. Data collection procedures were detailed
and a description of the study participants were identified. An overview of regression
analysis was presented and its role in the larger data analysis was discussed. Throughout,
selected formula were included, and cues from and references to the methodology used in
prior research were made where appropriate. The chapter concluded with an examination of
legal, ethical, and moral considerations.
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Chapter IV: Results
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to understand whether differential prediction exists in
the ACT science subscore and the extent to which this index is differentially valid for
individuals of various demographic subgroups regarding their performance in introductory
science courses. Prior research has shown that students from different demographic
subgroups perform at different levels in their postsecondary institutions, even when they
enter that institution with the same level of achievement (Carpenter et al., 2006; Bailey &
Dynarski, 2011; Robinson & Lubienski, 2011). This achievement gap beginning at the point
of admissions is especially concerning in the sciences where new knowledge and a growing
workforce are needed, especially considering it has been shown that, although the fastest
growing population in the United States, minorities are the most underrepresented group in
science and technology careers (The National Academies, 2010). This gap exists despite nonWhite students having both expressed and measured interests in STEM similar to their White
counterparts (ACT, 2016). This was a deductive, quantitative study following replicative
research methods. The study serves as a model for leaders in higher education, one that can
be used to assess the integrity of selection and placement decisions, which are dependent on
the accuracy and reliability of the information used to make those decisions. All quantitative
data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 20 at the alpha level of 0.05.
Survey of Introductory Science Courses
As identified by the ACT, the science subscore STEM Benchmarks correspond to the
introductory courses in chemistry, biology, physics, and engineering courses (Radunzel et al.,
2015). Once the study was approved as exempt by the institutional review board (Appendix
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A), to identify the specific introductory courses in each of these subjects, the researcher first
investigated the catalog of the sample institution to identify the corresponding departments
and their respective department heads.
An email containing a department chair letter (Appendix B) was then sent to each
individual. The letter detailed the reason for the request and identified possible risks and
benefits. Attached to the letter was a form the department chairs were asked to complete,
identifying introductory courses for both science and non-science majors, and then return to
the researcher via email. Also included with the letter was a form the department chairs could
complete if they were interested in seeing the results of the study.
Emails were sent three times to each department chair, with approximately a two-tothree-week waiting period before the next email was sent. A response was received from the
Department of Chemistry within the same day the first email was sent. A response from the
Department of Biology was received the same day the second email was sent. The
Department of Physics and Astronomy responded with their declination the day after the
third email was sent. Two weeks after the third email was sent, there was still no response
from the School of Engineering Technology. The results of this survey (Table 2) identified
the introductory courses for which the researcher would seek grade and student information
from the institutional analysis office of the sample institution.
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Table 6
Results of Introductory Courses Survey
Department

Subject/Number

Title

Department of Biology
Science Major
Courses

Non-Science
Major Courses

BIO 110/111
BIO 120/121

Introductory Biology I/ Introductory
Biology I Laboratory
Introductory Biology II/ Introductory
Biology II Laboratory

BIO 105

Introductory Biology for Non-majors

BIO 106

Biology from a Human Perspective

Department of Chemistry
Science Major
Courses

CHEM 121/122
CHEM 123/124
CHEM 120

Non-Science
Major Courses

CHEM 115/116
CHEM 117/118

General Chemistry I/ General Chemistry I
Laboratory
General Chemistry II/ General Chemistry
II Laboratory
Fundamentals of Organic and Biochemistry
Our Environment and Its Chemistry/
Chemistry and Society Laboratory
Fundamentals of Chemistry Lecture/
Fundamentals of Chemistry Laboratory

Department of Physics and Astronomy
Science Major
Courses
Non-Science
Major Courses

Declined

School of Engineering Technology
Science Major
Courses
Non-Science
Major Courses

No Response

ASSESSING STUDENT SUCCESS
Data Request
After confirming the introductory courses with the chairs of the corresponding
departments, an email was sent to the Office of Institutional Analysis for the University. In
this email, the researcher asked the analyst to identify students from the entire University
population who had completed at least one of the following courses identified by the
department chairs:
•

BIO 105: Introductory Biology for Non-Majors,

•

BIO 106: Biology from a Human Perspective,

•

BIO 110: Introductory Biology I,

•

BIO 111: Introductory Biology I Laboratory,

•

BIO 120: Introductory Biology II,

•

BIO 121: Introductory Biology II Laboratory,

•

CHEM 115: Our Environment and Its Chemistry,

•

CHEM 116: Chemistry and Society Laboratory,

•

CHEM 117: Fundamentals of Chemistry Lecture,

•

CHEM 118: Fundamentals of Chemistry Laboratory,

•

CHEM 120: Fundamentals of Organic and Biochemistry,

•

CHEM 121: General Chemistry I,

•

CHEM 122: General Chemistry I Laboratory,

•

CHEM 123: General Chemistry II,

•

CHEM 124: General Chemistry II Laboratory.
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The researcher also noted that these were current term course numbers and titles, and if any
curriculum updates had been made in the past, the search for students should include the
course numbers and titles valid at the time the student took the course(s).
The researcher then asked the analyst, for any student who took at least one of the
courses listed above, please gather the following data:
•

the course subject, number, and title for the course completed;

•

the final letter grade for the course completed;

•

the student’s ACT science subscore;

•

the student’s high school cumulative grade point average;

•

gender;

•

race/ethnicity;

•

expected Family Contribution (EFC), used to define socioeconomic status;

•

first Generate Status, defined as those students whose parents both did not complete a
four-year degree;

•

major - at the time of admission;

•

admission Term;

•

PIDM, a randomly assigned subject number.

From the time of the initial request to the return of the completed data file, it took about one
month for the analyst to respond and for the researcher and analyst to work through
clarification on the specific data required by the study. The data were delivered as an .xlsx
file through secure email. This file was then saved to the researcher’s secure network drive
and later analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 20 software.
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Description of Sample
After evaluating the data based on inclusion criteria, the working data file was found
to include 5,942 lines of data representing individual instances of science courses and final
grades. Due to individual students taking multiple courses from the list of those of interest,
these data represent 3,333 unique students ranging in admission terms from Fall 1996 to
Winter 2017. Although the ACT was redeveloped in October 1989, the test has been stable
throughout the time period with which this study is concerned, and thus, no adjustment to the
benchmarks nor additional standardizing of scores were required due to the test’s criterionbased nature (ACT, 1989). Students included in this sample took anywhere from one to nine
of the courses of interest (Table 3).

Table 7
Instances of Courses of Interest Taken By Student
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1

1697

50.9

50.9

50.9

2

1185

35.5

35.5

86.4

3

180

5.4

5.4

91.8

4

132

3.9

3.9

95.8

5

66

1.9

1.9

97.8

6

44

1.3

1.3

99.1

7

20

0.6

0.6

99.7

8

8

0.2

0.2

99.9

9

1

0.03

0.03

100.0

Total

3333

100.0

100.0
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In this study, the count of students is not so important, but rather the count of courses
is and thus the definition of N is this study. Since the criterion concerns introductory courses,
understanding how characteristics of those courses, such as subject area and offering, may
contribute toward predictive validity is of primary interest. Viewing predictive validity from
various lenses, such as science or non-science major and science or non-science discipline
helps to control for differences that may be experienced by those students. This aligns with
the reasons often cited in the literature for differences in predictive validity between students,
such as male and female student course selection. Concern about duplication of students
across subject areas is relieved by the sense that these are measure different constructs. And,
to further alleviate concerns about duplication within the same subject, analyses of
differences in group means between demographic groups were completed. By reviewing the
student’s t test for mean differences in grades, it was found that under each set of
demographic subgroups, grades between first and second sequence courses did not differ at a
statistically significant level. This means the duplications of measurements has no differential
effect on students by group.
Thus, because the item of interest for this study was final course grade, the following
descriptive statistics were considered in terms of course entry rather than student.
Demographic information of the sample, including gender, ethnicity, Pell-eligibility, first
generation status, and major, is summarized in Tables 4-8.
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Table 8
Student Gender Descriptive Statistics
Frequency

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Male

2389

40.2

40.2

40.2

Female

3553

59.8

59.8

100.0

Total

5942

100.0

100.0

Table 9
Student Ethnicity (White Versus non-White) Descriptive Statistics
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

White

4159

70.0

70.0

70.0

Non-White

1783

30.0

30.0

100.0

Total

5942

100.0

100.0

Table 10
Student Pell-Eligibility (Based on Expected Family Contribution) Descriptive Statistics
Frequency

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Pell Eligible

1641

27.6

27.6

27.6

Pell Ineligible

4301

72.4

72.4

100.0

Total

5942

100.0

100.0
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Table 11
First Generation College Student Status Descriptive Statistics
Frequency

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

No

4155

69.9

69.9

69.9

Yes

1787

30.1

30.1

100.0

Total

5942

100.0

100.0

Table 12
Student Major (Science Versus Non-Science) Descriptive Statistics
Frequency

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Science

2143

36.1

36.1

36.1

Non-Science

3799

63.9

63.9

100.0

Total

5942

100.0

100.0

High school GPA ranged from 0.10 to 4.00 (M = 3.16, SD = 0.50), while ACT
science subscore ranged from 8 to 36 (M = 21.91, SD = 3.79), and course grade GPA ranged
from 0.00 to 4.00 (M = 2.81, SD = 0.98). The skewness of the high school GPA was -0.286,
while it was 0.241 for the ACT science subscore; both judged as being fairly symmetrical.
Skewness of the course grade GPA was -0.80 and was judged to be moderately skewed.
Kurtosis for the high school GPA was -0.295, while it was 0.413 for the ACT science
subscore and 0.212 for course grade GPA, each indicating a normal distribution (Figures 24).
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Figure 2. Histogram with normal curve of high school GPA.

Figure 3. Histogram with normal curve of ACT science subscore.

Figure 4. Normal Q-Q plot test for normality of course grade GPA.
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The frequency of courses taken from those of interest are displayed in Table 9.
Biology courses composed 19.9% of the sample whereas chemistry courses composed the
other 80.1% of the sample.

Table 13
Frequency of Courses of Interest
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

BIO 105

679

11.4

11.4

11.4

BIO 106

23

0.4

0.4

11.8

BIO 110

224

3.8

3.8

15.6

BIO 111

37

0.6

0.6

16.2

BIO 120

189

3.2

3.2

19.4

BIO 121

33

0.6

0.6

19.9

CHEM 115a

1176

19.8

19.8

39.7

CHEM 115b

35

0.6

0.6

40.3

CHEM 116

651

11.0

11.0

51.3

CHEM 117

210

3.5

3.5

54.8

CHEM 118

202

3.4

3.4

58.2

CHEM 120

512

8.6

8.6

66.8

CHEM 121

589

9.9

9.9

76.7

CHEM 122

526

8.9

8.9

85.6

CHEM 123

439

7.4

7.4

93.0

CHEM 124

417

7.0

7.0

100.0

5942

100.0

100.0

Total
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Science course offerings composed 41.3% (biology: 8.1%; chemistry: 33.2%) of the
sample whereas non-science course offerings composed 58.7% (biology: 11.8%; chemistry:
46.9%) of the sample (Table 10).

Table 14
Distribution of Courses By Subject: Science Versus Non-Science Offering
Frequency
Non-Science Biology

Percent

Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

702

11.8

11.8

11.8

2786

46.9

46.9

58.7

483

8.1

8.1

66.8

Science Chemistry

1971

33.2

33.2

100.0

Total

5942

100.0

100.0

Non-Science Chemistry
Science Biology

In looking at gender and preference for biology or chemistry courses (Table 11,
Figure 5), a chi-square test of independence found a significant relationship between gender
and subject area, X2 (1, N = 5942) = 44.23, p < .001. Male students were more likely to
enroll in chemistry courses than female students, whereas female students were more likely
to enroll in biology courses than male students. An association was also found when looking
at gender and a preference for science or non-science courses (Table 12, Figure 6), X2 (1, N =
5942) = 18.19, p < .001. Male students were more likely to enroll in science courses than
female students, whereas female students were more likely to enroll in the non-science
course offerings than male students.
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Table 15
Chi-Square test for Association Between Gender and Subject Area
Course Subject Area
Biology
Gender Male

Count

Total

376

2013

2389

476.4

1912.6

2389.0

-100.4

100.4

809

2744

3553

Expected Count

708.6

2844.4

3553.0

Residual

100.4

-100.4

Count

1185

4757

5942

1185.0

4757.0

5942.0

Expected Count
Residual
Female Count

Total

Chemistry

Expected Count

Figure 5. Bar chart of association between gender and subject area.
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Table 16
Chi-Square Test for Association Between Gender and Science or Non-Science Offering
Course Offering
Science
Gender Male

Total

Count

1066

1323

2389

Expected Count

986.6

1402.4

2389.0

79.4

-79.4

1388

2165

3553

1467.4

2085.6

3553.0

Residual

-79.4

79.4

Count

2454

3488

5942

2454.0

3488.0

5942.0

Residual
Female Count
Expected Count

Total

Non-Science

Expected Count

Figure 6. Bar chart of association between gender and science or non-science offering.
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In looking at ethnicity and preference for biology or chemistry courses (Table 13,
Figure 7), a chi-square test of independence found a significant relationship between
ethnicity and subject area, X2 (1, N = 5942) = 17.13, p < .001. White students were more
likely to enroll in chemistry courses than non-White students whereas non-White students
were more likely to enroll in biology courses than White students. An association was also
found when looking at ethnicity and a preference for science or non-science courses (Table
14, Figure 8), X2 (1, N = 5942) = 58.79, p < .001. White students were more likely to enroll
in science courses than non-White students whereas non-White students were more likely to
enroll in the non-science course offerings than White students.

Table 17
Chi-Square Test for Association Between Ethnicity and Subject Area
Course Subject Area
Biology
Ethnicity

White

Count

Total

771

3388

4159

Expected Count

829.4

3329.6

4159.0

Residual

-58.4

58.4

414

1369

1783

355.6

1427.4

1783.0

Residual

58.4

-58.4

Count

1185

4757

5942

1185.0

4757.0

5942.0

Non-White Count
Expected Count

Total

Chemistry

Expected Count
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Figure 7. Bar chart of association between ethnicity and subject area.

Table 18
Chi-Square Test for Association Between Ethnicity and Science or Non-Science Offering
Course Offering
Science
Ethnicity

White

Count
Expected Count
Residual

Non-White Count
Expected Count
Residual
Total

Count
Expected Count

Non-Science

Total

1851

2308

4159

1717.6

2441.4

4159.0

133.4

-133.4

603

1180

1783

736.4

1046.6

1783.0

-133.4

133.4

2454

3488

5942

2454.0

3488.0

5942.0
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Figure 8. Bar chart of association between ethnicity and science or non-science offering.

In reviewing Pell-eligibility and an association for biology or chemistry courses
(Table 15, Figure 9), a chi-square test of independence found a significant relationship
between Pell-eligibility and subject area, X2 (1, N = 5942) = 26.39, p < .001. Non-Pelleligible students were more likely to enroll in chemistry courses than Pell-eligible students,
whereas Pell-eligible students were more likely to enroll in biology courses than non-Pelleligible students. However, no association was found when looking at Pell-eligibility and a
preference for science or non-science courses (Figure 10), X2 (1, N = 5942) = 2.30, p = .130.
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Table 19
Chi-Square Test for Association Between Pell-Eligibility and Subject Area
Course Subject Area
Biology
Pell

Pell Eligible

Eligibility

Total

398

1243

1641

327.3

1313.7

1641.0

Residual

70.7

-70.7

Count

787

3514

4301

Expected Count

857.7

3443.3

4301.0

Residual

-70.7

70.7

Count

1185

4757

5942

1185.0

4757.0

5942.0

Expected Count

Pell Ineligible

Total

Count

Chemistry

Expected Count

Figure 9. Bar chart of association between Pell-eligibility and subject area.
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Figure 10. Bar chart of association between Pell-eligibility and science or non-science
offering.

In reviewing first generation college student status and an association for biology or
chemistry courses (Figure 11), a chi-square test of independence found no significant
relationship between first generation status and subject area, X2 (1, N = 5942) = 2.08, p =
.149. There was, however, an association between first generation status and a preference for
science or non-science courses (Table 16, Figure 12), X2 (1, N = 5942) = 18.58, p < .001.
Non-first generation students were more likely to enroll in science courses than first
generation students, whereas first generation students were more likely to enroll in the nonscience course offerings than non-first generation students.
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Figure 11. Bar chart of association between first generation status and subject area.

Table 20
Chi-Square Test for Association Between First Generation and Science or Non-Science
Offering
Course offering
Science
First Generation No

Count

College Student

Expected Count

Indicator
Yes

Total

Non-Science

Total

1791

2364

4155

1716.0

2439.0

4155.0

Residual

75.0

-75.0

Count

663

1124

1787

Expected Count

738.0

1049.0

1787.0

Residual

-75.0

75.0

Count

2454

3488

5942

2454.0

3488.0

5942.0

Expected Count
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Figure 12. Bar chart of association between first generation status and science or non-science
offering.

In looking at student major and preference for biology or chemistry courses (Table
17, Figure 13), a chi-square test of independence found a significant relationship between
student major and subject area, X2 (1, N = 5942) = 9.001, p < .05. Science major students
were more likely to enroll in chemistry courses than non-science major students, whereas
non-science major students were more likely to enroll in biology courses than science major
students. An association was also found when looking at gender and a preference for science
or non-science courses (Table 18, Figure 14), X2 (1, N = 5942) = 1037.22, p < .001. Science
major students were more likely to enroll in science courses than non-science major students,
whereas non-science major students were more likely to enroll in the non-science course
offerings than male students.
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Table 21
Chi-Square Test for Association Between Student Major and Subject Area
Course Subject Area
Biology
Major as Science Science

Count

or Non-Science
Discipline

Total

383

1760

2143

Expected Count

427.4

1715.6

2143.0

Residual

-44.4

44.4

802

2997

3799

757.6

3041.4

3799.0

Residual

44.4

-44.4

Count

1185

4757

5942

1185.0

4757.0

5942.0

Non-Science Count
Expected Count

Total

Chemistry

Expected Count

Figure 13. Bar chart of association between student major and subject area.
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Table 22
Chi-Square Test for Association Between Student Major and Science or Non-Science
Offering
Course Offering
Science

Non-Science

Total

Major as Science Science

Count

1472

671

2143

or Non-Science

Expected Count

885.0

1258.0

2143.0

Discipline

Residual

587.0

-587.0

982

2817

3799

Expected Count

1569.0

2230.0

3799.0

Residual

-587.0

587.0

2454

3488

5942

2454.0

3488.0

5942.0

Non-Science Count

Total

Count
Expected Count

Figure 14. Bar chart of association between student major and science or non-science
offering.
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When looking at student high school GPA, there was a significant difference based on
course offering, F (3, 5938) = 59.77, p < .05. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD
test indicated that mean high school GPAs were significantly higher in the science course
offerings of biology (M = 3.25, SD = 0.49) and chemistry (M = 3.26, SD = 0.50) when
compared to the non-science course offerings of biology (M = 3.13, SD = 0.47) and
chemistry (M = 3.08, SD = 0.50). There was, however, not a significant difference between
science biology and science chemistry course high school GPA, nor was there a significant
difference between non-science biology and non-science chemistry course high school GPA
(Figure 15).

Figure 15. High school GPA based on subject and science or non-science course category.
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When looking at student ACT science subscore, there was a significant difference
based on course offering, F (3, 5938) = 141.86, p < .05. Post hoc comparisons using the
Tukey HSD test indicated that mean ACT science subscores were significantly higher in the
science course offerings of biology (M = 22.70, SD = 3.55) and chemistry (M = 23.14, SD =
3.66) when compared to the non-science course offerings of biology (M = 20.73, SD = 3.57)
and chemistry (M = 21.19, SD = 3.71). There was not a significant difference between
science biology and science chemistry course ACT science subscore. However, there was a
significant difference (p = .017) between non-science biology and non-science chemistry
course ACT science subscore (Figure 16).

Figure 16. ACT science subscores based on subject and science or non-science course
category.
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Course grade GPA also differed significantly, but this time the difference was based
on subject area, F (3, 5938) = 56.54, p < .05. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test
indicated that mean course grade GPAs were significantly higher in chemistry courses, both
science (M = 2.92, SD = 0.95) and non-science (M = 2.86, SD = 0.96) when compared to
biology courses, both science (M = 2.57, SD = 0.94) and non-science (M = 2.44, SD = 1.05).
There was not a significant difference between science and non-science chemistry course
grade GPA, nor was there a significant difference between science and non-science biology
course GPA (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Course grade based on subject and science or non-science course category.
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Differential Validity of the ACT Science Subscore
In addressing the first research question, “Is the ACT science subscore differentially
valid in its prediction of achievement in introductory science courses for students across
different demographics and science disciplines?” the correlation or validity coefficients were
evaluated for each subgroup and compared. If correlation coefficients were shown to differ at
a statistically significant level, this indicated a different regression line slope for different
groups, and the ACT science subtest was deemed as having differential validity for that
subgroup.
Overall course grade GPA. To begin, simple linear regression was performed to
determine the relationship between overall high school GPA and course grade GPA (Figure
18). A significant regression equation was found, F (1, 5941) = 597.16, p < .001. Student’s
predicted course grade GPA is equal to 0.96 + 0.59 (high school GPA) points when course
grade GPA is measured in GPA points. There was a weak, positive correlation between high
school GPA and course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (5942) = .302, p <
.001.

Figure 18. Scatterplot of the correlation between high school GPA and course grade GPA.
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A simple linear regression was also performed to determine the relationship between
overall ACT science subscore and course grade GPA (Figure 19). A significant regression
equation was found, F (1, 5941) = 466.85, p < .001. Student’s predicted course grade GPA
was equal to 1.28 + 0.07 (ACT science subscore) points when course grade GPA was
measured in GPA points. There was a weak, positive correlation between ACT science
subscore and course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (5942) = .270, p < .001.

Figure 19. Scatterplot of the correlation between ACT science subscore and course grade
GPA.

A multiple regression was performed to determine the relationship between overall
high school GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA. A significant regression
equation was found, F (2, 5940) = 411.65, p < .001. There was a weak, positive correlation
between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA, which was
statistically significant, r (5942) = .349, p < .001.
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Next, the correlation coefficients for each subgroup were calculated reviewing both
high school GPA, ACT science subscore, as well as the two combined, as the predictor
(Table 19).

Table 23
Correlation Coefficients of Each Subgroup for Each Predictor of Overall Course Grade GPA
N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

2389

.261*

.236*

.303*

Female

3553

.350*

.293*

.385*

White

4159

.275*

.211*

.302*

Non-White

1783

.234*

.198*

.282*

Ineligible

4301

.297*

.255*

.335*

Eligible

1641

.298*

.279*

.362*

First Generation

No

4155

.309*

.271*

.353*

Status

Yes

1787

.288*

.268*

.338*

Major

Science

2143

.248*

.236*

.302*

Non-Science

3799

.302*

.248*

.338*

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.

With this information, the correlation coefficients were transformed to Fisher’s z
values for each subgroup, and then tested for significant differences (Table 20).
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Table 24
Fisher’s Z Test for Differential Validity of High School GPA Predicting Overall Course GPA
HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Gender

-3.712*

-2.316*

-3.517*

Ethnicity

1.548

0.479

0.772

Pell-Eligibility

-0.038

-0.890

-1.058

First Generation Status

0.814

0.114

0.602

Major

-2.162*

-0.472

-1.484

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.

As can be viewed in Table 20, validity coefficients did not significantly differ based
on ethnicity, Pell-eligibility, first generation status, or for major when the predictor was ACT
science subscore or high school GPA combined with ACT science subscore. Differential
validity did exist based on major when high school GPA alone was the predictor. The largest
area of differential validity was based on gender, across all predictors of overall course grade
GPA. In general, validity coefficients appeared to be higher for women than for men.
In the next sections, the same analyses were run, but instead of the dependent variable
being overall course grade GPA, differential validity was reviewed for the courses based on
subject area, biology and chemistry, and course offering, science or non-science offering.
Course grade GPA per subject area. Again, to begin, simple linear regression was
performed to determine the relationship between high school GPA and subject area course
grade GPA (Figure 20). For biology, a significant regression equation was found, F (1, 1184)
= 236.355, p < .001. There was a weak to moderate, positive correlation between high school
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GPA and biology course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (1185) = .408, p <
.001. For chemistry, a significant regression equation was also found, F (1, 4756) = 421.244,
p < .001. There was a weak, positive correlation between high school GPA and chemistry
course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (4757) = .285, p < .001.

Figure 20. Scatterplot of the correlation between high school GPA and course grade GPA per
subject area.

A simple linear regression was also performed to determine the relationship between
overall ACT science subscore and subject area course grade GPA (Figure 21). For biology, a
significant regression equation was found, F (1, 1184) = 175.008, p < .001. There was a
weak, positive correlation between ACT science subscore and biology course grade GPA,
which was statistically significant, r (1185) = .359, p < .001. For chemistry, a significant
regression equation was found, F (1, 4756) = 296.912, p < .001. There was a weak, positive
correlation between ACT science subscore and chemistry course grade GPA, which was
statistically significant, r (4757) = .242, p < .001.
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Figure 21. Scatterplot of the correlation between ACT science subscore and course grade
GPA per subject area.

A multiple regression was performed to determine the relationship between high
school GPA/ACT science subscore and subject area course grade GPA. For biology, a
significant regression equation was found, F (2, 1183) = 162.251, p < .001. There was a
moderate, positive correlation between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and biology
course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (1185) = .464, p < .001. For
chemistry, a significant regression equation was found, F (2, 4755) = 277.613, p < .001.
There was a weak, positive correlation between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and
chemistry course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (4757) = .323, p < .001.
Next, the subject area correlation coefficients for each subgroup were calculated
reviewing both high school GPA and ACT science subscore as the predictors (Tables 21 and
22).
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Table 25
Correlation Coefficients of Each Subgroup for Each Predictor of Biology Course Grade
GPA
N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

376

.335*

.318*

.384*

Female

809

.449*

.387*

.507*

White

771

.389*

.287*

.418*

Non-White

414

.317*

.288*

.395*

Ineligible

787

.405*

.318*

.440*

Eligible

398

.390*

.401*

.490*

First Generation

No

849

.419*

.347*

.464*

Status

Yes

336

.389*

.367*

.458*

Major

Science

383

.297*

.281*

.357*

Non-Science

802

.434*

.352*

.478*

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 26
Correlation Coefficients of Each Subgroup for Each Predictor of Chemistry Course Grade
GPA
N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

2013

.260*

.217*

.293*

Female

2744

.321*

.263*

.349*

White

3388

.258*

.190*

.281*

Non-White

1369

.226*

.170*

.260*

Ineligible

3514

.283*

.238*

.317*

Eligible

1243

.278*

.234*

.324*

First Generation

No

3306

.290*

.248*

.329*

Status

Yes

1451

.274*

.233*

.310*

Major

Science

1760

.242*

.225*

.292*

Non-Science

2997

.281*

.215*

.307*

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.

With this information, the correlation coefficients were transformed to Fisher’s z
values for each subgroup, and then tested for significant differences (Tables 23 and 24).
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Table 27
Fisher’s Z Test for Differential Validity of High School GPA Predicting Biology Course GPA
HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Gender

-2.156*

-1.259

-2.458*

Ethnicity

1.347

-0.018

0.451

Pell-Eligibility

0.289

-1.546

-1.034

First Generation Status

0.554

-0.354

0.118

Major

-2.545*

-1.267

-2.358*

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.

Table 28
Fisher’s Z Test for Differential Validity of High School GPA Predicting Chemistry Course
GPA
HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Gender

-2.270*

-1.663*

-2.127*

Ethnicity

1.061

0.645

0.707

Pell-Eligibility

0.164

0.128

-0.236

First Generation Status

0.552

0.505

0.671

Major

-1.393

0.350

-0.548

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.
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As can be viewed in Tables 23 and 24, validity coefficients did not significantly differ
based on ethnicity, Pell-eligibility, first generation status for either biology or chemistry.
Further, validity coefficients did not differ significantly based on major for chemistry, and
they did not differ for biology when the predictor was ACT science subscore. Differential
validity did exist for biology based on major when high school GPA alone was the predictor
or if high school GPA and ACT science subscore were both the predictor. In this case, the
validity coefficients were higher for non-science majors compared to science majors. The
largest area of differential validity was based on gender, across all predictors for chemistry
course grade GPA, and across the predictors of high school GPA and high school GPA along
with ACT science subscore for biology course GPA. In these instances, validity coefficients
appeared to be higher for women than for men.
Course grade GPA per course offering. A simple linear regression was again
performed to determine the relationship between high school GPA and course grade GPA
based on course offering (Figure 22). For science courses, a significant regression equation
was found, F (1, 2453) = 169.238, p < .001. There was a weak, positive correlation between
high school GPA and science course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (2454)
= .275, p < .001. For non-science courses, a significant regression equation was also found, F
(1, 3487) = 391.297, p < .001. There was a weak, positive correlation between high school
GPA and non-science course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (3488) = .318,
p < .001.
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Figure 22. Scatterplot of the correlation between high school GPA and course grade GPA per
course offering.

A simple linear regression was also performed to determine the relationship between
ACT science subscore and course grade GPA based on course offering (Figure 23). For
science courses, a significant regression equation was found, F (1, 3453) = 162.873, p < .001.
There was a weak, positive correlation between ACT science subscore and science course
grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (2454) = .250, p < .001. For non-science
courses, a significant regression equation was found, F (1, 3487) = 302.217, p < .001. There
was a weak, positive correlation between ACT science subscore and non-science course
grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (3488) = .282, p < .001.
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Figure 23. Scatterplot of the correlation between ACT science subscore and course grade
GPA per course offering.

A multiple regression was performed to determine the relationship between high
school GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA based on course offering. For
science courses, a significant regression equation was found, F (2, 2452) = 145.859, p < .001.
There was a weak, positive correlation between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and
science course grade GPA, which was statistically significant, r (2454) = .326, p < .001. For
non-science courses, a significant regression equation was found, F (2, 3486) = 271.659, p <
.001. There was a weak, positive correlation between high school GPA/ACT science
subscore and non-science course grade GPA, which was statistically significant , r (3488) =
.367, p < .001.
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Next, the course offering correlation coefficients for each subgroup were calculated
reviewing both high school GPA and ACT science subscore as the predictors (Tables 25 and
26).

Table 29
Correlation Coefficients of Each Subgroup for Each Predictor of Science Course Grade GPA
N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

1066

.237*

.233*

.285*

Female

1388

.326*

.267*

.366*

White

1851

.251*

.198*

.283*

Non-White

603

.236*

.227*

.303*

Ineligible

1802

.263*

.226*

.305*

Eligible

652

.294*

.295*

.371*

First Generation

No

1791

.285*

.254*

.337*

Status

Yes

663

.249*

.241*

.300*

Major

Science

1472

.232*

.237*

.294*

Non-Science

982

.323*

.251*

.358*

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 30
Correlation Coefficients of Each Subgroup for Each Predictor of Non-Science Course Grade
GPA
N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

1323

.281*

.241*

.325*

Female

2165

.361*

.306*

.398*

White

2308

.299*

.230*

.328*

Non-White

1180

.225*

.171*

.266*

Ineligible

2499

.322*

.279*

.363*

Eligible

989

.288*

.254*

.347*

First Generation

No

2364

.328*

.287*

.374*

Status

Yes

1124

.302*

.270*

.353*

Major

Science

671

.308*

.293*

.372*

Non-Science

2817

.298*

.254*

.340*

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.

With this information, the correlation coefficients were transformed to Fisher’s z
values for each subgroup, and then tested for significant differences (Tables 27 and 28).
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Table 31
Fisher’s Z Test for Differential Validity of High School GPA Predicting Science Course GPA
HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Gender

-2.373*

-0.890

-2.224*

Ethnicity

0.339

-0.646

-0.466

Pell-Eligibility

-0.734

-1.617

-1.628

First Generation Status

0.851

0.304

0.904

Major

-2.392*

-0.361

-1.737*

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.

Table 32
Fisher’s Z Test for Differential Validity of High School GPA Predicting Non-Science Course
GPA
HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Gender

-2.556*

-2.012*

-2.406*

Ethnicity

2.219*

1.716*

1.899*

Pell-Eligibility

0.997

0.716

0.487

First Generation Status

0.796

0.508

0.667

Major

0.256

0.980

0.852

Note. HSGPA = high school grade point average, ACTSS = ACT science subscore;
*Significance at α = .05 level.
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As can be viewed in Tables 27 and 28, validity coefficients did not significantly differ
based on Pell-eligibility or first generation status for either science or non-science course
offerings. For science courses, differential validity did exist based on major when either high
school GPA alone or high school GPA along with ACT science subscore were the predictors.
In this case, the validity coefficients were higher for non-science majors compared to science
majors. The largest areas of differential validity were based on gender for both science and
non-science course offerings and ethnicity for non-science course offerings. For science
course offerings, differential validity occurred for gender when the predictors were either
high school GPA or high school GPA along with ACT science subscore. For non-science
course offerings, differential validity occurred based on both gender and ethnicity, and this
occurred across all three predictors. In the case of gender, validity coefficients appeared to
be higher for women than for men. In the case of ethnicity, validity coefficients appeared to
be lower for non-White students compared to White students.
Differential Prediction of the ACT Science Subscore
To answer the second research question, “Is the ACT science subscore differentially
predictive of achievement in introductory science courses for students across different
demographics and science disciplines?” R2 square was calculated using a series of
hierarchical least squares regression equations as recommended by Lautenschlager and
Mendoza’s (1986) adaptation of Cleary’s (1968) method. In each step, the change in R2 was
calculated and evaluated via the F-statistic of an analysis of covariance (Cleary, 1968; Hurtz,
2007). Differential prediction was said to exist if there were significant differences on the
intercept.
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Overall course grade GPA. To begin, the association between high school GPA and
course grade GPA was evaluated for differential prediction across demographic subgroups.
The omnibus test for gender proved significant, F (3, 5938) = 224.90, p < .001, with a
significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5938) = .011, p < .001. Significant differences were found in
both the slope, ∆r2 (5938) = .004, p < .001, and the intercept, ∆r2 (5938) = .006, p < .001
(Figure 24). The association between high school GPA and course grade GPA when
considering ethnicity was also significant, F (3, 5938) = 269.11, p < .001, with a significant
change in R2, ∆r2 (5938) = .028, p < .001. Significant differences were not found in the slope,
∆r2 (5938) < .001, p = .780, but significant differences were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (5938)
= .028, p < .001 (Figure 25). Significance was found in Pell eligibility and the association
between high school GPA and course grade GPA, F (3, 5938) = 206.75, p < .001, with a
significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5938) = .003, p < .001. Similar to ethnicity, significance was
not found in the test for differences in the slope, ∆r2 (5938) < .001, p = .727, but the intercept
was shown to differ at a statistically significant level, ∆r2 (5938) = .003, p < .001 (Figure 26).
First generation status was not shown to be a significant covariate, ∆r2 (5938) = .001, p =
.194, so further analysis was not relevant. Finally, the association between high school GPA
and course grade GPA when considering student major was found to be significant, F (3,
5938) = 240.24, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5938) = .017, p < .001.
Significant differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2 (5938) = .002, p < .001, and the
intercept, ∆r2 (5938) = .004, p < .001 (Figure 27).
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Figure 24. Gender subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course grade
GPA.

Figure 25. Ethnicity subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course grade
GPA.
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Figure 26. Pell-eligibility subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course
grade GPA.

Figure 27. Student major subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course
grade GPA.
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Next, the association between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA was
evaluated for differential prediction across demographic subgroups. The omnibus test for
gender proved significant, F (3, 5938) = 160.01, p < .050, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2
(5938) = .002, p < .050. Significant differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2 (5938) =
.002, p < .050, and the intercept, ∆r2 (5938) = .001, p < .050 (Figure 28). The association
between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA when considering ethnicity was also
significant, F (3, 5938) = 208.41, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5938) = .022,
p < .001. Significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (5938) < .001, p = .257, but
significant differences were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (5938) = .022, p < .001 (Figure 29).
Significance was found in Pell eligibility and the association between ACT science subscore
and course grade GPA, F (3, 5938) = 160.51, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2
(5938) = .002, p < .050. Similar to ethnicity, significance was not found in the test for
differences in the slope, ∆r2 (5938) < .001, p = .309, but the intercept was shown to differ at a
statistically significant level, ∆r2 (5938) = .002, p < .001 (Figure 30). First generation status
was not shown to be a significant covariate, ∆r2 (5938) < .001, p = .496, so further analysis
was not relevant. Finally, the association between ACT science subscore and course grade
GPA when considering student major was found to be significant, F (3, 5938) = 186.46, p <
.001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5938) = .013, p < .001. Significant differences
were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (5938) < .001, p = .115, but were found in the intercept, ∆r2
(5938) = .013, p < .001 (Figure 31).
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Figure 28. Gender subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and course
grade GPA.

Figure 29. Ethnicity subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and course
grade GPA.
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Figure 30. Pell-eligibility subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and
course grade GPA.

Figure 31. Student major subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and
course grade GPA.
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Finally, in the evaluation of course grade GPA, the association of both high school
GPA and ACT science subscore as predictors were evaluated in differential prediction across
demographic subgroups. The omnibus test for gender proved significant, F (3, 5936) =
172.46, p <.001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5936) = .005, p < 0.001. Significant
differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2 (5936) = .004, p < .001, and the intercept, ∆r2
(5936) = .004, p < .001. The association between high school GPA/ACT science subscore
and course grade GPA when considering ethnicity was also significant, F (3, 5936) = 189.04,
p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5936) = .016, p < .001. Significant differences
were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (5936) = .001, p = .093, but significant differences were
found in the intercept, ∆r2 (5936) = .015, p < .001. Significance was found in Pell eligibility
and the association between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA,
F (3, 5936) = 167.54, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5936) = .002, p < .050.
Similar to ethnicity, significance was not found in the test for differences in the slope, ∆r2
(5936) = .001, p = .129, but the intercept was shown to differ at a statistically significant
level, ∆r2 (5936) = .001, p < .050. First generation status was not shown to be a significant
covariate, ∆r2 (5936) < .001, p = .922, so further analysis was not relevant. Finally, the
association between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA when
considering student major was found to be significant, F (3, 5936) = 180.77, p < .001, with a
significant change in R2, ∆r2 (5936) = .010, p < .001. Significant differences were found in
both the slope, ∆r2 (5936) = .001, p < .050, and in the intercept, ∆r2 (5936) = .002, p < .001.
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Table 33
Average Overprediction (-) and Underprediction (+) of Overall Course Grade GPA

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility

Major

N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

2389

.094

-.023

.032

Female

3553

-.063

.016

-.021

White

4159

.105

.089

.072

Non-White

1783

-.245

-.208

-.167

Ineligible

4301

.034

.027

.021

Eligible

1641

-.089

-.070

-.054

Science

2143

.157

.144

.120

Non-Science

3799

-.089

-.081

-.068

Residual values were calculated in the predictor/criterion combinations that exhibited
differential prediction for overall course grade GPA (Table 29). In terms of gender
subgroups, female student grade GPA was underpredicted when ACT science subscore was
the predictor, but overpredicted when using the high school GPA or combined predictors. For
the subgroups of ethnicity, Pell-eligibility, and student major, non-White, Pell-eligible, and
non-science major student course grade GPA was consistently overpredicted regardless of
predictor.
Course grade GPA per subject area. To begin this area of analysis, the association
between high school GPA and course grade GPA was evaluated for differential prediction
across demographic subgroups for biology courses versus chemistry courses. When looking
at biology first, the omnibus test for gender proved significant, F (3, 1181) = 83.12, p < .001,
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with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (1181) = .008, p < .050. Significant differences were
found in both the slope, ∆r2 (1181) = .005, p < .050, and the intercept, ∆r2 (1181) = .006, p <
.050 (Figure 32). The association between high school GPA and course grade GPA when
considering ethnicity for biology was also significant, F (3, 1181) = 98.72, p < .001, with a
significant change in R2, ∆r2 (1181) = .034, p < .001. Significant differences were not found
in the slope, ∆r2 (1181) = .001, p = .378, but significant differences were found in the
intercept, ∆r2 (1181) = .033, p < .001 (Figure 33). Significance was found in Pell eligibility
and the association between high school GPA and course grade GPA, F (3, 1181) = 81.28, p
< .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (1181) = .005, p < .050. Similar to ethnicity,
significance was not found in the test for differences in the slope, ∆r2 (1181) < .001, p = .881,
but the intercept was shown to differ at a statistically significant level, ∆r2 (1181) = .005, p <
.050 (Figure 34). First generation status was shown to be a significant covariate when
assessing biology courses, F (3, 1181) = 69.01, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2
(1181) = .009, p < .050. Again, significance was not found in the test for differences in the
slope, ∆r2 (1181) < .001, p = .715, but the intercept was shown to differ at a statistically
significant level, ∆r2 (1181) = .009, p < .001 (Figure 35). Finally, the association between
high school GPA and course grade GPA when considering student major with biology
courses was found to be significant, F (3, 1181) = 94.51, p < .001, with a significant change
in R2, ∆r2 (1181) = .027, p < .001. Significant differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2
(1181) = .009, p < .001, and the intercept, ∆r2 (1181) = .013, p < .001 (Figure 36).
When looking at chemistry second, the omnibus test for gender proved significant, F
(3, 4753) = 154.25, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (4753) = .007, p < .001.
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Significant differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2 (4753) = .003, p < .001, and the
intercept, ∆r2 (4753) = .004, p < .001 (Figure 32). The association between high school GPA
and course grade GPA when considering ethnicity for chemistry was also significant, F (3,
4753) = 185.53, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (4753) = .023, p < .001.
Significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (4753) < .001, p = .997, but
significant differences were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (4753) = .023, p < .001 (Figure 33).
Significance was found in Pell eligibility and the association between high school GPA and
course grade GPA, F (3, 4753) = 143.06, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (4753)
= .001, p < .050. Similar to ethnicity, significance was not found in the test for differences in
the slope, ∆r2 (4753) < .001, p = .865, but the intercept was shown to differ at a statistically
significant level, ∆r2 (4753) = .001, p < .050 (Figure 34). First generation status was not
shown to be a significant covariate when assessing chemistry courses, ∆r2 (4753) < .001, p =
.779, so further analysis was not relevant. Finally, the association between high school GPA
and course grade GPA when considering student major with chemistry courses was found to
be significant, F (3, 4753) = 166.58, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (4753) =
.014, p < .001. Significant differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2 (4753) = .001, p <
.050, and the intercept, ∆r2 (4753) = .003, p < .001 (Figure 36).
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Figure 32. Gender subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course grade
GPA: biology versus chemistry.

Figure 33. Ethnicity subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course grade
GPA: biology versus chemistry.
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Figure 34. Pell-eligibility subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course
grade GPA: biology versus chemistry.

Figure 35. First generation status subgroups in the association between high school GPA and
course grade GPA: biology.
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Figure 36. Student major subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course
grade GPA: biology versus chemistry.

Next, the association between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA was
evaluated for differential prediction across demographic subgroups. When looking at biology
first, the omnibus test for gender proved significant, F (3, 1181) = 61.40, p < .001, with a
significant change in R2, ∆r2 (1181) = .006, p < .050. Significant differences were found in
the slope, ∆r2 (1181) = .003, p < .050, but the intercepts did not differ at a statistically
significant level, ∆r2 (1181) = .002, p = .077 (Figure 37). The association between ACT
science subscore and course grade GPA when considering ethnicity was also significant, F
(3, 1181) = 71.97, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (1181) = .026, p < .001. For
this demographic category, significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (1181) =
.001, p = .190, but were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (1181) = .024, p < .001 (Figure 38).
Significance was found in Pell eligibility and the association between ACT science subscore
and course grade GPA, F (3, 1181) = 61.58, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2
(1181) = .006, p < .050. Significance was found in the test for differences in the slope, ∆r2
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(1181) = .003, p < .050, and intercept, ∆r2 (1181) = .004, p < .050 (Figure 39). First
generation status was not shown to be a significant covariate, ∆r2 (1181) = .002, p = .277, so
further analysis was not relevant. Finally, the association between ACT science subscore and
course grade GPA when considering student major was found to be significant, F (3, 1181) =
66.86, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (1181) = .016, p < .001. Significant
differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2 (1181) = .004, p < .050, and in the intercept, ∆r2
(1181) = .007, p < .050 (Figure 40).
The association between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA was evaluated
for differential prediction across demographic subgroups for chemistry courses second. The
omnibus test for gender proved significant, F (3, 4753) = 101.91, p < .001, with a significant
change in R2, ∆r2 (4753) = .002, p < .050. Significant differences were found in the slope, ∆r2
(4753) = .001, p < .050, but the intercepts did not differ at a statistically significant level, ∆r2
(4753) = .001, p = .073 (Figure 37). The association between ACT science subscore and
course grade GPA when considering ethnicity was also significant, F (3, 4753) = 113.71, p <
.001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (4753) = .020, p < .001. For this demographic
category, significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (4753) < .001, p = .649, but
were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (4753) = .020, p < .001 (Figure 38). For chemistry courses,
significance was not found in Pell eligibility and the association between ACT science
subscore and course grade GPA, ∆r2 (4753) = .001, p = .122, making further analysis
irrelevant. First generation status was also not shown to be a significant covariate, ∆r2 (4753)
= .001, p = .168, so no further analysis was done. Finally, the association between ACT
science subscore and course grade GPA when considering student major was found to be
significant, F (3, 4753) = 120.77, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (4753) = .012,
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p < .001. Significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (4753) < .001, p = .730, but
were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (4753) = .012, p < .001 (Figure 40).

Figure 37. Gender subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and course
grade GPA: biology versus chemistry.

Figure 38. Ethnicity subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and course
grade GPA: biology versus chemistry.
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Figure 39. Pell-eligibility subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and
course grade GPA: biology.

Figure 40. Student major subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and
course grade GPA: biology versus chemistry.

Finally, in the evaluation of course grade GPA, the association of both high school
GPA and ACT science subscore as predictors were evaluated for differential prediction
across demographic subgroups for both biology and chemistry courses. The omnibus test for
gender proved significant for both biology, F (3, 1179) = 67.97, p < .001, and chemistry, F
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(3, 4751) = 114.44, p < .001, with a significant change in R2 for each (biology: ∆r2 (1179) =
.008, p < .050; chemistry: ∆r2 (4751) = .003, p < .050). Significant differences were found for
both biology and chemistry in both the slope (biology: ∆r2 (1179) = .008, p < .050;
chemistry: ∆r2 (4751) = .002, p < .050) and the intercept (biology: ∆r2 (1179) = .008, p <
.001; chemistry: ∆r2 (4751) = .002, p < .050). The association between high school
GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA when considering ethnicity was also
significant for both biology, F (3, 1179) = 71.58, p < .001, and chemistry, F (3, 4751) =
127.01, p < .001, with a significant change in R2 (biology: ∆r2 (1179) = .017, p < .001;
chemistry: ∆r2 (4751) = .013, p < .001). Significant differences were not found in the slope
(biology: ∆r2 (1179) = .003, p = .090; chemistry: ∆r2 (4751) < .001, p = .406), but significant
differences were found in the intercept (biology: ∆r2 (1181) = .014, p < .001; chemistry: ∆r2
(4753) = .013, p < .001). Significance was found in Pell eligibility and the association
between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA for biology, F (3,
1179) = 67.08, p < .050, ∆r2 (1179) = .006, p < .050, but not chemistry, ∆r2 (4751) = .001, p
= .439. For biology, significance was found in the test for differences in the slope, ∆r2 (1179)
= .005, p < .050, but the intercepts did not differ at a statistically significant level, ∆r2 (1179)
= .003, p < .050. First generation status was not shown to be a significant covariate for either
biology, ∆r2 (1179) = .004, p = .093, or chemistry, ∆r2 (4751) < .001, p = .864, so further
analysis was not relevant. Finally, the association between high school GPA/ACT science
subscore and course grade GPA when considering student major was found to be significant
for biology, F (3, 1179) = 71.41, p < .001, ∆r2 (1179) = .017, p < .001, and chemistry, F (3,
4751) = 121.69, p < .001, ∆r2 (4751) = .009, p < .001. Significant differences were found for
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biology in the slope, ∆r2 (1179) = .008, p < .050, but not for the slope in chemistry, ∆r2
(4751) = .001, p = .088. The intercept differed at a statistically significant level for both
biology, ∆r2 (1179) = .010, p < .001, and chemistry, ∆r2 (4751) = .008, p < .001.

Table 34
Average Overprediction (-) and Underprediction (+) of Biology Course Grade GPA
N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

2389

-.279

--

-.318

Female

3553

-.352

--

-.297

White

4159

-.457

-.299

-.357

Non-White

1783

-.794

-.670

-.679

Ineligible

4301

-.556

-.407

--

Eligible

1641

-.827

-.689

--

First Generation

No

4155

-.335

--

--

Status

Yes

1787

-.692

--

--

Major

Science

2143

-.134

-.081

-.125

Non-Science

3799

-.449

-.350

-.374

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility
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Table 35
Average Overprediction (-) and Underprediction (+) of Chemistry Course Grade GPA

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility

Major

N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

2389

.163

--

.097

Female

3553

.022

--

.060

White

4159

-.011

.119

.059

Non-White

1783

-.113

.003

.010

Ineligible

4301

-.037

--

--

Eligible

1641

-.216

--

--

Science

2143

.168

.236

.172

Non-Science

3799

-.071

.011

-.011

Residual values were calculated in the predictor/criterion combinations that exhibited
differential prediction for biology and chemistry course grade GPA (Tables 30 and 31). In
terms of gender subgroups, only the high school GPA and combined predictors exhibited
differential prediction. However, for biology, both male and female course grade GPA were
overpredicted whereas for chemistry, course grade GPA was underpredicted for both
subgroups. All three predictors exhibited differential prediction for ethnicity. For biology,
again both subgroups exhibited overprediction of their course grade GPA. For chemistry,
overprediction occurred when using the predictor of high school GPA, but underprediction
occurred when using the other two predictors. Pell-eligibility subgroups exhibited
overprediction in both subjects regardless of the predictor used. First generation status only
exhibited differential prediction for biology when using the high school GPA predictor, but
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overprediction occurs for both subgroups. The results for student major were variable. For
biology, both subgroups were overpredicted regardless of the predictor used. However, for
chemistry course grade GPA, both subgroups were underpredicted when using the ACT
science subscore predictor, while science majors were underpredicted and non-science
majors were overpredicted when using the other two predictors.
Course grade GPA per course offering. To begin this area of analysis, the
association between high school GPA and course grade GPA was evaluated for differential
prediction across demographic subgroups for science courses versus non-science courses.
When looking at science courses first, the omnibus test for gender proved significant, F (3,
2450) = 75.64, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (2450) = .009, p < .001.
Significant differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2 (2450) = .005, p < .001, and the
intercept, ∆r2 (2450) = .006, p < .001 (Figure 41). The association between high school GPA
and course grade GPA when considering ethnicity for science courses was also significant, F
(3, 2450) = 86.37, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (2450) = .020, p < .001.
Significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (2450) < .001, p = .774, but
significant differences were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (2450) = .020, p < .001 (Figure 42).
Statistical significance was not found in Pell eligibility and the association between high
school GPA and course grade GPA for science courses, ∆r2 (2450) = .001, p = .21, so no
further analysis was performed. Similarly, first generation status was not shown to be a
significant covariate when assessing science courses, ∆r2 (2450) = .001, p = .213. Finally, the
association between high school GPA and course grade GPA when considering student major
with science courses was found to be significant, F (3, 2450) = 86.41, p < .001, with a
significant change in R2, ∆r2 (2450) = .020, p < .001. Significant differences were found in
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both the slope, ∆r2 (2450) = .005, p < .001, and the intercept, ∆r2 (2450) = .008, p < .001
(Figure 45).
When looking at non-science courses second, the omnibus test for gender proved
significant, F (3, 4753) = 147.61, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (3484) = .012,
p < .001. Significant differences were found in both the slope, ∆r2 (3484) = .003, p < .001,
and the intercept, ∆r2 (3484) = .005, p < .001 (Figure 41). The association between high
school GPA and course grade GPA when considering ethnicity for non-science courses was
also significant, F (3, 3484) = 182.41, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (3484) =
.035, p < .001. Significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (3484) < .001, p =
.288, but significant differences were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (3484) = .035, p < .001
(Figure 42). Significance was found in Pell eligibility and the association between high
school GPA and course grade GPA for non-science courses, F (3, 3484) = 138.43, p < .001,
with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (3484) = .006, p < .001. Similar to ethnicity, significance
was not found in the test for differences in the slope, ∆r2 (3484) < .001, p = .529, but the
intercept was shown to differ at a statistically significant level, ∆r2 (3484) = .005, p < .001
(Figure 43). For non-science courses, first generation status was shown to be a significant
covariate when assessing non-science courses, F (3, 3484) = 132.95, p < .001, ∆r2 (3484) =
.002, p < .050. As with ethnicity and Pell-eligibility, there was no significant difference
found in slope, ∆r2 (3484) < .001, p = .912, but there as a significant difference found in the
intercepts, ∆r2 (3484) = .002, p < .050 (Figure 44). Finally, the association between high
school GPA and course grade GPA when considering student major with non-science courses
was found to be significant , F (3, 3484) = 166.03, p < .001, with a significant change in R2,
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∆r2 (3484) = .024, p < .001. Significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (3484) <
.001, p = .430, but were found in the intercept, ∆r2 (3484) = .024, p < .001 (Figure 45).

Figure 41. Gender subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course grade
GPA: science versus non-science courses.

Figure 42. Ethnicity subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course grade
GPA: science versus non-science courses.
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Figure 43. Pell-eligibility subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course
grade GPA: non-science courses.

Figure 44. First generation status subgroups in the association between high school GPA and
course grade GPA: non-science courses.
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Figure 45. Student major subgroups in the association between high school GPA and course
grade GPA: science versus non-science courses.

Next, the association between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA was
evaluated for differential prediction across demographic subgroups. When looking at science
courses first, the omnibus test for gender did not prove, ∆r2 (2450) = .002, p = .104, so
further analysis was not relevant. The association between ACT science subscore and course
grade GPA when considering ethnicity was significant, F (3, 2450) = 69.46, p < .001, with a
significant change in R2, ∆r2 (2450) = .016, p < .001. For this demographic category,
significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (2450) = .001, p = .106, but were
found in the intercept, ∆r2 (2450) = .015, p < .001 (Figure 47). Significance was not found in
Pell eligibility, ∆r2 (2450) = .002, p = .104, nor in first generation status, ∆r2 (2450) = .001, p
= .245, in the association between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA for science
courses, so no further analyses was performed. Finally, the association between ACT science
subscore and course grade GPA when considering student major was found to be significant,
F (3, 2450) = 67.62, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (2450) = .014, p < .001.
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Significant differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (2450) = .001, p = .159, but were
found in the intercept, ∆r2 (2450) = .013, p < .001 (Figure 49).
The association between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA was evaluated
for differential prediction across demographic subgroups for non-science courses second.
The omnibus test for gender proved significant, F (3, 3484) = 103.23, p < .001, with a
significant change in R2, ∆r2 (3484) = .002, p < .050. Significant differences were found in
both the slope, ∆r2 (3484) = .002, p < .050, and the intercepts, ∆r2 (3484) = .002, p < .050
(Figure 46). The association between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA when
considering ethnicity was also significant, F (3, 3484) = 139.18, p < .001, with a significant
change in R2, ∆r2 (3484) = .027, p < .001. For this demographic category, significant
differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (3484) < .001, p = .783, but were found in the
intercept, ∆r2 (3484) = .027, p < .001 (Figure 47). For non-science courses, significance was
found in Pell eligibility, F (3, 3484) = 105.11, p < .001, and the association between ACT
science subscore and course grade GPA, ∆r2 (3484) = .003, p < .050. Similar to ethnicity, no
significant differences were found in the slope, ∆r2 (3484) < .001, p = .606, but were found in
the intercept, ∆r2 (3484) = .003, p < .050 (Figure 48). First generation status was not shown
to be a significant covariate, ∆r2 (3484) < .001, p = .951, so no further analysis was done.
Finally, the association between ACT science subscore and course grade GPA when
considering student major for non-science courses was found to be significant, F (2, 3484) =
134.32, p < .001, with a significant change in R2, ∆r2 (3484) = .024, p < .001. Significant
differences were not found in the slope, ∆r2 (3484) < .001, p = .911, but were found in the
intercept, ∆r2 (3484) = .024, p < .001 (Figure 49).
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Figure 46. Gender subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and course
grade GPA: non-science courses.

Figure 47. Ethnicity subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and course
grade GPA: science versus non-science courses.
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Figure 48. Pell-eligibility subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and
course grade GPA: non-science courses.

Figure 49. Student major subgroups in the association between ACT science subscore and
course grade GPA: science versus non-science courses.

Finally, in the evaluation of course grade GPA, the association of both high school
GPA and ACT science subscore as predictors were evaluated for differential prediction
across demographic subgroups for both science and non-science courses. The omnibus test
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for gender proved significant for both science, F (3, 2448) = 61.407, p < .001, and nonscience courses, F (3, 3482) = 113.48, p < .001, with a significant change in R2 for each
(science: ∆r2 (2448) = .005, p < .050; non-science: ∆r2 (3482) = .005, p < .001). Significant
differences were found for both science and non-science courses in both the slope (science:
∆r2 (2448) = .005, p < .050; non-science: ∆r2 (3482) = .002, p < .050) and the intercept
(science: ∆r2 (2448) = .004, p < .050; non-science: ∆r2 (3482) = .003, p < .050). The
association between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA when
considering ethnicity was also significant for both science, F (3, 2448) = 65.38, p < .001, and
non-science, F (3, 3482) = 126.29, p < .001, with a significant change in R2 (science: ∆r2
(2448) = .011, p < .001; non-science: ∆r2 (3482) = .019, p < .001). Significant differences
were not found in the slope (science: ∆r2 (2448) = .002, p = .100; non-science: ∆r2 (3482) <
.001, p = .650), but significant differences were found in the intercept (science: ∆r2 (2448) =
.010, p < .001; non-science: ∆r2 (3482) = .018, p < .001). Significance was not found in Pell
eligibility and the association between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and course
grade GPA for science courses, ∆r2 (2448) = .002, p = .189, but was found for non-science
courses, F (3, 3482) = 110.88, p < .001, ∆r2 (3482) = .002, p < .050. For non-science courses,
significance was not found in the test for differences in the slope, ∆r2 (3482) < .001, p = .838,
but was found for the intercepts, ∆r2 (3482) = .002, p < .050. First generation status was not
shown to be a significant covariate for either science, ∆r2 (2448) = .001, p = .277, or nonscience courses, ∆r2 (3482) < .001, p = .590, so further analysis was not relevant. Finally, the
association between high school GPA/ACT science subscore and course grade GPA when
considering student major was found to be significant for both science courses, F (3, 2448) =
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68.78, p < .001, ∆r2 (2448) = .017, p < .001, and non-science courses, F (3, 3482) = 125.85, p
< .001, ∆r2 (3482) = .018, p < .001. Significant differences were found for science courses in
the slope, ∆r2 (2448) = .005, p < .050, but not for the slope in non-science courses, ∆r2 (3482)
< .001, p = .738. The intercept differed at a statistically significant level for both science, ∆r2
(2448) = .005, p < .001, and non-science courses, ∆r2 (3482) = .018, p < .001.

Table 36
Average Overprediction (-) and Underprediction (+) of Science Course Grade GPA

Gender

Ethnicity

Major

N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

2389

.413

--

.275

Female

3553

-.420

--

-.316

White

4159

-.183

.038

-.110

Non-White

1783

-.420

-.241

-.316

Science

2143

-.459

-.429

-.452

Non-Science

3799

.361

.557

.506
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Table 37
Average Overprediction (-) and Underprediction (+) of Non-Science Course Grade GPA
N

HSGPA

ACTSS

Combined

Male

2389

-.201

-.266

-.966

Female

3553

-.027

.071

.101

White

4159

.025

.136

.094

Non-White

1783

-.027

.071

.101

Ineligible

4301

-.027

.071

.101

Eligible

1641

-.319

-.146

-.136

First Generation

No

4155

-.212

--

--

Status

Yes

1787

-.027

--

--

Major

Science

2143

.361

.557

.506

Non-Science

3799

-.027

.071

.101

Gender

Ethnicity

Pell-Eligibility

Residual values were calculated in the predictor/criterion combinations that exhibited
differential prediction for science and non-science course grade GPA (Tables 32 and 33). In
terms of gender subgroups, only the high school GPA and combined predictors exhibited
differential prediction for science course grade GPA, in which case, female student grades
were overpredicted whereas male student grades were underpredicted. For non-science
course grade GPA, male student grades were consistently overpredicted across all three
predictors, while female student grades were overpredicted for high school GPA and
underpredicted when using the ACT science subscore or combined predictor. For science
course grade GPA, ethnicity and student major exhibited differential prediction across all
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three predictors. Both subgroups were overpredicted for ethnicity except when using ACT
science subscore, in which case White student grades were underpredicted. Science major
grades were consistently overpredicted whereas non-science major grades were consistently
underpredicted. For non-science courses, differential prediction also existed across all three
predictors for both ethnicity and student major. For ethnicity, non-White student grades were
overpredicted only when using high school GPA, while all other predictor/subgroup
combinations exhibited underprediction. The same was true for student major, where nonscience major was overpredicted when using high school GPA, but all other
predictor/subgroup combinations exhibited underprediction. Differential prediction also
existed for Pell-eligibility across all three predictor, and for first generation status when using
high school GPA, with non-science courses. For first generation status, both subgroups were
overpredicted. For Pell-eligibility, overprediction existed for both subgroups when using high
school GPA, and for Pell-eligible students when using the other two predictors.
Underprediction occurred for Pell-ineligible students when using the ACT science subscore
or combined predictors.
Sources of Intercept Difference
As introduced in the research methods for this study, possible sources for these
differences was investigated using Meade and Fetzer’s (2009) method. Student’s t tests were
conducted for differences in both the predictors and criterion across groups, and Cohen’s d
effect size calculated, for those associations that showed differential prediction in the
previous step.
With regard to the predictors (Tables 34-48), for gender, significant differences were
found in the high school GPA predictor for overall, chemistry, and science course GPA. For
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ACT science subscore, no significant differences were found for overall or non-science
course grade GPA, and biology, chemistry, and science course grade GPA were not tested
given the results of previous tests. For the combined predictor, significant differences were
found when testing biology and science course grade GPA but not for overall, chemistry, or
non-science course grade GPA.
For ethnicity, significant differences were found on all three predictors for overall,
chemistry, and non-science course grade GPA. When assessing biology and science courses,
significant differences were found in ACT science subscore and the combined predictors but
not in high school GPA.
When evaluating Pell-eligibility, significant differences were only found for the
combined predictor and only when evaluating overall course grade GPA and non-science
courses. Significant differences were not found for either predictor when assessing high
school GPA or ACT science subscore for overall, biology, or non-science courses. No
significant differences were found for high school GPA with chemistry courses either. All
other predictor and course combinations were not tested.
Given the results of previous analyses, the only predictor test for first generation
status was high school GPA and only for biology courses, which was found not to be
significant, and non-science courses, where they did significantly differ.
All predictor and course combinations were tested for student major. ACT science
subscore was found to differ significantly for overall and chemistry courses. The combined
predictor differed significantly for biology and non-science courses. All other predictor and
course type combinations did not exhibit significant differences on the predictor.
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Table 38
Independent Samples t Test for High School GPA and Overall Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

2389

3.043

0.526

-14.829

5940

<.001*

.39

Female

3553

3.237

0.473

White

4159

3.236

0.495

18.597

5940

.025*

.53

Non-White

1783

2.978

0.478

Pell-

Ineligible

4301

3.185

0.450

6.506

5940

.525

.20

Eligibility

Eligible

1641

3.090

0.509

Major

Science

2143

3.262

0.497

11.969

5940

.797

.33

Non-Science

3799

3.100

0.499

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 39
Independent Samples t Test for High School GPA and Biology Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

376

3.096

0.506

-4.001

1183

.096

.25

Female

809

3.216

0.466

White

771

3.267

0.470

8.965

1183

.578

.55

Non-White

414

3.012

0.461

Pell-

Ineligible

787

3.219

0.476

4.199

1183

.794

.26

Eligibility

Eligible

398

3.096

0.484

First

No

849

3.173

0.485

-0.512

1183

.122

.03

Generation

Yes

336

3.189

0.476

Major

Science

383

3.277

0.488

4.946

1183

.420

.31

Non-Science

802

3.130

0.473

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 40
Independent Samples t Test for High School GPA and Chemistry Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

2013

3.033

0.529

-14.382

4755

<.001*

.42

Female

2744

3.243

0.474

White

3388

3.229

0.500

16.460

4755

.034*

.53

Non-White

1369

2.968

0.483

Pell-

Ineligible

3514

3.177

0.504

5.303

4755

.400

.17

Eligibility

Eligible

1243

3.088

0.517

Major

Science

1760

3.258

0.499

10.968

4755

.912

.33

Non-Science

2997

3.093

0.505

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.

Table 41
Independent Samples t Test for High School GPA and Science Course Grade GPA

Gender

Ethnicity

Major

N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

1066

3.145

0.532

-10.194

2452

<.001*

.34

Female

1388

3.348

0.453

White

1851

3.316

0.487

9.982

2452

.395

.47

Non-White

603

3.087

0.496

Science

1472

3.278

0.499

2.255

2452

.257

.09

Non-Science

982

3.232

0.497

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 42
Independent Samples t Test for High School GPA and Non-Science Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

1323

2.960

0.507

-12.131

3486

.062

.42

Female

2165

3.166

0.471

White

2308

3.172

0.492

14.488

3486

.007*

.53

Non-White

1180

2.922

0.459

Pell-

Ineligible

2499

3.114

0.493

4.961

3486

.701

.19

Eligibility

Eligible

989

3.022

0.495

First

No

2364

3.069

0.504

-3.198

3486

.033*

.12

Generation

Yes

1124

3.127

0.474

Major

Science

671

3.225

0.490

8.084

2486

.857

.35

3.055

0.491

Gender

Ethnicity

Non-Science 2817
*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 43
Independent Samples t Test for ACT Science Subscore and Overall Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

2389

22.61

3.857

11.831

5940

.064

.31

Female

3553

21.43

3.676

White

4159

22.78

3.674

29.998

5940

<.001*

.84

Non-White

1783

19.87

3.245

Pell-

Ineligible

4301

22.23

3.721

10.896

5940

.477

.31

Eligibility

Eligible

1641

21.05

3.847

Major

Science

2143

22.96

3.643

16.409

5940

.026*

.45

Non-Science

3799

21.31

3.748

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.

Table 44
Independent Samples t Test for ACT Science Subscore and Biology Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

White

771

22.55

3.663

13.952

1183

<.001*

.88

Non-White

414

19.64

2.915

Pell-

Ineligible

787

21.97

3.661

5.842

1183

.329

.36

Eligibility

Eligible

398

20.67

3.593

Major

Science

383

22.82

3.772

8.538

1183

.108

.52

Non-Science

802

20.92

3.488

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 45
Independent Samples t Test for ACT Science Subscore and Chemistry Course Grade GPA

Ethnicity

Major

N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

White

3383

22.83

3.675

25.284

4755

<.001*

.83

Non-White

1369

19.93

3.337

Science

1760

22.99

3.615

13.985

4755

.001*

.42

Non-Science

2997

21.42

3.808

*Significance at α = .05 level.

Table 46
Independent Samples t Test for ACT Science Subscore and Science Course Grade GPA

Ethnicity

Major

N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

White

1851

23.69

3.533

15.783

2452

.013*

.76

Non-White

603

21.12

3.261

Science

1472

23.27

3.583

3.579

2452

.103

.15

Non-Science

982

22.73

3.702

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 47
Independent Samples t Test for ACT Science Subscore and Non-Science Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

1323

21.67

3.724

7.177

3486

.051

.25

Female

2165

20.75

3.626

White

2308

22.05

3.623

22.986

3486

<.001*

.84

Non-White

1180

19.23

3.045

Pell-

Ineligible

2499

21.47

3.628

9.519

3486

.662

.36

Eligibility

Eligible

989

20.16

3.681

Major

Science

671

22.27

3.684

9.295

3486

.506

.40

Non-Science

2817

20.82

3.636

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 48
Independent Samples t Test for Combined Predictor and Overall Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

2389

69.512

19.673

-1.179

5940

.113

.03

Female

3553

70.110

18.848

White

4159

74.335

19.015

29.317

5940

<.001*

.87

Non-White

1783

59.454

15.107

Pell-

Ineligible

4301

71.10

19.199

10.774

5940

.015*

.29

Eligibility

Eligible

1641

65.570

18.472

Major

Science

2143

75.402

18.774

17.102

5940

.083

.46

Non-Science

3799

66.749

18.705

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.

Table 49
Independent Samples t Test for Combined Predictor and Biology Course Grade GPA

Gender

Ethnicity

Major

N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

376

70.035

20.258

1.183

1183

.021*

.07

Female

809

68.666

17.709

White

771

74.312

18.616

14.277

1183

<.001*

.91

Non-White

414

59.395

14.004

Science

383

75.361

19.069

8.248

1183

.007*

.50

Non-Science

802

66.111

17.549

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 50
Independent Samples t Test for Combined Predictor and Chemistry Course Grade GPA

Gender

Ethnicity

Major

N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

2013

69.414

19.565

-1.979

4755

.559

.06

Female

2744

70.536

19.153

White

3388

74.340

19.107

25.615

4755

<.001*

.86

Non-White

1369

59.471

15.430

Science

1760

75.411

18.715

14.965

4755

.543

.45

Non-Science

2997

66.919

19.002

*Significance at α = .05 level.

Table 51
Independent Samples t Test for Combined Predictor and Science Course Grade GPA

Gender

Ethnicity

Major

N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

1066

75.475

19.902

-0.510

2452

.003*

.02

Female

1388

75.867

17.946

White

1851

79.032

18.474

16.181

2452

<.001*

.79

Non-White

603

65.458

15.968

Science

1472

76.775

18.676

3.483

2452

.696

.14

Non-Science

982

74.080

18.924

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 52
Independent Samples t Test for Combined Predictor and Non-Science Course Grade GPA
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

1323

64.706

18.116

-2.676

3486

.240

.09

Female

2165

66.420

18.487

White

2308

70.568

18.604

23.182

3486

<.001*

.87

Non-White

1180

56.385

13.670

Pell-

Ineligible

2499

67.522

18.577

9.062

3486

.001*

.35

Eligibility

Eligible

989

61.342

17.035

Major

Science

671

72.391

18.650

10.556

3486

.047*

.45

Non-Science

2817

64.193

17.941

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.

Regarding differences on the criterion (Tables 49-53), for courses overall, significant
differences were found for gender, ethnicity, Pell-eligibility, and student major. Based on
prior assessments, first generation status was not tested. All demographic groups were tested
for biology courses, but only student major was found to have significant differences in
course grade GPA. For chemistry courses, gender, ethnicity, and student major exhibited
differences on the criterion across subgroups, while Pell-eligibility did not, and first
generation was not tested. Significant differences in the criterion were found for science
courses across the subgroups of ethnicity and student major but not gender. Pell-eligibility
and first generation status were not tested. For non-science courses, only first generation
status failed to show significant differences on the criterion, while all other subgroups did.
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Table 53
Independent Samples t Test for Course Grade GPA in Overall Courses
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

2389

2.835

0.956

1.645

5940

.008*

.04

Female

3553

2.793

0.994

White

4159

2.960

0.923

18.592

5940

<.001*

.52

Non-White

1783

2.459

1.016

Pell-

Ineligible

4301

2.859

0.962

6.330

5940

.009*

.18

Eligibility

Eligible

1641

2.680

1.010

Major

Science

2143

3.027

0.869

13.059

5940

<.001*

.36

Non-Science

3799

2.687

1.015

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 54
Independent Samples t Test for Course Grade GPA in Biology Courses
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

376

2.494

0.986

0.047

1183

.424

.46

Female

809

2.491

1.015

White

771

2.698

0.951

10.028

1183

.237

.61

Non-White

414

2.108

0.994

Pell-

Ineligible

787

2.576

0.973

4.043

1183

.193

.33

Eligibility

Eligible

398

2.237

1.050

First

No

849

2.547

1.002

2.981

1183

.648

.19

Generation

Yes

336

2.354

1.004

Major

Science

383

2.772

0.879

6.745

1183

<.001*

.43

2.359

1.035

Gender

Ethnicity

Non-Science
*Significance at α = .05 level.

802
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Table 55
Independent Samples t Test for Course Grade GPA in Chemistry Courses
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

2013

2.899

0.937

0.622

4755

.038*

.11

Female

2744

2.882

0.970

White

3388

3.020

0.906

15.193

4755

<.001*

.48

Non-White

1369

2.565

0.999

Pell-

Ineligible

3514

2.923

0.948

4.119

4755

.099

.14

Eligibility

Eligible

1243

2.793

0.971

Major

Science

1760

3.083

0.858

10.868

4755

<.001*

.33

Non-Science

2997

2.775

0.992

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.

Table 56
Independent Samples t Test for Course Grade GPA in Science Courses

Gender

Ethnicity

Major

N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

1066

2.865

0.952

0.502

2452

.543

.02

Female

1388

2.846

0.958

White

1851

2.959

0.905

9.735

2452

<.001*

.44

Non-White

603

2.532

1.031

Science

1472

2.958

0.864

6.675

2452

<.001*

.27

Non-Science

982

2.698

1.059

*Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 57
Independent Samples t Test for Course Grade GPA in Non-Science Courses
N

M

SD

t

df

p

d

Male

1323

2.811

0.959

1.512

3486

.008*

.12

Female

2165

2.759

1.015

White

2308

2.961

0.937

15.650

3486

<.001*

.55

Non-White

1180

2.422

1.007

Pell-

Ineligible

2499

2.841

0.978

5.956

3486

.028*

.22

Eligibility

Eligible

989

2.620

1.017

First

No

2364

2.796

0.984

1.485

3486

.139

.05

Generation

Yes

1124

2.742

1.016

Major

Science

671

3.179

0.862

11.839

3486

<.001*

.53

Non-Science

2817

2.683

1.000

Gender

Ethnicity

*Significance at α = .05 level.

Summary
Differential validity was found to exist for gender groups in the association between
overall course grade GPA, chemistry course grade GPA, and non-science course grade GPA
when using all three predictors: high school GPA, ACT science subscore, and the two
combined. Differential validity for gender groups was only found in the association of
biology course grade GPA and science course grade GPA when using the predictors of high
school GPA alone or high school GPA combined with ACT science subscore (Table 54).
Differential validity was found to exist for student major groups in the association of
overall course grade GPA, biology course grade GPA, and science course grade GPA when
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assessing the predictor of high school GPA. For biology and science courses, differential
validity also occurred in the association with high school GPA combined with ACT science
subscore. Finally, the association between ethnicity and non-science course grade GPA also
exhibited differential validity across all three predictors (Table 54).
Differential prediction was found to exist for gender groups in the association
between overall course grade GPA, biology and chemistry course grade GPA, and science
and non-science course grade GPA when using the predictors of high school GPA and high
school GPA combined with ACT science subscore. This was also true for the predictor of
ACT science subscore when the criterion was overall course grade GPA or non-science
course grade GPA (Table 55).
Differential prediction was found to exist for Pell-eligibility across all three predictors
for both overall course grade GPA and non-science course grade GPA. This was true for
biology course grade GPA only when the predictors were either high school GPA or ACT
science subscore alone. And it was only true for chemistry course grade GPA with the
predictor of high school GPA (Table 55).
In the case of first generation status, differential prediction was only found for
biology course grade GPA and non-science course grade GPA when the predictor was high
school GPA. Differential prediction was found to exist for both ethnicity and student major
subgroups in their associations with all criterion across all predictors (Table 55).
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Table 58
Differential Validity Summary Results Across Course Type and Demographic Groups
Group

Gender

Ethnicity

Predictor

Overall Biology Chemistry Science

HSGPA

**

ACTSS

**

Combined

**

**

**

**

**
**

**

**

**

ACTSS

**

Combined

**

ACTSS
eligibility
Combined
HSGPA

Generation ACTSS
Combined
HSGPA
Major

**

HSGPA

HSGPA

Status

**
**

Pell-

First

Non-Science

**

**

**

**

**

ACTSS
Combined

** Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 59
Differential Prediction Summary Results Across Course Type and Demographic Groups
Group

Gender

Ethnicity

Predictor

Overall Biology Chemistry Science
**

**

**

Non-Science

HSGPA

**

**

ACTSS

**

Combined

**

**

**

**

**

HSGPA

**

**

**

**

**

ACTSS

**

**

**

**

**

Combined

**

**

**

**

**

HSGPA

**

**

**

ACTSS

**

**

Combined

**

**

**

Pell**

eligibility

First

HSGPA

**
**

**

Generation ACTSS
Status

Major

Combined
HSGPA

**

**

**

**

**

ACTSS

**

**

**

**

**

Combined

**

**

**

**

**

** Significance at α = .05 level.
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Table 60
Predictor Difference Summary Results Across Course Type and Demographic Groups
Group

Predictor

Overall

Gender

HSGPA

**

ACTSS

--

Combined

--

**

--

**

--

HSGPA

**

--

**

--

**

ACTSS

**

**

**

**

**

Combined

**

**

**

**

**

Pell-

HSGPA

--

--

--

Eligibility

ACTSS

--

--

Combined

**

Ethnicity

First

HSGPA

Generation

ACTSS

Biology Chemistry
--

**

Science

Non-Science

**

---

--**

--

**

Combined
Major

HSGPA

--

--

--

--

--

ACTSS

**

--

**

--

--

Combined

--

**

--

--

**

**: Significance at α = .05 level. –: No significance. Blank: Not tested.

When investigating the source of intercept difference discovered in the previous step,
it was found that significant differences existed for gender on the predictor of high school
GPA for overall, chemistry, and science courses, and existed for the combined predictor for
biology and science courses. For ethnicity, significant differences existed across all predictor
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and course combinations except for high school GPA with biology or science courses. For
Pell-eligibility, significant differences only existed with the combined predictor and only for
overall and non-science courses. First generation status only experienced a significant
difference in the high school GPA for non-science courses. Significant differences in the
ACT science subscore were found for student major across overall and chemistry courses,
while significant differences were found in the combined predictor across biology and nonscience courses (Table 56).
Regarding significant differences on the criterion, these were found for gender across
overall, chemistry, and non-science courses. They existed for ethnicity across overall,
chemistry, science, and non-science courses. Significant differences were found for Pelleligibility across overall and non-science courses. And, for student major, significant
differences were found on the criterion regardless of course type (Table 57).

Table 61
Criterion Difference Summary Results Across Course Type and Demographic Groups
Group

Overall

Biology

Chemistry

Science

Non-Science

Gender

**

--

**

--

**

Ethnicity

**

--

**

**

**

Pell-Eligibility

**

--

--

First Generation
Major

**

-**

**

-**

**

**: Significance at α = .05 level. –: No significance. Blank: Not tested.

**
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Table 62
Sources of Intercept Differences Summary Results
Group

Predictor

Gender

HSGPA

P, C

ACTSS

C

Combined

C

P

C

P

C

HSGPA

P, C

--

P, C

C

P, C

ACTSS

P, C

P

P, C

P, C

P, C

Combined

P, C

P

P, C

P, C

P, C

--

Ethnicity

Overall

Biology

Chemistry

Science

Non-Science

--

P, C

P

C
C

Pell-

HSGPA

C

--

Eligibility

ACTSS

C

--

Combined
First

HSGPA

Generation

ACTSS

C
C

P, C

P, C
--

P

Combined
Major

HSGPA

C

--

C

C

C

ACTSS

P, C

--

P, C

C

C

C

P, C

C

C

P, C

Combined

C: Statistically significant criterion differences; P: Statistically significant predictor
differences; --: No significant differences on either criterion or predictor; Blank: Not tested
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Table 63
Determination of Test Bias Summary Results
Group

Predictor

Gender

HSGPA

R: TB

ACTSS

C/O

Combined

C/O

Ethnicity

Overall

Biology

Chemistry

Science

Non-Science

R: TB

TB

C/O
C/O

TB

C/O

TB

C/O

R: C/O

C/O

R: C/O

HSGPA

R: C/O

ACTSS

R: C/O

TB

R: C/O

R: C/O

R: C/O

Combined

R: C/O

TB

R: C/O

R: C/O

R: C/O

Pell-

HSGPA

C/O

C/O

Eligibility

ACTSS

C/O

C/O

R: C/O

R: C/O

Combined
First

HSGPA

Generation

ACTSS

TB

Combined
Major

HSGPA

C/O

C/O

C/O

C/O

ACTSS

R: C/O

R: C/O

C/O

C/O

C/O

C/O

R: C/O

Combined

C/O

R: C/O

TB: Test bias; C/O: Criterion bias or omitted variables; R: Reliability of tests
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Summarizing the sources of intercept differences results in Table 58. Based on the
framework of Meade and Fetzer (2009), these sources of intercept differences can be taken
together to determine whether or not test bias exists (Table 59). In cases where both criterion
and predictor differences are found, Mead and Fetzer (2009) offer additional
recommendations to compare observed versus expected criterion differences to determine
whether or not one should preclude test use. In these cases, multiple symbols representing
this process will be found in the table (either R: C/O or R: TB).
In the setting of this analysis, the circumstances that preclude predictor use for
introductory course performance include the following:
1. Using high school GPA to predict overall, chemistry, or science course performance.
2. Using the high school GPA and ACT science subscore to predict biology or science course
performance.
Conditions (1) and (2) exhibited test bias based on gender.
3. Using ACT science subscore or high school GPA and ACT science subscore combined to
predict biology course performance.
Condition (3) exhibited test bias based on ethnicity.
4. Using high school GPA to predict non-science course performance,
Condition (4) exhibited test bias based on first generation college student status.
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Chapter V: Discussion
Introduction
The use of standardized tests continues to grow. Over the last century alone, the
number of test takers has grown from less than 1,000 in 1901 to over 3.5 million for the
graduating class of 2014, and 57% of those test takers took the American College Testing, or
ACT, college readiness assessment. Due to both high usage rates and the changing
demographics of our nation’s student population, the study of test bias is still a relevant
conversation today. Test bias, defined by Meade and Fetzer (2009) as the “systematic error in
how a test measures members of a particular group” (p. 1), can be broken down into two
concepts. The extent to which a test does not predict a criterion for all subgroups can be
characterized in terms of differential prediction and differential validity.
The goal of this study was to understand whether differential prediction existed in the
ACT science subscore and the extent to which this index was differentially valid for
individuals of various demographic subgroups regarding their performance in introductory
science courses. Differential prediction and differential validity were investigated through
quantitative methods whereby correlation coefficients and regression models were
determined for different subgroups based on various demographic characteristics. As such,
the independent variable was ACT science subscore, and the dependent variable was
introductory science course final grade. The models included additional predictor variables
denoting various subgroup memberships (e.g., male or female). The sample was selected
from a doctoral, moderate research, Midwestern, four year and above, public university.
Current research on the ACT tends to look across subtests, without looking at any one
of them specifically. This study evaluated the predictive validity of the ACT science subtest.
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Even when evaluating ACT subtests in current research, the tests are only compared to one
subject rather than any for which it might have predictive value. This study assessed the
predictive validity of the ACT science subtest for several introductory science courses in
both biology and chemistry. This approach has added to the research, particularly regarding
the differences of gender because it controlled for course selection (Burton & Ramist, 2001).
Finally, research on predictive validity of the ACT has also been restricted to difference in
race and gender. This study included additional measures of socioeconomic status, first
generation status, and interest area as well.
Discussion of Findings
The College and Career Readiness Benchmarks are touted as a high-value component
of the ACT that sets the bar for excellence and “represents the level of achievement required
for students to have the best academic experience at the college level” (ACT, 2017). The
ACT College Readiness Benchmark for the science subject-area test is a score of 23; this is
the score that represents the level of achievement required for students to have a 50% chance
of obtaining a B or higher or about a 75% chance of obtaining a C or higher in the
corresponding credit-bearing first-year college course. For the science subject-area test, that
corresponding first-year course is biology (ACT, 2017). The ACT STEM Benchmarks were
developed because ACT research suggested “that academic readiness for STEM coursework
may require higher scores than those suggested by the ACT College Readiness Benchmarks”
(p. 1). For the science subject-area test, a median score of 25 is associated with a 50% chance
of obtaining a B or higher grade in first-year chemistry, biology, physics, and engineering
courses (Radunzel et al., 2015). Of importance to those working in the field of higher
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education, applying this information, is that what is discussed in the following sections may
call into question this claim from ACT, at least for certain populations of students.
Differential validity. The first research question of this study asked, “Is the ACT
science subscore differentially valid in its prediction of achievement in introductory science
courses for students across different demographics and science disciplines?” Although the
literature has shown that combining high school grades with test scores increases the validity
of prediction equations for introductory performance (Burton & Ramist, 2001; Crawford,
Alferink, & Spencer, 1986; Morgan, 1989), early literature has shown mixed results in the
area of differential validity across subgroups for various predictors. The earliest research by
Rowen (1978) found the ACT to be a significant predictor of introductory GPA, though
results were inconclusive regarding gender differences. Similarly, Breland (1979) found
validity coefficients to be quite variable with no discernable patterns across predictors or
racial groups. Duran’s (1983) meta-analysis also found inconsistencies across studies
regarding differential validity for both gender and ethnicity. Some found higher correlations
for female students and lower correlations for Hispanic students, while the others resulted in
nonsignificant findings. However, Maxey and Swayer (1981) found patterns that implied
lower validity coefficients for Black and Hispanic students when compared to White
students. Also, Linn, who performed at meta-analysis in 1982, found that correlations were
typically higher for women compared to men and for White student compared to either Black
or Hispanic students.
A decade later, validity studies appeared to be finding more consistent results across
the literature. Ramist et al. (1994) found correlations to be higher for Asian and White
students compared to African American, American Indian, and Hispanic students, higher for
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female students compared to male students, and higher for students whose best language is
English. Bridgeman et al. (2000) found similar results in their study a year later, after a test
revision had occurred. Correlations were still significantly higher for female students
compared to male students, and the same patterns held across racial/ethnic groups. More
recently, Young (2001) performed a meta-analysis comprising 49 studies and found similar
patterns to earlier studies. Higher correlations existed for Asian and White students compared
to African American and Hispanic students, and higher correlations also existed for female
students compared to male students. Even after further test revisions, Mattern et al. (2008)
performed a study that resulted in findings that mirrored those of Young (2001) across
gender and ethnic groups, and of Ramist et al. (1994) regarding students’ best language.
The results of this study agree with the literature in that high school grades exhibited
a stronger correlation with introductory grades than did ACT science subscore whether it be
for overall GPA, or subject area or course offering GPA, and the strongest correlation
occurred when the two predictors were combined. This was also true across almost every
subgroup/criterion combination. The results of this study are also consistent with the
literature when it comes to the predictive validity across gender subgroups. Significant
differences were found for the high school GPA and combined predictor across all criterion
and significant differences were found for the ACT science subscore in the case of overall,
chemistry, and non-science course grade GPA prediction. In each case, validity coefficients
were higher for female students compared to male students.
Where the results of this study differ from the literature was in the case of ethnicity.
Significant differences in validity coefficients were only found across all three predictors for
the criterion of non-science course grade GPA. In each of these cases, the results do mirror
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the literature in that the validity coefficients were lower for non-White students compared to
White students. The fact that differences were not found across other criterion may simulate
the inconsistencies found by Breland (1979) and may be a result of condensing ethnic/racial
groups. For this study, sample size would have become an issue had student race/ethnicity
followed the format of so many other studies which were able to keep separate (Linn, 1982;
Duran, 1983; Ramist et al., 1994; Young, 2001), for example, African American, American
Indian, Asian, and Hispanic groups. The differences may also exist because this study further
refined the criterion across different course types whereas many of the previous studies had
considered only an overall course grade GPA.
Another area in which this study stood out from current literature was in the study of
additional demographic groups. Differential validity was also found based on student major
or interest area for the criterion of biology or science course grade GPA when the predictors
were high school GPA or the combined predictor, and for overall course grade GPA when
the predictor was high school GPA. Differential validity was not found based on student
socioeconomic status or first generation status.
Differential prediction. The second research question asked, “Is the ACT science
subscore differentially predictive of achievement in introductory science courses for students
across different demographics and science disciplines?” The literature is more consistent in
the findings to this question compared to the findings regarding the first research question.
The earliest studies on differential prediction were completed by Cleary (1968), Davis and
Kerner-Hoeg (1971), Temp (1971), and Thomas (1972) and were all summarized in Linn’s
(1973) meta-analysis. Findings were consistent in that African American student GPAs were
overpredicted compared to White student GPAs, and female student GPAs were
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underpredicted compared to male student GPAs. Regarding race/ethnicity, Breland (1979),
Maxey and Sawyer (1981), Linn (1982), and Sawyer (1986) echoed these results in finding
consistent overprediction for non-White students when White student regression equations
were used. The greatest overprediction occurred for Black students and was less severe for
Hispanic students. Later studies by Linn (1982), Crawford et al. (1986), and Sawyer (1986)
again found the same underprediction for female students compared to male students.
The results of more recent studies do not differ from earlier studies. Ramist et al.
(1994) found male students were overpredicted whereas female students were
underpredicted. Students whose best language was not English were underpredicted
compared to those whose best language was English. And, for race/ethnicity, Asian
American and White students were underpredicted whereas American Indian, Black, and
Hispanic students were overpredicted. Again, after test revisions occurred, in a study by
Bridgeman et al. (2000), results did not change. Some changes occurred where
intersectionality existed, but overall, underprediction still occurred for female students
whereas overprediction occurred for non-White students. The same findings were true for
Young (2001) in a meta-analysis of 49 studies performed a year later. Though results were
mixed for Asian American and American Indian students, most agreed overprediction
occurred for African American and Hispanic students compared to White students, and
underprediction occurred for female students compared to male students. The results of
differential prediction studies remained consistent even after later test revisions, as reported
by Mattern et al. (2008). Overprediction occurred for American Indian, African American,
and Hispanic students compared to Asian American and White students. Underprediction
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occurred for female students compared to male students, and introductory GPAs for students
whose best language is not English are also underpredicted.
The results of this study agree with the literature in that differential prediction existed
across gender and race/ethnicity subgroups. This study refined the analysis by looking at
different sets of predictors across various criterion. For ethnicity, this did not make a
difference; differential prediction existed across all predictor/criterion combinations. Where
it did make a difference was in what type of differential prediction existed. While the
literature consistently found that overprediction occurred for non-White students whereas
underprediction occurred for White students, this study determined it depends on specific
predictor and criterion characteristics. This study agrees with the literature in that overall
course grade GPA was underpredicted for White students and overpredicted for non-White
students. However, this pattern did not always hold true when predicting course grade GPA
of specific subjects or course offerings. For example, biology course grade GPA was
consistently overpredicted regardless of predictor or ethnicity subgroup whereas results were
mixed for chemistry course grade GPA. Both subgroup course grades were overpredicted
when using the high school GPA predictor but underpredicted when using the other two
predictors. In the case of science course grades, underprediction only occurred for White
students when using the ACT science subscores, while overprediction occurred for all other
subgroup/predictor combinations. In the case of non-science courses, overprediction only
occurred for non-White students when using high school GPA, while overprediction occurred
for all other subgroup/predictor combinations.
While the literature consistently found underprediction for female student grades and
overprediction for male student grades, this study determined it depends on specific predictor
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and criterion characteristics. This study agrees with the literature in that overall course grade
GPA was underpredicted for female students and overpredicted for male students when using
the predictor of ACT science subscore. However, this pattern did not always hold true for the
predictors of high school GPA or ACT science subscore and high school GPA combined, nor
did it hold true when course grade GPA was investigated for specific subjects or course
offerings. For example, both male and female student grades were overpredicted for biology
courses whereas they were underpredicted for chemistry courses, and female course grades
were overpredicted for science courses compared to those underpredicted for male students
whereas results were variable for non-science courses.
This study also reviewed socioeconomic status, first generation status, and student
interest, all additional subgroups compared to current literature on the topic. Differential
prediction only occurred based on first generation status when predicting biology and nonscience course grade GPA. In both cases, it only occurred when using high school GPA and
on both cases, both subgroups experienced overprediction. Differential prediction occurred
for student interest across all three predictors and across all course types. However, the type
of differential prediction was highly variable and dependent on predictor and course type.
Differential prediction for socioeconomic status occurred when predicting all course types
except science courses but not necessarily for all predictors. Again, the type of differential
prediction was sensitive to predictor and course type.
Test bias. According to the NACAC white paper on college admissions testing by
Zwick (2007), “college admission test results often reveal substantial average score
differences among ethnic, gender, and socioeconomic groups. In popular press, these
differences are often regarded as sufficient evidence that these tests are biased. From a
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psychometric perspective, however, a test’s fairness is inextricably tied to its validity” (p.
20). Thus, differential validity and differential prediction may be examined to determine if a
test is used in a manner that is consistently biased or unfair for some groups of test takers.
Cleary’s definition states that “if the criterion score [GPA, in this case] predicted from the
common regression line is consistently too high or too low for members of the subgroup”
(Cleary, 1968, p. 115), a test is found to be biased. However, other researchers have pointed
out that a test itself does not have bias, but rather interpretations or predictions from test
results in some contexts may be biased (Darlington, 1971; Thorndike, 1971; Lautenschlager
& Mendoza, 1986; Binning & Barrett, 1989).
To understand test bias, this study implemented the approach of Meade and Fetzer
(2008, 2009), which built on Cleary’s work. Cleary suggested that a case of misprediction,
any difference in intercepts or slopes, would be indicative of test bias. However, harking
back to theories of differential validity and differential prediction, Meade and Fetzer (2008)
suggest that differing slopes are indicative of differential validity and differing regression
line intercepts are indicative of differential prediction, but not necessarily test bias. Meade
and Fetzer (2008) contend there are two fundamentally different potential sources of
differences in regression line intercepts; differences in mean predictor and differences in
mean criterion. If there are differences on both the predictor and criterion, and they are
proportional to one another, this would result in adverse impact, but not necessarily test bias.
If there are differences on the criterion, but not the predictor, this could be indicative of true
score difference, omitted variables, bias in criterion measure, or differences due to random
error. If the difference is on the predictor, while there is no difference on criterion, this can
accurately be attributed to test bias. If there are differences on both the predictor and
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criterion, but these differences are not proportional to one another, additional evaluation
would be needed to locate the source of the difference. However, if the difference in
predictor is large while the criterion difference is small, it is best to assume test bias in the
absence of other information (Meade & Fetzer, 2008).
This study concluded that in most cases of differing intercepts, the differential
prediction was attributed to differences on the criterion and therefore were possible cases of
criterion bias. Several scenarios initially resulted in differences on both the predictor and
criterion, but through further testing were found, in the majority of cases, to also be examples
of possible criterion bias. Those which proved to be criterion bias, where the differences on
the criterion exceeded the differences on the predictor, occurred for student major when the
predictor was ACT sciences subscore and the criterion were either overall or chemistry
course grades, or when using the combined predictor for the criterion of biology or nonscience course grades. This also occurred for Pell-eligibility when using the combined
predictor for overall or non-science course grade GPA. And it occurred for ethnicity across
all predictors for overall, chemistry, and non-science course grade GPA, as well as for
science course grade GPA when using the combined or ACT science subscore predictors.
Clear cases of possible criterion bias, where further testing was not needed because
differences only occurred on the criterion, occurred for the remaining predictor/criterion
combinations that initially showed differences on the intercept for student major. This was
the case for all three predictors of science course grade GPA, non-science course grades
when using the predictors of high school GPA or ACT science subscore, and when using the
high school GPA or combined predictors for either overall or chemistry course grade GPA.
This was also the case for Pell-eligibility when using the high school GPA or ACT science
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subscore predictors for overall or non-science course grade GPA. Possible criterion bias was
clearly found for ethnicity when using high school GPA to predict science course grade
GPA. Possible criterion bias also existed for gender across all three predictors for nonscience course GPA, for overall course grade GPA when using the combined or ACT science
subscore predictors, and for chemistry course grade GPA when using the combined predictor.
The scenarios that required further testing due to differences on both the predictor and
criterion, but which resulted in cases of test bias, occurred for gender when using high school
GPA to predict either overall or chemistry course grade GPA. In these cases the differences
on the predictor exceeded the differences on the criterion.
The only cases of clear test bias, which did not require further testing because
differences only existed on the predictor, occurred for gender when using the combined
predictor for either biology or science course grade GPA, or using high school GPA to
predict science course grade GPA; for ethnicity when using either ACT science subscore or
the combined predictor for biology course grade GPA; and for first generation status when
using high school GPA to predict non-science course grade GPA.
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Table 64
Differential Validity and Prediction Summary Results and Indications of Bias
Group

Gender

Ethnicity

Predictor

Overall

Biology
V, P^

Chemistry Science

Non-Science
V, P+

HSGPA

V, P*

ACTSS

V, P+

Combined

V, P+

V, P*

V, P+

V, P*

V, P+

HSGPA

P+

P^

P+

P+

V, P+

ACTSS

P+

P*

P+

P+

V, P+

Combined

P+

P*

P+

P+

V, P+

HSGPA

P+

P^

P^

ACTSS

P+

P^

Combined

P+

V, P*

V, P*

V, P+

V

P+

PellP+

eligibility

First

HSGPA

Generation

ACTSS

Status

Combined

Major

P+
P^

P*

HSGPA

V, P+

V, P^

P+

V, P+

P+

ACTSS

P+

P^

P+

P+

P+

Combined

P+

V, P+

P+

V, P+

P+

V = Differential validity; P = Differential prediction; * = Test bias; + = Criterion bias/omitted
variables; ^ = Reliability of tests
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Taking all this information together (Table 60), this study supports the theory of
Meade and Fetzer (2008, 2009) in that differential prediction is not always an indication of
test bias. More so, this study supports the need for careful testing of specific predictor and
criterion combinations across various demographic subgroups. Results of both differential
validity and differential prediction are sensitive to these conditions. In the setting of this
analysis, the only circumstances that may actually preclude predictor use for introductory
course performance include the following:
1. Using high school GPA to predict overall, chemistry, or science course performance.
2. Using the high school GPA and ACT science subscore to predict biology or science course
performance.
Conditions (1) and (2) exhibited test bias based on gender.
3. Using ACT science subscore or high school GPA and ACT science subscore combined to
predict biology course performance.
Condition (3) exhibited test bias based on ethnicity.
4. Using high school GPA to predict non-science course performance.
Condition (4) exhibited test bias based on first generation college student status.
Implications and Recommendations
This study served as an application of Meade and Fetzer’s (2009) expanded approach
toward differential validity and prediction and test bias. As recommended by Meade and
Fetzer (2009), this study echoed Cleary’s (1968) approach toward test bias when groups
differ on their predictors. However, also as recommended by Meade and Fetzer (2009), this
study supported an approach different from Cleary (1968) when the differences existed on
the criterion. Like Meade and Festzer (2009) and their first recommendation, this study
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recommends following this expanded procedure when assessing differential validity and
differential prediction for the purpose of determining test bias. Additionally, as Meade and
Fetzer (2009) suggested in their second recommendation, this study recommends time be
spent “developing the criterion” (Meade & Fetzer, 2009, p. 18). When Meade and Fetzer
(2009) made this recommendation, they were referring to the assessment of job performance.
This study provided a clear example of where results could differ when assessing different
characteristics of what seemingly began as a single criterion. Breaking overall course grade
GPA down by either subject (i.e., biology or chemistry) or course offering (i.e., science or
non-science) resulted in quite different findings even for the same predictor and demographic
subgroup.
The findings of this study have implications for both admissions decisions and course
placement decisions. As described previously, findings of differential validity present
concerns about the strength of the prediction across various subgroups whereas findings of
differential prediction may be cause for concern in the accuracy of the prediction for different
subgroups. Admissions practices could merit review if the same prediction equations are
being used for all students, while simultaneously using that information to generate cutpoints for admission decisions, if the strength of the prediction is not the same for all
students. Course placements decisions may merit review if there are questions about the
accuracy of prediction when placing individual students in various levels of coursework.
Speaking from the broader perspective, any findings of test bias merits the attention
of test developers. Though test bias did not occur in all cases, and bias existed for predictors
other than the ACT science subscore, validity studies of this sort should be incorporated into
the regular practices of both test developers and test users. As noted by the NACAC, “[T]est
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score differences have existed among racial/ethnic, gender, best language, and
socioeconomic groups for a long time. These differences continue to raise ongoing concerns
about the possibility of bias in admission tests” (Noeth, 2010, p. 55). Continued assessment
across a large sample population will be needed if test developers are to continuously
improve their methods.
Speaking from the more local perspective, given the fact that test bias did not occur
across the board, but that results were variable depending on the particular predictor/criterion
combination, the recommendation of this study is not for this institution, specifically, or any
institution, in general, to halt the use of these particular predictors entirely. Instead, as has
been shown to be best practices (Zwick, 2007), institutions should continue to use a variety
of factors in admissions decisions. As recommended by the NACAC (Zwick, 2007), it will
remain essential for college admissions counselors to understand the administration and use
of standardized tests and other admissions factors, and to be able to explain their use and
impact to prospective students and their parents.
The results of this study may be readily applied by higher education professionals.
Knowing the use of various predictors may be biased or, at the very least, result in
misprediction for some demographic groups, those university officials responsible for
making admissions and placement decisions should be sensitive to this information. In fact,
continued, perhaps annual, testing of differential validity and differential prediction could
prove quite useful for understanding retention and matriculation challenges for any given
institution, particularly in the STEM disciplines. Understanding that misprediction may occur
should also be a call for action to anyone in a position to offer students support. Placement
practices may need to be reevaluated, and once students are placed, ensuring proper
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academic support is in place will be key to the good stewardship of university enrollment and
retention efforts.
The result of this study that is just as concerning as test bias, and perhaps is
something that exists more in the purview of individual institutions, is the finding of possible
criterion bias in so many areas. These differences may be shrugged off as actual differences
in performance, but institutions should be careful to provide the further testing required in
order to prove this theory. In the most severe sense, criterion bias could mean a call to action
for diversity training for faculty and staff. As reflected on by Meade and Fetzer (2009) in
their study of job performance, there could be a “rater by race interaction” (p. 7). In largescale studies, ethnicity bias has been shown to exist wherein for the performance of White
workers, it made no difference who was doing the rating (either a Black or White
supervisor), but in the case of Black workers, it did matter (Meade & Fetzer, 2009).
Similarly, gender bias in performance ratings has also been shown to exist in stereotypical
male fields (Meade & Fetzer, 2009). This may explain the phenomenon found in this study,
where criterion bias existed both for gender and student major in those taking the non-science
course offerings. Though intersectionality was not properly evaluated in this study, these
would have been the science courses targeted toward the non-majority groups of women in
non-science majors. In the more benign sense, it could mean a need for reevaluation of
assessment strategies in these courses, particularly when the criterion differences existed
across all predictors. Since these could also be cases of omitted variables, the differences on
the criterion could be explained by some unmeasured variable, but this, too, would need
proper investigation.
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Applicable to both the broad and local perspective, ongoing research should occur to
further validate the College Readiness Benchmarks published by ACT. As has been suspect
in previous research, and again called into question by this study, these benchmarks may not
be entirely accurate for all criterion or demographic subgroups. Though there is absolutely
value in determining the source of the discrepancy, there may also be value in recognizing
one may exist regardless of knowing the source. Beyond the scope of this study, this is where
education begins to connect to major sociological issues and philosophical approaches. If the
Readiness Benchmarks are being used to both predict college success and guide curriculum
decisions in the minds of both educators and students, one can ask, are we better served by
identifying the differential experiences of some students or by sweeping these details under
the rug, so to speak, in the creation of blanket statements of college readiness standards?
Areas for Further Research
Young’s (2001) comprehensive review reveals a majority of validity research has
occurred with the SAT as the predictor and that there is room for more studies that focus on
the ACT, composite or subtest score, as the predictor. This study was just one example of
further research in this area, evaluating the ACT science subscore, but of course there is
room for more. Additional studies on the ACT science subscore across other science
disciplines could prove valuable. Due to limitations of this study, data for only biology and
chemistry courses could be gathered. In addition, other ACT subscores that are in need of
further review occur in the areas of English, mathematics, reading, and writing.
Although this study evaluated a different admissions test, the overall findings of this
study mirrored the initial conclusions found by Young (2001). First, differences do occur in
validity and prediction across subgroups. Second, these findings varied considerably
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depending on the group of interest and the particular predictor and criterion combination.
However, one area where both this study and current literature is severely deficient is in the
study of intersectionality. Though there have been a few to study the intersectionality of
gender and race/ethnicity (Bridgeman et al., 2000), the vast majority of studies view different
facets of identity as independent characteristics when it is now well-known that individuals
do not live their lives in this way (Crenshaw, 1989). Additional studies that consider the
impact of differential validity and differential prediction on intersectionality would greatly
move the theory forward.
Young’s (2001) third conclusion was that differences between subgroups do not
remain fixed over time and that legislative changes regarding affirmative action, or other
societal or institutional factors that differentially affect students of different backgrounds,
could impact academic performance of non-White students and alter the results of future
studies. Although this study’s findings were consistent in some areas, they differed from the
literature in other areas, thus proving that ongoing studies in this area are important. This
study also agrees with Young’s fourth conclusion in that the major causes for group
differences are not well understood. Additional studies that help to elucidate any of Young’s
four conclusions would be highly valuable for the study of differential validity and
differential prediction.
Young (2001) makes three suggestions for the future of research on predictive
validity and differential prediction. First, the number of studies in many racial/ethnic groups
is small, and therefore, additional studies of Asian Americans, Hispanics, and American
Indians are needed in order for meaningful conclusions to be drawn regarding this population
of students. Although this study had aspirations in the area of ethnicity study, limitations in
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the data and sample sizes prevented this area of study. It is agreed that further study in this
area is needed, particularly as our nation’s student population continues to grow more
heterogeneous.
Second, gender differences are still not well understood, and additional research is
needed in this area to understand why such differences persist after so many decades. This
study attempted to remove some of the confounding variables such as major or course
selection as a possible influence on gender differences, but even with those factors removed,
differences were still found in the prediction of male and female student performance
consistent with current literature.
Third, Young (2001) recommends new methodologies for exploring predictive
validity may benefit in higher order understanding of group differences. Burton and Ramist
(2001) suggest a revised model for predictive validity research that could provide critical
information to support decisions within the control of the institution regarding recruitment
and retention practices. This is aligned with the recommendation from the NACAC (2008)
suggesting “colleges and universities should regularly conduct independent, institutionallyspecific validity research” (p. 46). Mattern et al. (2008) suggest future research should
replicate current research findings and expand on it by examining alternative outcomes and
exploring different subgroups. This study sought to exemplify this goal and agrees that
regular validity research should occur by postsecondary institutions. This study supports the
methodology proposed by Meade and Fetzer (2009) and offers an example of its application
for one institution. The use of this methodology, and the development of more refined
strategies, in studies by other institutions would further our understanding of test validity and
bring closer the goal of equal opportunity and access for all students.
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Summary
In this chapter the findings of this study were discussed in the context of prior
research and current literature. The results of the analyses of differential validity and
differential prediction were discussed independently before being reviewed together to
evaluate concerns of test bias. The implications of such findings were then reviewed in terms
of possible impacts on test developers as well as postsecondary institutions, including both
admissions and retention practices. Finally, this chapter concluded with a discussion of areas
for further research, which included, but were not limited to, more focused predictors and
criterion, advanced methodology, expanded demographics, and the complexities of
intersectionality.
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Nov 13, 2017 1:11 PM EST
Meagan Treadway
Leadership and Counsel, Users loaded with unmatched Organization affiliation.
Re: Exempt - Initial - UHSRC-FY17-18-64 Assessing Student Success: Predictive Validity
of the ACT Science Subscore
Dear Dr. Meagan Treadway:
The Eastern Michigan University Human Subjects Review Committee has rendered the
decision below for Assessing Student Success: Predictive Validity of the ACT Science
Subscore. You may begin your research. Decision: Exempt
Selected Category:
Renewals: Exempt studies do not need to be renewed. When the project is completed, please
contact human.subjects@emich.edu.
Modifications: Any plan to alter the study design or any study documents must be reviewed
to determine if the Exempt decision changes. You must submit a modification request
application in Cayuse IRB and await a decision prior to implementation.
Problems: Any deviations from the study protocol, unanticipated problems, adverse events,
subject complaints, or other problems that may affect the risk to human subjects must be
reported to the UHSRC. Complete an incident report in Cayuse IRB.
Follow-up: Please contact the UHSRC when your project is complete.
Please contact human.subjects@emich.edu with any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Eastern Michigan University Human Subjects Review Committee
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Monday, November 27, 2017
Dear Department Chair:
My name is Meagan Treadway and I am a doctorate student at Eastern Michigan University.
For my doctoral research, I am examining whether differential prediction exists in the ACT
science sub-score and the extent to which this index is differentially valid for individuals of
various demographic subgroups regarding their performance in introductory science courses.
You have been identified as the department chair of a corresponding science discipline. I am
inviting you to participate in this research by identifying the introductory science courses
recommended in your discipline for both science- and non-science-majors. If you choose to
participate in this research, please complete the attached Introductory Science Courses form
and return it to me as an attachment to the email listed below.
There is no compensation for responding, nor is there any known risk. There may be a slight
chance that your identity may be known by virtue of the information in the final report that
will likely reveal the time period of the study and the institution at which this study takes
place. Participation is strictly voluntary and you may refuse to participate at any time.
Thank you for taking the time to assist me in my educational endeavors. The information
collected here will provide essential information regarding the data to be collected for this
study. If you would like a copy of this study, please complete the attached Request for
Information form and return it to me in a separate email. If you require additional
information or have questions, please contact me at either the email or phone number listed
below.
Sincerely,
Meagan Treadway
P: 616-890-8752
E: mtreadw2@emich.edu
Dr. Ronald Williamson
P: 734-487-0255
E: rwilliams1@emich.edu
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Introductory Science Courses
(Completion and return of this form will indicate your willingness to participate in this
study.)

Science Discipline

Introductory Courses
Please enter subject code, course number, and title in each applicable space.
First Semester Course

Second Semester Course

(If applicable.)

(If applicable.)

Science
Majors

Non-Science
Majors

Return to: Meagan Treadway at mtreadw2@emich.edu.
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Request for Information
(This request for information form is option and is not a requirement of participation.)

Please send a copy of the study result to the address listed below:

Name

Address
Street 1:
Street 2:
City:
State or Province:
ZIP or Postal Code:
Nation:

Please do not return this form with your survey.

Return to: Meagan Treadway at mtreadw2@emich.edu.

